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Abstract 

This study investigates the social protection of workers in the platform economy 
at the request of the European Parliament’s Employment and Social Affairs 
Committee. The report reviews literature and previous research on the platform 
economy with the aims of defining it and developing a typology for understanding 
its nature. It discusses the growth and drivers of the platform economy, as well 
as benefits and challenges for workers, reporting findings from 50 interviews 
conducted with expert stakeholders in eight European countries and from an 
original survey of 1,200 platform workers. It dissects the different normative 
layers that need to be considered when looking at the challenges of social 
protection of platform workers from a legal perspective. Finally, the report draws 
conclusions and makes recommendations concerning arrangements for the 
provision of social protection for workers in this growing sector of the economy.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The platform economy has grown rapidly over the last few years. Platform economy 
employment has certainly increased, although exact figures on the scale of employment 
remain elusive and estimates of the workforce at EU level vary considerably. The social 
protection of workers is enshrined in the Treaty of the EU. However, the extent of social 
protection varies across Member States, and workers in different forms of work receive 
varying degrees of social protection.   

The rise of the “collaborative”, “platform” or “gig” economy has led to a renewed focus on 
the question of social protection for workers. This can be seen in the ‘Opinion and Resolution 
on the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy’, published in March and June 2017 
by the European Parliament, which highlights the growth of the collaborative economy, and 
the importance of ensuring protection of workers engaged in this sector.1 

The rise of the so-called collaborative, platform, gig, or sharing economy does raise 
important, new challenges for social protection, for policy makers, employers, and labour 
representatives. Challenges in understanding these issues are compounded by the lack of 
clarity with regard to the size and composition of the workforce. 

This report draws on findings of research into the social protection of workers in the platform 
economy, conducted by the Centre for Employment Relations Innovation and Change 
(CERIC), at the University of Leeds.2 The analysis reports findings based on background 
research, legal analysis, the conduct of 50 interviews with expert stakeholders in the 
platform economy across eight EU countries (Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy, Poland, Spain, UK), as well as an original survey of 1,200 platform economy workers. 

The aim of this report is to examine the evolution of the platform economy in the EU and 
its impact on working conditions and social protection. The report concludes that 
offering greater social protection to platform workers is desirable. It offers specific 
recommendations on extending social protection for platform economy workers. Throughout, 
the report also offers a comparison between developments in the EU and the United States 
(US), to inform the ongoing work and interests of the Employment and Social Affairs 
Committee’s Working Group on the digitalisation of work.  

A first key finding from the study relates to the size of the platform economy. Research 
to-date been held back by two problems. The first problem is definitional. Different 
definitions lead to different conclusions about size, and about the most important issues for 
policy-makers to address. The second research problem is how to access suitable data for 
making an accurate assessment of the size and growth of the platform economy. Using the 
very broadest definitions, estimates for the USA and EU suggest that around one third of 
the adult population has participated at some time in the online platform or “on-demand” 
economy. Focussing more narrowly on paid work mediated by online platforms, it seems 
likely that between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of the adult population has earned some 
income at some time in this way. 

Secondly, the report proposes two new typologies for understanding the platform 
economy. The first, presented in Chapter 2 of the report, addresses two key issues in the 
provision of social protections for platform workers. These are, first, the type of labour 
market in which work is carried out (local or global) and, second, the degree of control 
that platforms exercise over the conduct of work (and, conversely, the degree to which 

                                           
1  European Parliament 2017a; European Parliament 2017b.  
2  The Centre for Employment Relations Innovation and Change is a leading Research Centre in work and 

employment, based at the University of Leeds, UK. Further details of the Centre can be found at: 
https://business.leeds.ac.uk/research-and-innovation/research-centres/ceric/. 

https://business.leeds.ac.uk/research-and-innovation/research-centres/ceric/
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workers exercise autonomous control over their work). The second typology (contained in 
Chapter 5, Policy Recommendations) summarises our finding that the greater the level of 
financial dependence on platform work, the lower the access that workers have to 
social protections.  

A third key finding relates to the perception of stakeholders towards the platform, gig, or 
collaborative economy. Interview findings revealed that respondents used the terms 
“platform economy”, “gig economy” and “sharing economy” in different ways, and in some 
cases these views signalled an indication of the positive or negative nature of these forms of 
working for those that undertook them. Intermediaries and platforms were seen as key 
“disruptors” in driving the platform economy, again, a term that was used in both positive 
and negative senses by respondents, depending on the perceived effects on workers, 
employers and the economy.  

There was widespread recognition from our interview respondents that there were some 
opportunities for workers that had been created by the rise of the platform economy. The 
downsides of platform economy working were emphasised by employer bodies and trade 
unions interviewed. Security of job and income were seen to be key problems for those 
working in the platform economy, as was underemployment. There were also challenges 
in some countries for workers who fell in the grey area between worker status and self-
employment who could end up with none of the benefits of self-employment, in terms of 
control, and all the problems of income insecurity. Existing social protection of workers in the 
platform economy varied markedly. 

Fourthly, our research provides robust, new survey evidence on the experience of work in 
the platform economy, and the extent of social protections received by workers. An original 
survey was developed and distributed to 1,200 platform workers across four established 
online platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Clickworker; CrowdFlower; and 
Microworkers. Average working hours across the platforms stood at 23 hours per week, with 
the median hourly pay six US dollars. Pay levels across the platforms were significantly lower 
than national minimum wage rates across European countries and the U.S., ranging from a 
54.1 per cent gap in France to 3.4 per cent in the United States.  

The survey also revealed that relatively high levels of job satisfaction and emotional wellbeing 
amongst platform workers were offset by lack of task autonomy and dissatisfaction with 
career prospects, pay levels and job security. Workers’ dissatisfaction with job security 
was considerably higher than the representative average figure across European labour 
markets. 

Based on the survey, the report develops a new categorisation of three clusters of platform 
economy workers: Moderate Beneficiaries, Random Surfers, and Platform-Dependent 
Workers. The categories were derived from the degree of worker dependence on the 
platform economy for income and the quantity of work, notably in terms of whether work 
was conducted as an alternative or alongside more traditional forms of employment 

Statistical analysis found that approximately a quarter (25 per cent) of the labour market in 
the platform economy was comprised of “Platform Dependent Workers”; those workers 
who derived a larger share of their personal income from micro-tasking without other 
paid jobs. These workers were significantly worse off compared to those who were not reliant 
on the platform economy, earning on average between 43 and 62 per cent less, regardless 
of between country differences 

Access to social protection schemes, with the exception of healthcare insurance, was 
very low for platform economy workers. Up to 70 per cent of workers in the platform 
economy reported that they could not access basic schemes like pregnancy, childcare and 
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housing benefits. Such an effect was especially pronounced among Platform Dependent 
Workers.   

The key legal issue affecting the provision (or otherwise) of social protections for workers in 
the platform economy is a longstanding problem that also affects “atypical” workers more 
generally; namely, that they are more likely to be categorised as self-employed contractors 
rather than employees or workers. This is evident at both the national level and EU level. 
The definition of worker within these provisions is likely to exclude those working in the 
platform economy, and thereby reduces significantly the social and employment protections 
to which they are entitled. Furthermore, where platform workers are theoretically entitled to 
forms of social protection in individual countries, in many cases, relatively low levels of hours 
or income mean that in practice they may not reach the necessary income or hours thresholds 
to access social protection.  

However, it is extremely difficult to make general statements in this area because work in 
the platform economy can involve a very broad range of activities, involving diverse 
configurations of work relationship, with each contractual situation needing to be looked at 
on its own merits.  

Conclusions 

• The platform economy is already a significant part of economic life within the EU, and 
it is likely to grow significantly in the foreseeable future.  

• Employment within the platform economy in the EU is so far relatively marginal in 
absolute terms. However, such employment is expected to grow significantly and 
rapidly over the next few years.  

• Thus, while regulation concerning social protections for platform workers might not 
be considered urgent at the present time, it is likely to become more pressing in the 
not too distant future. One of our main conclusions is, accordingly, the need to 
address policy issues before they become urgent. Policy should be anticipatory 
rather than reactive.  

• Technology, though central to the evolution of the platform economy, is not its only, 
or even its main, driver.  

• Different legal and institutional arrangements across individual Member States have 
influenced, and continue to influence, the way in which the platform economy has 
developed.  

• There is an important role for the state in ensuring optimal outcomes, whatever 
that may entail, to ensure that platform economy workers are not excluded 
from basic social protections. A number of potentially viable examples of good 
practice within Member States may form the basis of wider transposition to the EU 
level.  

• The evidence on participation in platform work confirms its largely intermittent 
pattern, and evidence from expert interviews indicates a number of problems faced 
by workers. Furthermore, the nature of platform work creates particular challenges 
for social protection. 

• Our original survey demonstrates some of the real challenges of arranging and 
ensuring social protection for platform workers, the majority of whom undertake this 
work in addition to another job. Even so, a quarter of respondents gain more than 
half their personal income via platform work.  

• There is a strong association between platform work and precarity more 
broadly. A key concern is that the more reliant a worker becomes on the platform 
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economy for their personal income, the less likely they are to have a range of basic 
social protections. Only a small proportion of platform workers were found to pay into 
a pension. Those who are more financially dependent on platform work appeared to 
have greater difficulty in meeting monthly bills. Many types of social protection 
schemes (particularly those covering pregnancy/childcare, caring responsibilities and 
housing benefits) were not currently accessed by a majority of platform workers. 
Furthermore, when it is available, social protection is typically derived from the 
fact that workers have another job outside the platform economy.  

• Our new typology, presented in Chapter 5, Policy Recommendations, gives an 
overview of the relationship between the extent to which workers are dependent on 
platform work – expressed as the proportion of income derived from platform work – 
set against access to social protections (high, medium or low). This typology can be 
used to map dependence on platform work and access to social protections – a 
descriptive, analytical tool. 

• This typology can also be viewed as a framework for establishing how social protection 
for platform workers (in specific contexts, Member States, or working for specific 
platforms) can be increased. If, as we suggest in our report, a goal is to increase 
social protection for platform workers, then, in typological terms, how can 
specific groups of workers be moved across the typology from columns on the right-
hand side, where protection is low, towards the left-hand columns, where protections 
are higher? The actions required are likely to vary considerably from Member 
State to Member State.  

• Good policy requires good evidence. This research has demonstrated the very 
considerable difficulties involved in estimating both the size of the platform economy, 
the scale of participation in paid work within it, and the social protection enjoyed, or 
not, by those in the platform economy.   

Recommendations  

• Policy development should seek to foster the benefits and at the same time reduce 
the costs of employment opportunities in the platform economy.  

• There is a strong case for legal reform. The exclusion of platform workers from a range 
of social protections is closely linked to the growth in the numbers of people excluded 
from legal classification as employees (or workers).  

• Therefore, an important route to wider coverage of social protections is to address 
the framework of legal classifications surrounding the employment relationship, as 
well as novel variations upon traditional forms. 

• We recommend that the EU takes steps towards a review of existing legal 
frameworks, so as to recognise the extent of new social practices that have become 
established in recent years, in order to redress exclusions from social protections.  

• The general approach should be to rectify problems created by the development of 
legal frameworks that work towards the exclusion of particular sections of 
employment, towards a framework of actions that ensure the inclusion of all those 
who need social protections.  

• It may also be the case that existing instruments at EU level can be extended to 
encompass more explicitly those working in the platform economy. In the long term, 
this is likely to mean developing legal approaches that can encompass greater variety 
of work relations.  
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• More immediately, some more straightforward solutions should be sought to: reverse 
the burden of proof in determining employee status, so that it is incumbent 
upon employing entities to prove that persons carrying out paid work are not 
employees; ensure that enforcement of legal employment status is conducted 
by an independent authority (as is already the case in some Member States), 
rather than by piecemeal rulings from the courts; and provide full and easily 
accessible information to all workers, including those engaged in platform-
mediated work, concerning their legal rights.   

• Good policy requires good evidence. Steps should be taken at both EU and Member 
State levels to ensure that national statistical agencies develop appropriate measures 
of the platform economy. 

• Measures should be put in place to ensure that labour platform companies supply 
regulatory authorities with appropriate and sufficient information to inform policy 
development around social protection in this increasingly important area.  
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 INTRODUCTION  
Social protection of workers has a central place in the European Union. Social protection is 
enshrined in Article 3 of the Treaty of the European Union (TEU), which commits the EU to 
“promote social justice and protection”,3 and Article 9 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU), which commits the EU to “the guarantee of adequate social 
protection”.4 While these treaties do not specify what form such provisions should take, 
Member States have developed a range of social protection schemes, with varying 
entitlements, which are considered in more detail below. The extent to which social protection 
schemes extend to workers employed on “new” and emerging types of employment 
contracts, is the subject of much debate. Provision of social protection schemes vary across 
Member States and across different forms of working arrangements. The rise of the 
“collaborative”, “platform” or “gig” economy has led to a renewed focus on the question 
of social protection for such workers. In March and June 2017, the European Parliament 
published an Opinion, followed by a Resolution on the European Agenda for the Collaborative 
Economy, which highlighted the growth of the collaborative economy, and the importance of 
ensuring protection of workers engaged in this sector.5 It is the issue of social protection for 
workers operating in such economic circumstances that is the specific focus of this report.  

Social protection varies somewhat across different Member States6 but, as a broad 
comparative framework, social protections can be said to cover the following areas:7  

• healthcare (costs) 

• sickness (benefits paid during sick leave) 

• maternity (costs and benefits)  

• disability (benefits)  

• old age (pension benefits)  

• survivors (benefits) 

• employment injuries/accidents at work and occupational diseases (costs) 

• family (benefits)  

• unemployment (benefits)  

• guaranteed minimum resources (benefits)  

• long-term care (costs) 

Across the EU, two broad models of social protection can be identified. The first, 
“Bismarckian” model is based on a social insurance approach, and is intended to “maintain 
workers’ income in case of social risks”.8 The second, “Beveridgean” model aims to provide 
“adequate, uniform income for all citizens in the case of certain risks”, and is intended to be 
universal.9 In practice, social protection systems commonly combine aspects of both models 
into a hybrid version, whereby some protections are universal while others are linked to 
employment status.  

                                           
3  European Union 2008: 17. 
4  European Union 2012: 53.  
5  European Parliament 2017a; European Parliament 2017b. 
6  See MISSOC 2017. 
7  This framework is taken from the EU MISSOC (Mutual Information System on Social Protection) database, as 

summarised in Eurofound 2017a: 47. Other sources give slightly different lists.  
8  Eurofound 2017a: 47, emphasis added. 
9  Ibid: 47, emphasis added. 
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Attention has become focussed on social protections recently due to the widespread 
perception of growing gaps in coverage, associated with shifts away from the standard model 
of employment and the rise of insecure forms of work – problems that have been recognised 
by the European Commission.10 Work in the platform economy can be seen as a significant 
and growing example of these wider problems.11 The European Parliament has recognised 
that the platform economy creates new opportunities and new, flexible forms of work, 
particularly for the self-employed, but that these can result in precarities and gaps in 
protection.12 This report has been commissioned in order to better understand the nature 
and extent of those gaps, and to make recommendations for addressing them, as a 
contribution towards the development of policy in this area.  

The platform economy – alternatively termed “sharing”, “collaborative” or “gig” economy – 
has grown rapidly over the last few years. It is estimated that the key components of the 
platform economy produced revenues of nearly €4bn and facilitated €28bn of 
transactions within Europe in 2015.13 Key sectors include transportation, accommodation, 
household services, professional services and finance.14 Employment in these areas has 
certainly increased, although exact figures remain elusive, and estimates vary considerably. 
It seems likely, though, that somewhere between one to five per cent of working-age adults 
in the EU have, at some time, engaged in paid work mediated via an online platform,15 
although figures for individual Member States are likely to vary, with some having higher 
levels.16 Clearly, more research is needed to provide firm estimates of the workforce in 
different segments of this developing economy.  

Opportunities for business and workers have been facilitated by ICT developments, and the 
availability of mobile devices.17 Yet, while many have heralded potentially positive 
consequences for workers, these are far from certain. Particular interest has centred on the 
legal status of workers that gain employment via platforms, with a number of ongoing 
cases highlighting the lack of clarity about whether such workers are employed or self-
employed. As recently as November, 2017, a UK employment appeals tribunal ruled that 
Uber workers should be treated as workers rather than self-employed independent 
contractors;18 other cases are ongoing across Europe and the USA.19 Beyond their contract 
status, there are important questions about the experience of employment and access to 
rights and protection for workers in the platform economy. The rise of the platform economy 
creates opportunities for workers across Europe, operating under “new” and emerging 
contract forms, but it also poses challenges for social protection and working conditions 
of those that undertake it. This mix of opportunities and challenges have been recognised by 
the European Parliament, most recently in the Resolution on a European Agenda for the 
Collaborative Economy,20 yet the problems of developing suitable and appropriate policy 
remain unresolved.  

                                           
10   European Commission 2017d, 2017e.  
11  For previous research investigating social protections and new forms of employment, see Eichhorst et al. 2013; 

Eurofound 2015b, 2017; Matsaganis et al. 2016; Spasova et al. 2017. For an overview of developing EU policy 
consideration, see European Commission 2017c.  

12  European Parliament 2017b: para 37.  
13  PwC 2016: 2. 
14  PWC 2016: 6. 
15  See discussion in Chapter 3, below. 
16  Huws et al. 2016: 1-10. 
17  European Parliament 2017b: Para 2. 
18  Financial Times 2017. 
19  Cherry and Aloisi 2016: Chapter 1. 
20  European Parliament 2017b. 
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Although many workers in the platform economy state that their motivation exceeds pure 
economics, reflecting the spirit of early open source and peer-to-peer production, a core 
policy challenge comes from the expansion of these forms of work. Some have argued 
that work in corporations should be reorganised using the platform model, so that that people 
can develop their full potential and creativity. However, at the same time, it is important that 
new forms of exploitation are prevented, and that adequate protection of those undertaking 
these forms of work is ensured. 

The regulation and social protection of those engaged in platform working is at different 
stages in different Member States, depending on, and taking into account, how in general 
employment, self-employment and other forms of work are regulated and protected 
nationally. There is also considerable unevenness concerning how, and to what extent, 
existing rights and protections are enforced.21 

Regulation and social protection of platform work also depends on the strength of labour 
organisation in the offline economy, the extent of this form of work and the evaluation by 
labour unions and policy-makers about the risks of the platform economy. Some attempts to 
mobilise platform workers have been seen, using petitions and campaigns, Codes of Conduct, 
a FairCrowdWork label, a levy for qualification of crowdworkers for buyers, minimum pay for 
services on platforms, integrated taxation systems, and in some cases co-determination 
rights that regulate which platforms can be used for outsourcing labour, and more far-
reaching reforms of both extending collective agreements to wider categories of workers than 
employees and social protection systems becoming more inclusive.22  

Social protection of platform workers remains varied, however, and creates challenges for 
policy makers, employers, and labour representatives alike. Challenges in understanding 
these issues are compounded by the lack of detailed data on workforce composition. 
For instance, it remains unclear whether and to what extent spells of work in online labour 
markets improve or hamper the likelihood of transition to standard secure employment – 
which, in turn, renders any proposals for enhancing social protection of workers uncertain.  

Bearing in mind these considerations, the aim of this report is to describe the evolution 
of the platform economy in the EU and the impact of the platform economy on working 
conditions and social protection. The report also offers a comparison between the situation 
in the EU and the US.  

The report draws on findings of background literature, documentary, interview and survey 
research conducted by the Centre for Employment Relations Innovation and Change (CERIC), 
at the University of Leeds. An analysis of the size and scope of the platform economy is 
offered, as well as an analysis of different conceptualisations of platform work. The report 
also examines the legal issues pertaining to platform work in the EU and the US. We report 
on qualitative analysis from 50 interviews with stakeholders with an interest/expertise 
in the platform economy across eight EU countries (Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy, Poland, Spain and the UK). Portraits of the labour market and the nature of the 
platform economy in each of the eight countries can be found in Annexe 1. The methodology 
used for the interviews, a list of respondents and the interview themes can be found in 
Annexes 2-4.    

The report also analyses an original survey of platform economy workers, conducted 
between February and April 2017. The survey elicited 1,200 responses from workers on four 
online platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Clickworker, CrowdFlower and 
Microworkers. More detail on the survey methodology can be found in Annexe 2.  

                                           
21  See European Parliament 2017b: para 40.  
22  Drahokoupil and Fabo 2016: 3. 
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The remainder of the report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 looks at definitions and 
typologies of the platform economy, drawing on existing literature and our interview 
data, culminating in the presentation of a new typology of platform work. Chapter 3 looks 
at the nature of work in the platform economy, providing estimates of its scale, the benefits 
and risks of working in the platform economy, and the experience of work, including, crucially 
the experience of social protection. Here, we draw on our interview and survey data. 
The survey findings explore the experience of work, income and pay levels for platform 
economy workers, job quality (with comparisons made to other large scale surveys) and 
social protection. The chapter develops a new categorisation of three clusters of workers 
based on their dependence on platform working: Moderate Beneficiaries, Random Surfers 
and Platform Dependent Workers. Social protection levels vary markedly for workers in each 
of these clusters. Chapter 4 offers a legal analysis of the challenges of social protection 
for platform economy workers. Chapter 5 sets out conclusions and recommendations. 
Annexe 1 provides more detailed portraits of the labour market and of platform economy 
working in each of the eight countries studied.  
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 THE PLATFORM ECONOMY: DEFINITIONS AND 
TYPOLOGY 

KEY FINDINGS 

• Different definitions of the “collaborative”, “sharing”, “gig”, or “platform” economy 
lead to different conclusions about its size, and about the most important issues for 
policy-makers to address.  

• Most interviewees found the term “collaborative economy” problematic. 
Consequently, the terms “platform economy” and “platform work” were preferred in 
this study.  

• There is a severe shortage of reliable data on the size and growth of the platform 
economy.  

• Nevertheless, platform work is presently a small but significant sector of employment 
that is widely expected to grow in the future.  

• The role of platforms themselves is central to understanding platform work, which 
cannot be accurately characterised as simply a series of online labour markets.  

• Discussions over definitions of the platform economy in the USA and EU were closely 
aligned, with the distinction between capital-intensive and labour-intensive platforms 
central. 

• There are considerable gaps in social protection for platform workers, despite 
significant variations across Member States.  

• The classification of platform workers as self-employed means that many are excluded 
from protections that are available to other workers.   

• Typologies of labour platforms and social protections show the full variety of platform 
work and the challenges involved in extending protections to include platform 
workers.  

The first challenge facing research on the platform economy is definitional. As many have 
noted, a large number of different terms have been used to refer to the range of ways in 
which people can and do generate income from online activities. Commonly used terms 
include the “collaborative economy”, "gig economy", "sharing economy", "crowd work", 
"platform economy" or "platform capitalism" – but there are many more.23 To complicate 
matters further, these terms are often poorly defined. Authors often use similar terms to 
refer to quite different online (and offline) activities, and different terms to describe 
essentially similar activities.24 Furthermore, researchers have grouped together different 
selections of variously-defined terms into a considerable variety of typologies, adding 
further complexity. Not surprisingly, then, varied definitions and typologies present 
significant problems for researchers in this area.  

This chapter therefore presents a discussion of various definitions of the online economy and 
argues for adopting neutral terminology; in particular, preferring the term “platform 
economy”. We will subsequently discuss the importance of understanding platforms as 
active shapers of the online economy, rather than as passive facilitators. Finally, we 

                                           
23  Huws 2015: 1. 
24  Botsman 2013. 
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present a new typology which demonstrates the variety of online platforms currently 
involved in mediating paid work.  

2.1. Definitions of the platform and collaborative economy 

According to the Communication on the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy, 
from the European Commission (EC), the collaborative economy consists of "business models 
where activities are facilitated by online platforms that create an open marketplace for the 
temporary usage of goods or services often provided by private individuals".25 This definition 
is plainly capable of encompassing a very wide range of activities. Research that adopts this 
type of broad definition tends to include a highly varied – indeed, disparate – range of 
economic activities. For instance, one study26 included all of the following:  

• Peer-to-peer accommodation: households sharing access to unused space in their 
home or renting out a holiday home to travellers  

• Peer-to-peer transportation: individuals sharing a ride, car or parking space with 
others  

• On-demand household services: freelancer marketplaces enabling households to 
access on-demand support with household tasks such as food delivery and DIY  

• On-demand professional services: freelancer marketplaces enabling businesses 
to access on-demand support with skills such as administration, consultancy and 
accountancy  

• Collaborative finance: individuals and businesses who invest, lend and borrow 
directly between each other, such as crowd-funding and peer-to-peer lending.  

As the authors of the EC Communication note, this broad definition – under the title of the 
"collaborative economy" - is often used interchangeably with "sharing economy".27 Other 
terms that have been used in a similarly broad sense include "platform economy",28 "gig 
economy"29 and "on-demand"30 economy. Whichever terminology is used, however, broad 
brush definitions tend to encompass such varied types of activity as to obscure understanding 
of the activities themselves and the regulatory challenges they may pose. For instance, 
renting out a spare room, providing expert legal or medical advice, financing new businesses, 
and delivering pizza pose significantly different questions for policy-makers; yet, all are 
carried out within the broad "collaborative economy" definition. Consequently, "such a broad 
definition gives us very little to work with in terms of understanding the impact of this new 
economy on society".31 Moreover, if the variety of ways that people have devised to make 
money via online activity is already very great, the rapid evolution of technology 
combined with human inventiveness will only add to this variety in the future. Not 
surprisingly, then, researchers have tried to define more specifically the range of activities 
taking place within the broad spread of the collaborative economy; these approaches are 
discussed below.32   

                                           
25  European Commission 2016a: 3. 
26  PWC 2016: 5. 
27  For instance, Codagnone et al. 2016; see also Petropoulos 2016.  
28  Farrell and Greig 2016a. 
29  Manyika et al. 2016. 
30  Smith 2016. 
31  Drahokoupil and Fabo 2016: 10. 
32  For a defence of the broad definition approach, see European Commission 2016a: 2. 
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2.1.1. Normative aspects of definitions 
Before moving on to discuss alternative approaches to conceptualising online economic 
activity, it is worth pausing to reflect upon the unavoidable normative aspect of many 
definitions of online activity. That is, the language we use influences the way we think 
about online economic activity, and consequently influences priorities for policy-making. 
Notably, terms such as “collaborative” and “sharing” carry very clear positive 
connotations, while "gig economy" typically carries significantly more negative 
overtones.  

Often, the terminology used indicates broadly supportive or broadly critical approaches to 
these new forms of economic activity and work organisation.  

Among supporters of the “platform economy”, for instance, the term “trust” is commonly 
used to describe a supposed benefit engendered by platform intermediation, which is seen 
as promoting trusting relations between strangers, particularly through the use of user-rating 
systems to establish “online reputations”.33 Claims for the spread of trust are often linked to 
notions of “sharing”.34 In reality, however, trust is not a unique feature of the platform 
economy; trust is fundamental to all market relations. Furthermore, from the point of view 
of platform workers, the importance of online reputations – most of which cannot be 
transferred from one platform to another – in giving access to more regular and better-paid 
jobs, leads to them being trapped in a relationship of dependence on that platform.35 
Moreover, as critics have shown, these same online reputation systems are often subject to 
the same biases that exist in the offline world, resulting in clear discrimination; for instance, 
on the grounds of race or gender.36 Thus, even the seemingly obvious benefits of “trust” 
may, in the world of online platform work, conceal clear disadvantages for some of those 
involved.  

Not surprisingly, then, our interviewees often expressed scepticism about the positive 
overtones associated with the term “collaborative” to describe these new forms of online 
economic activity. One told us:   

“There's not much collaborative about Uber — it's a completely red-in-tooth-and-claw 
capitalist firm. Even Airbnb is transforming itself into something completely different 
from how it looked at the start” (Professional association representative, UK). 

Furthermore, many of our interviewees highlighted policy concerns relating to more negative 
aspects of work in the online economy; often seen as replicating problems encountered in 
other forms of insecure employment. 

Our evidence suggests that, for workers, the online economy brings both advantages and 
disadvantages.37 Consequently, there are distinct advantages in using neutral terminology 
for the purposes of analysis and policy-making. The advantages of such an approach were 
recognised by the European Parliament’s Committee on Employment and Social Affairs when 
it argued that the term platform economy provides the most "objective" description of 
these new developments.38 This approach has not yet, however, attained common parlance 
by the plenary of the European Parliament, which, in June 2017, adopted a Resolution 
couched almost entirely in terms of the “collaborative economy”.39 Nevertheless, for the 

                                           
33  Codagnone and Martens 2016: 22; European Parliament 2017a: 9. 
34  NESTA 2014: 5. 
35   Schörpf, et al. 2017.  
36  Rosenblat et al. 2017: 2. 
37  See European Parliament 2017b: para 37. 
38  European Parliament 2017a: Para 3. 
39  European Parliament 2017b, passim. 
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reasons outlined above, in this study the terms "platform economy" and "platform 
work" will be adopted for the most part (see further discussion below). A key concern of our 
expert interviews, however, was to uncover how key actors understood the developing online 
working environment and what this meant in definitional terms: what, in other words, did 
experts perceive as the distinctive differences between the collaborative and platform 
economies? Accordingly, in what follows we start from a consideration of views on the 
collaborative economy, before focusing our attentions specifically on the platform economy 
and, significantly, platform work.   

Not surprisingly, given the above discussion, our interviewees expressed a wide range of 
views about how the collaborative economy can – and should – be defined. Variation in 
approaches to this issue were not haphazard or accidental. For instance, differences often 
emerged between representatives of platforms or employers, and representatives of workers. 
Differences were also evident between countries, reflecting national debates and discourses, 
or differences in institutional and regulatory arrangements, or legal traditions. For example, 
debates in countries with a stronger tradition of co-operative business models often 
exhibited a different character from countries with a more free-market approach to economic 
development and regulation. Furthermore, as the research progressed, it became 
increasingly clear that many participants had in reality identified similar features in the 
development of the online economy, and common challenges for policy-makers, despite 
differences in the language used to express their views.  

From “no definition possible”... 

A substantial minority of interviewees were unable to offer any definition at all of the 
collaborative economy. In a few cases, this was because participants did not seem to have 
given the matter very much thought. More common, though, was an unwillingness to offer 
a definition in the context of known and well understood difficulties. Indeed, explicit concern 
with definitional difficulties was very common among expert interviewees. For example, one 
of our researchers reported that an interviewee “makes quite a despairing face when I ask 
him to define the collaborative economy” (Interview with collaborative economy researcher, 
France). This evidence of uncertainty – even anguish – strongly supports the view outlined 
above concerning the real and serious problems posed by terminological difficulties in this 
area.  

...via “broad definitions are useless”... 

Other participants drew a similar distinction, but used it to reject the term “collaborative 
economy” altogether – at least, as a workable analytical category:  

“’Collaborative economy’ is a fairly useless term because you end up putting together 
all sorts of very different activities — peer-to-peer lending, lift-sharing, renting a 
room, buying and selling online, etc. It's just a mish-mash of economic activity which 
doesn't help very much, especially if you're looking at the world of work” (Professional 
association representative, UK). 

This rejection of the term is a normative judgement on the nature of work being undertaken 
in the collaborative economy, and implies a difference between the rhetoric of collaborative 
economy working and the realities, along a number of dimensions.  

...to differentiating between commercial and non-commercial platforms 

It was notable that not one of our participants used the very broad(est) definitions of the 
collaborative economy outlined above (Section 2.1). An important underlying theme that 
emerged across the interviews was a basic distinction between non-commercial 
activities conducted via online platforms – which were commonly identified as 
collaborative or "sharing" – and those designed to make profits, whether for 
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entrepreneurial individuals or for capitalist corporations. For many, the notion of a 
“collaborative” economy was strongly associated with “sharing”. As participant explained: 

“the whole term sharing economy or collaborative economy should be reserved for 
non-profit activities. Otherwise it is misleading, simply.” (Expert interview, Denmark) 

More explicitly, one participant defined the collaborative economy by sharply contrasting it 
with for-profit activities:  

“I accept it [the collaborative economy] as sharing economy - providing free resources 
… In my opinion, this is the basis of the unwritten rule of sharing economy: that the 
owners of resources share these resources, not seeking financial benefits from this 
and seek only the costs covering the existence and maintenance of these resources” 
(founder of travel-sharing platform, Bulgaria).  

Another respondent saw this genuinely sharing, collaborative activity as somewhat marginal 
to the growth of online economic activity. Asked to define the collaborative economy, 
this expert said:  

“I see it as an economic platform mechanism which is not primarily transactional or 
commercial, but is to do with the sharing of resources. I think that's pretty small and 
it hasn't grown in anything like the way people thought it might … It turns out it's 
quite hard to build business models, and it's quite hard to scale up and hard to sustain” 
(Policy expert, UK). 

Thus, one useable distinction that emerged from our interviews – although at times 
expressed using differing terminology – concerned perceived differences between non-
profit and for-profit activities.  

The important point here is the terminology in use can be, and often is, applied in different 
ways to denote particular working practices and work organisation, to refer to business 
models, and/or to describe different contractual arrangements.40 This is ample evidence, 
then, of the extreme terminological uncertainty in this area.  

Our findings also suggest that moves towards resolving these difficulties would be 
significantly beneficial. Fortunately, our interview evidence also suggested some potentially 
useful directions by which workable definitions might be arrived at. 

2.1.2. Defining the “gig economy” 
The gig economy, in contrast, was seen by many respondents as a means of dividing up 
forms of work and jobs – many of which were already existing – with the aim of reducing or 
removing transactions costs:  

“It is the capacity to break down jobs into small parts and to remove the frictional 
costs involved in connecting the supply of labour and the demand for labour – 
obviously, that's huge and growing. And it's going to grow much, much bigger” (Policy 
Expert, UK) 

For another respondent, referring to the gig economy in Canada and the US, gig working, 
involving multiple clients, facilitated through online platforms, was seen to be synonymous 
with freelancing. By this definition, some arrangements classified as gig working were clearly 
closer to, and better characterised as, an employment relationship:   

                                           
40  The specifics of contractual form are dealt with in Chapter 4. 
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“With Uber, you have one client. At the very least, [working for] Uber is a "dependent 
contractor". It doesn't really fit within the gig economy, because the gig economy is 
about multiple clients.”  (Collaborative economy expert, Canada) 

Gig economy work was seen by many to comprise often poorly paid precarious jobs organized 
via internet platforms and apps, with little that was collaborative about it, and typically with 
a profit-centred motive around it. Indeed, some terms associated with the gig economy (for 
example the use of the term “Uberisation” in France) had distinctly pejorative connotations. 
For many of those interviewed, the collaborative economy was something much more diverse 
than these precarious arrangements, with respondents keen to highlight more equitable and 
protective models. Terms such as the “platform economy” were seen as more cross-
cutting and generic, and perhaps better encompassing the span of activity involved.  

2.1.3. Differentiating the platform economy from traditional arrangements 
Others viewed the platform economy in relation to previous, long-established working 
arrangements. In some cases, the platform economy and gig working were simply regarded 
as an extension of these traditional arrangements. “New” models could be seen, in part at 
least, as an attempt to avoid regulation associated with these traditional working forms.  

“Gig economy, platform work, is largely a subset of self-employment. Some of the gig 
economy is pure self-employment, where people have a lot of control over their work. 
But, also, there's clearly quite a bit of it that occupies this very grey area between 
worker and self-employed. And it's expanding that middle group. The key questions, 
here, are about the degree of control that the platforms exert over individuals” 
(Professional association representative, UK).  

Box 1: Comparing the US and the EU: definitions of the platform economy 

 

2.2. The role of platforms 

The role of platforms is important in understanding the operation of the online economy, but 
accounts vary somewhat in the priority they are given. Some accounts, especially those from 
economists, conceptualise the platform economy as a series of markets for the provision of 
services.41 From this perspective, for example, Uber is a marketplace, matching people who 
want to get from A to B and who are willing to pay someone to drive them, with people who 
                                           
41  Allen 2015; Codagnone et al. 2016; Codagnone and Martens 2016. 

Discussions over definitions of the platform economy in the USA and EU are closely 
aligned, with the distinction between capital-intensive and labour-intensive platforms 
central across a range of literature (see 2.3.1, below). In the USA, empirical research and 
policy discussion has been dominated by two platforms in particular: Uber and Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (AMT). In the USA, Uber presents policy dilemmas familiar from a 
European perspective; namely, the potential for flexible, low-cost transport, and flexible 
earning opportunities, versus disruption to existing transport systems, numerous 
allegations of questionable employment practices, and serious questions over seemingly 
deliberate attempts to mislead regulatory authorities. AMT, which is almost entirely 
absent from EU markets, mediates paid online work, performing short "micro-tasks" and 
"click-work". Relatively straightforward to study, via the simple means of posting a survey 
as a paid task to be completed by thousands of "Turkers", AMT has become something of 
an archetype of paid work in the online economy – characterised by very low pay, often 
insufficient availability of work, and allegations of pay-withholding ("wage theft") and 
other unfair practices. 
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have an under-used car and who are willing to drive someone from one location to another, 
and to receive a payment for doing so. There is a tendency, however, for accounts that 
emphasise the market aspect of the online economy to downplay the role of platforms in 
actively shaping that market; indeed, in some market-focussed accounts platforms scarcely 
feature at all. While there are undeniable market-like aspects to the activities of 
platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and Upwork – where, potentially, many 
thousands of people seeking to earn money bid to carry out paid tasks posted by thousands 
of people who want work done and are willing to pay for it – other platforms look very much 
like businesses designed to make money by offering a specific service. For instance, 
Uber provides a taxi service, Handy provides cleaning services, and MyHammer provides 
building trade services. Furthermore, as research for the US Congress noted, rather than 
simply mediating transactions, platforms exercise considerable control over them: typically, 
platforms collect commission on each transaction, and therefore "have a clear stake in 
attracting and retaining clients", which influences their behaviour in a number of ways; 
platforms also control the brand, and police this (to varying degrees) by operating 
mechanisms to select (and deselect) individuals operating under their brand; and platforms 
"control the client-provider relationship", commonly through the use of lengthy and detailed 
contracts prohibiting practices such as direct contact between clients and workers.42 Overall, 
"the platforms regulate the market".43  

There is a further issue that often clouds understanding of the platform economy; namely, 
the role of digitisation in the wider economy. It is sometimes assumed that the spread of 
digital technology is part of a wider shift in the global economy, whereby the site of profit 
production is shifting away from labour activities towards capital investment. Yet, despite 
much media hype around developments in computer technology, robotics, and artificial 
intelligence, the evidence suggests that the spread of digital technology is less significant 
than often assumed, and, in terms of the generation of profit, it has so far had only a marginal 
effect.44 Srnicek argues that whilst there are some notable examples of platforms that have 
enjoyed economic success, the sector as a whole faces considerable challenges, due to the 
tensions between the push to expand the data extraction capabilities of platforms on the one 
hand, and the dominant business logic of keeping platforms “lean”.45 Deriving a competitive 
advantage also becomes more and more challenging when the sector is built upon notions of 
collaboration and sharing.46 In reality, platform companies do bring some elements of a new 
business model and new ways of organising work, and as such present real challenges for 
policy makers. Platforms do not, however, represent a fundamental change from familiar 
patterns of corporate activity within a capitalist economy.47  

2.2.1. The platform as intermediary, or providing the underlying service? 
To add yet further complexity, yet another distinction made by some respondents related to 
the involvement of the platform (or intermediary) in contractual arrangements. This 
distinction was becoming particularly important in the legal cases and judgments that were 
being made in individual countries, and was pertinent to understanding risk-bearing and the 
potential for systems of social protection to be extended to platform workers. Some of these 
risks – particularly those which stem from the categorisation of platform economy 
participants as employees, workers or self-employed – have been recognised by the 

                                           
42  Donovan et al. 2016: 4; see also Calo and Rosenblat 2017:4. 
43  Berg 2016: 6; see also Agrawal et al. 2013: 1-3. 
44  Srnicek 2017. 
45  Ibid: 10. 
46  Ibid: 11.  
47  Ibid: 11. 
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European Parliament in their recent Resolution.48 Respondents distinguished the continuing 
involvement of intermediaries in the online economy, from arrangements where platforms 
facilitated direct engagement between customer and worker. As one respondent noted: 

“From a worker’s point of view, there can be different ways of using the worker. The 
boundaries between self-employed and workers are blurring/shifting. It is a grey area 
of employment – not in the sense of grey zone/unregistered work – but we do not 
have in such cases precisely defined sides of labour relations. And that is why the 
worker is deprived of social protection and exposed to uncertainty. On the other hand, 
one of the elements of the collaborative economy is freedom and activity in the non-
profit context – for instance, cooperation between individuals, mutual help – and that 
is highly appreciated by young people who do not think about the details, do not 
analyse the potential consequences” (Union representative, Poland). 

In other words, a number of our expert witnesses identified issues around the co-existence 
of both two-party and three-party, triangular relationships related to the context of platform 
employment.  

Building on this observation, one respondent emphasised the difference between “pure” 
collaborative platforms (where the platform does not intervene to set prices etc.) and is 
“simply” an intermediary (albeit ones that provided an electronic service to allow users to 
meet and contact each other), and those that did act in the underlying contract. As a 
Spanish respondent argued: 

“If platforms do not provide the underlying service, it is difficult for them to be able, 
or to have to undertake obligations regarding such. That makes it senseless for those 
who fail to understand that concept to call for platforms, for example, to be taxed on 
revenue they receive from users for provision of the underlying services, when the 
only tax obligation of the platforms may refer to commissions they obtain for providing 
their electronic service, but not for something they do not provide, or charge, 
themselves” (Legal expert, Spain).   

Thus, it can be seen that issues of definition around the nature of platforms carry 
implications for the design of appropriate regulatory arrangements; in particular, for 
the provision of social protections.  

To sum up, then, findings from this research underline the problems associated with a lack 
of fixed definitions in this area. Furthermore, the variety of terminology in common use, and 
the divergent ways in which similar terms are used, cautions against any attempt to impose 
fixed definitions on particular terms.  

2.2.2. Collaboration and sharing on platforms versus “global corporations” 
Once attention is shifted to the platforms, many features of the "collaborative economy" look 
less like collaboration or sharing than might have been expected. For instance, viewed in this 
way, it seems difficult to describe Uber, currently valued at around $70 billion,49 as anything 
other than a global corporation. Similarly, Airbnb is currently valued at around $30 billion, 
and recently raised $1 billion funding in its bid to become "a full-service global travel 
company".50 In recognition of the, sometimes harsh, realities of work in this sector, many 
commentators have dropped use of terms such as "collaborative" and "sharing", in favour of 

                                           
48  European Parliament 2017b: Paras 37-39. 
49  Newcomer 2016: 1. 
50  Zaleski 2017: 1. 
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"gig economy",51 or "crowd work",52 or even, in a recent study of online platform algorithms, 
"the taking economy".53  

An important, though presently underdeveloped, alternative to the corporate platform model 
is provided by the emergence of non-commercial, not-for-profit, cooperative and/or 
municipal platforms of various types. Although on a far smaller scale than their commercial 
counterparts, particular interest has been generated by the growth, or, in some countries, 
re-growth, of co-operative models of economic organisation, applied to the potential of 
new internet technologies.54 Elsewhere, municipal authorities have attempted to set up 
similar, non-profit platforms, seeking to promote employment opportunities, and to 
coordinate a variety of services, such as transport, and at city level.55 Cooperative and 
municipal style platforms seem to have greatest potential in organising activities that are 
location-specific,56 in part due to the role that municipal authorities play in regulating local 
service-provision.57 Nevertheless, despite a number of interesting experiments, considerable 
doubts remain over the capacity of such ventures to withstand commercial pressures 
from corporate platforms in the longer term.58  

Another respondent developed this view by means of an explicit contrast between a sharing, 
collaborative model and the activities of the global commercial platform, Uber:  

“As far as I’ve read, Uber emerged as part of the sharing economy, giving the 
possibility for people who are traveling anyway in a given direction to take other 
passengers with them, without engaging them to devote additional time, without 
changing their route. At present, this has become distorted into taxi transport. And 
instead of somebody traveling from point A to point B and taking other passengers 
from point A to point B, he sits and waits to be hailed to travel from what could be 
point C to point D” (founder of Travel-Sharing platform, Bulgaria). 

Several other participants utilised the same contrast with Uber to illustrate their view of the 
collaborative economy as essentially a sharing-based, non-profit sphere of activity. For these 
respondents, there were few commonalities between the forms of work covered by these 
terms, apart from the fact that they both tend to use technology, apps and internet platforms 
to facilitate labour transactions. As one interviewee reported,  

“Uber, for instance, is pure business, which is done through platforms, electronic 
platforms. Of course, it’s very different [from traditional business models], but I 
wouldn’t say it’s sharing. Because sharing implies, how should I say? It doesn’t imply 
payment. A favour means to do something to help somebody without expecting 
anything in return. Otherwise, it’s pure business” (trade union representative, 
Bulgaria).   
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2.2.3. Categories of actors in platform work 
Whether motivated by altruism or, as is more usual, pecuniary incentives, platforms are 
generally understood as forming one pole of a triangular relationship. As the EC 
Communication puts it, activity in the platform-mediated economy “involves three categories 
of actors: (i) service providers who share assets, resources, time and/or skills ...; (ii) users 
of these; and (iii) intermediaries that connect — via an online platform — providers with 
users and that facilitate transactions between them".59 These triangular relationships have 
been analysed in various ways. Some accounts focus on the nature of the “users” of online 
economy services, distinguishing, for instance, between “peer-to-peer” and “business-to-
customer” activity.60 One of the difficulties of such an approach, however, is that platforms 
often facilitate transactions between individuals and companies in a variety of 
combinations, as both suppliers and purchasers of services. An important advantage of 
focussing instead upon the role of platforms as actors is that it enables distinctions to be 
drawn that help to disentangle such overlaps, and thereby to clarify key features of the 
complex variety of online economic activity discussed above. Most commonly, platforms have 
been distinguished on the basis of the types of activities that they mediate. In this way, 
researchers have developed a number of typologies of platform-mediated economic 
activity.  

2.3. Towards a typology of platform work  

As will be seen, the sheer variety of platform work poses significant difficulties for policy-
makers. Platform work varies very greatly, in terms of the different types of work carried 
out, the different labour markets involved, the extreme range of platform size and nature, 
and the levels of participation of platform workers. Therefore, a typological approach can be 
helpful for clarifying and prioritising the most important issues for consideration. However, 
this extreme variety creates further difficulties for the construction of a suitable typology, 
since the number of dimensions potentially involved would rapidly exceed the limits of 
practicality. Consequently, this section will discuss aspects of variation in platform work, with 
the aim of developing a typology suited to present purposes.  

2.3.1. Types of platform and platform work  
Perhaps the most fundamental and widely-used distinction made by researchers is between 
activities that involve people in selling or, more often, renting out property or possessions, 
and activities that involve people in doing paid work; that is, activities which are "capital-
intensive" or "labour-intensive".61 When applied to the online platforms concerned in 
these activities, this approach distinguishes between "labour platforms" and "capital 
platforms".62 This basic distinction reflects important variation in the role played by labour 
within the overall, broadly defined platform economy discussed above. For researchers and 
policy-makers interested in social protections for workers in the platform economy, attention 
will necessarily focus primarily upon the labour platforms, and upon issues raised by the 
activities they mediate.  

Researchers have further distinguished between platform-mediated work that is carried out 
or, at least, delivered online, and work that must be performed in person at the 
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location where it is required.63 Platforms mediating the former include well-known examples 
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, Upwork, and Clickworker. Examples of the latter include 
Uber, TaskRabbit, and MyHammer. Closely linked to this distinction, is a recognition of crucial 
differences in the workforces coordinated by these platforms. That is, online work can be 
carried out from any geographical location, requiring only an internet connection and a 
suitable device, whereas physical work requires the person doing it to be present in person 
where the work is required. As a result, people carrying out offline work operate in a local 
or possibly national labour market, while those working online potentially find themselves 
in a global labour market – with EU-based workers in direct competition with workers in 
low-paid markets in developing nations. The regulatory questions posed by this difference 
are clear: while physical work might well fall under national or EU regulations, what 
framework should apply to online work, where the person paying for the work, the 
person carrying it out, and the platform taking a commission, may well be located on different 
continents?  

A third common distinction identifies differences between platforms based on the degree of 
skill required to perform the work they mediate. Thus, platforms such as AMT and 
Clickworker mediate low-skilled online work, whereas the work mediated by Upwork is more 
highly skilled. Once combined, these distinctions produce the online/offline, high-skill/low-
skill typology that is widely used.64 There are a number of advantages to this basic typology. 
In the first place, the online/offline distinction helps to discern the relevant level at which 
regulation might apply – plainly, offline work is, at least in principle, far more amenable to 
local or national regulation. Differences in the level of skill required to perform the tasks 
available is likely, therefore, to influence differences in the levels of pay on different 
platforms.  However, the relationship of skill to the income of workers on these platforms is 
not as clear as might perhaps be expected, because pay is also considerably influenced by 
whether work is conducted in an online (global) or offline (local) labour market, and by the 
amount of work carried out (see below). As a result of these factors, although it is possible 
to distinguish between platforms on the basis of the level of skill required to carry out the 
types of work that they mediate, such distinctions are less useful when considering the 
provision of social protections, simply because they tell us little about the actual outcomes 
for workers.  

Once attention shifts to a more detailed focus upon the platforms themselves, analysis tends 
to move away from market relations, towards the types of work that are mediated, and the 
way work is organised. For instance, some researchers have treated taxi services, delivery, 
and other types of driving work separately from other forms of physical, local work.65 Others 
have identified differences in the ways that payment levels are set on different platforms; 
most notably, distinguishing between platforms where prices are fixed in advance, those 
where workers bid competitively for work on the basis of price and those where prices are 
set in a formal competition style.66 Yet others have introduced distinctions between jobs 
where workers have a high degree of control over their work, as against workers who 
exert only a low degree of control.67  

Given the very great variety of labour platforms currently in operation, one option for 
constructing a typology is to introduce ever more distinctions and dimensions, in an attempt 
to capture that variety. Perhaps inevitably, some researchers have found the temptation to 
do so irresistible. The difficulty with this approach soon becomes clear – at what point should 
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one stop adding dimensions? Additional distinctions quickly produce highly complex and 
unwieldy typologies, which may add little in the way of analytical value. Moreover, 
from an analytical point of view, given that it is not possible to include all possible dimensions, 
it can be difficult to justify the inclusion of some rather than others. Huws68 has illustrated 
the complexities involved in formulating a typology capable of encompassing the full range 
of different work arrangements mediated by online platforms: in addition to dimensions for 
“work mode” (online or offline), and “final client” (company or individual), Huws includes 
“professional status”, (comprising “high skill”, “manual” and “clerical”); “place of work” (“own 
home”, “office” and “public/other”); and employment status (employee or self-employed). 
Huws further points out that this list is not exhaustive. An obvious omission is pay (high-pay, 
low-pay, etc.), and some have devised typologies including this dimension.69 As Huws70 
further notes, however, the high-pay–low-pay dimension excludes unpaid work, of which 
there can be considerable amounts on labour platforms, and also neglects the wide variety 
of ways in which payments are calculated and made. Moreover, as recent research has found, 
two key influences on pay levels in platform work are simply the level of participation 
and the availability of work.71 As a result, it is not possible to distinguish platforms on the 
basis of how much platform workers are paid. Thus, even the profusion of dimensions listed 
here do not fully encompass as basic a feature of work as how much people get paid.  

In conclusion, therefore, it appears that two recommendations can be made that might 
contribute towards resolving the conceptual difficulties that have marked research in this 
area. The first is to recognise the advantages of adopting relatively neutral terminology 
for analytical purposes. The second is to recognise the difficulties entailed in designing a 
typology to captures the full variety of the online, platform-mediated economy, and 
consequently the benefits of constructing typologies according to specific 
requirements. This latter approach will be adopted here, with the proposal of a typology 
designed specifically to conceptualise key issues in the provision of social protections for 
platform workers, an aspect discussed below.  

2.3.2. A typology of platforms  
The discussion above suggests strongly that a general typology of platform work is not only 
very difficult to construct – given the extreme variety of economic activities involved – but is 
also unlikely to be helpful as a guide for policy-making. Consequently, a different 
approach will be adopted here, seeking to develop a typology for the specific purposes of 
conceptualising challenges around the provision of social protections for platform economy 
workers. As will be seen, these challenges are significant; not least due to the sheer variety 
exhibited by platforms in terms of the types of work that is carried out, the nature and 
location of the workforces they utilise and the balance of control within the triangular work 
relation that they mediate.  

The typology proposed here addresses two key issues in the provision of social protections 
for platform economy workers. The first of these concerns the type of labour market in 
which work is carried out. As discussed above (Section 2.2), it is possible to distinguish 
between platforms which mediate offline work, which must be carried out in person, at the 
location where it is required, and platforms which mediate online work, which is carried out 
or delivered via an internet connection. The workforce of the former is likely to be located at 
local or, possibly, national level, while the latter is potentially global. It should be noted, 
though, that the presumed global nature of online platform labour markets is subject to an 
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important proviso; namely, that the language used by the platform introduces some limits 
as to workforce location. Thus, a website that mediates online work, and which uses English, 
may well have access to a genuinely global pool of labour. Similarly, it is known that platforms 
based in Spain often have significant labour and client bases in South America. By contrast, 
it is likely that a platform for online work that uses, say, German or Italian, is likely to utilise 
a pool of labour located within the borders of Germany or Italy. Furthermore, access to 
certain global work platforms for non-native language speakers, is likely to be associated 
with higher levels of educational attainment, even if the work carried out does not itself 
require high levels of education. Clearly, then, policy-makers face considerable challenges in 
developing means by which appropriate social protections can be provided to workers across 
this spectrum of platform types and their diverse workforces.  

The second key issue with important implications for the provision of social protections for 
platform workers concerns the degree of control which platforms exercise over the 
conduct of work and, conversely, the degree to which workers exercise autonomous 
control over their work. This is a crucial issue because control is an important element in 
the legal categorisation of employee. The legal status of employee (or worker) is the gateway 
to many important social protections. Currently, virtually all of those working via online 
platforms are classified as self-employed and, consequently, are excluded from such 
protections. The complex legal issues involved in the definition of employee status and 
contracts of employment are dealt with at length in Chapter 4 (below). In sociological terms, 
however, it is possible to identify a dimension along which platforms vary in the degree of 
control that they exert over those workers who carry out the work that the platform mediates. 
This dimension can be seen as a continuum. At one end, platforms may exercise a 
considerable degree of control over what tasks are performed, in what order, how they are 
performed and the equipment to be used. At the other end of the continuum, workers may 
autonomously decide what tasks they will do, how, and in what order. As will be seen, it is 
indeed possible to distinguish between platforms on this basis.  

It is important to note, though, that although the legal notion of control is often utilised in 
definitions of formal employment, it is not the intention here to make a legal ruling as to the 
status of platform workers. Indeed, in formal terms, these workers are almost invariably 
categorised as self-employed or independent contractors (see Chapter 4 for details). 
Rather, the argument here is that despite the legal categorisation, in sociological terms, in 
the conditions of their work many platform workers appear more like traditional workers than 
they do like actual self-employed.72 This analysis can be used to support a normative 
argument in favour of efforts to revise legal definitions such that these workers are not 
excluded from the social protections that are available to workers in more traditional forms 
of employment.  

Once combined, these two dimensions enable us to map work platforms in terms of their 
potential amenability to regulations instituted within the EU (whether at EU level or below), 
and in terms of the similarity of the work carried out through their mediation to traditional 
forms of working relationships. Figure 2.1 shows what such a mapping might look like.  
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Figure 1: Typological mapping of labour platforms 
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Conclusion  

This chapter has explored some of the complexities involved in researching the platform 
economy, and the paid work carried out within it. In particular, we have argued that 
conceptual variety and the use of different definitions have important consequences for how 
the platform economy is understood, how its main features are characterised and, 
consequently, what are seen as the main priorities for policy development. In particular, we 
have presented strong grounds, found both in previous research and in our own expert 
interviews, for shifting the terms of analysis and debate away from one-sided conceptions 
that have dominated discussion in some areas. Terms such as “collaborative” or “sharing” 
capture only a relatively small aspect of the evolving platform-based economy, and give a 
misleading impression of its overall nature. There is, therefore, a clear case for adopting a 
more neutral term – such as platform economy – as we have done for this report.  

The active role played by platforms, and the companies that run them, in developing this 
new sector of economic activity cannot be ignored or downplayed. As will be shown in what 
follows, efforts to secure social protections for platform workers, both now and in the future, 
depend upon grasping the role of platforms, the ways in which they mediate paid work, and 
the consequences of that mediation for those carrying out that work; namely, the paid 
platform workers themselves. Policy-makers also need to appreciate the variety of different 
types of platforms active in this sector, the great variety of different types of work that they 
mediate, and the different labour markets involved. The typology developed above 
represents one way of encompassing this variety, though it is not the only way. The next 
chapter develops our analysis by adding considerable empirical evidence to the conceptual 
discussion presented thus far.  
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 PLATFORM WORK AND PLATFORM WORKERS 

KEY FINDINGS 

• Estimates for the size of the platform economy vary widely. On a broad definition, up 
to one third of the adult population has participated in the platform economy in the 
EU and USA.  

• Focussing on paid work, it is estimated that between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of the 
adult population of the EU has earned some income at some time in this way.  

• It is widely expected that these numbers will increase significantly.  

• Participation in platform work is uneven – most is intermittent, and only much smaller 
numbers depend on platform work for all of their income.  

• Platform work presents opportunities for workers in terms of flexibility and ease of 
access, but downsides include loss of employment rights, low pay, (often) long hours, 
insecure employment, heightened power imbalances, lack of training, new or 
increased health and safety risks, continuing or increased discrimination, and loss of 
social protections.  

• Most platform workers have another job or other source of income. Platform workers 
tend to be low paid, but with a few earning relatively good incomes. Workers in the 
platform economy tend to be younger and more highly educated than the wider 
population.  

• A significant proportion of our survey respondents found platform work enjoyable.  

• Many platform workers experience problems such as late payment, and jobs taking 
longer to complete than advertised.  

• One quarter of our survey sample was financially dependent on platform work, and 
were significantly worse off than occasional platform workers. 

• Access to social protection schemes was very low, except for healthcare. Up to 70 per 
cent of respondents could not access protections such as maternity, childcare, and 
housing benefits. Lack of social protections was especially severe among lower paid, 
platform-dependent workers.  

This chapter considers work in the platform economy in a more detailed empirical sense. An 
emerging research literature in the field provides insights into the nature of the platform 
economy, such as the extent of platform work and the factors driving its growth, and the 
experiences and demographic characteristics of platform workers. However, empirical 
research in this area is still at an early stage and remains underdeveloped. The chapter begins 
with a comprehensive review of previous literature on platform work, in order to frame our 
own research. We then build on this by presenting the findings of our own original survey of 
1,200 platform workers across four well established platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk; 
Clickworker; Crowdflower; and Microworkers. The survey findings shed light on the reasons 
why people engage in platform work, the time spent working via platforms, earnings, the 
level of economic dependence on platform work, and various measures of job quality and job 
satisfaction. A novel feature of the survey is the attention it pays to platform workers’ access 
to social protection schemes. Finally, the analysis identifies three different clusters of 
platform workers, differentiated by measures of dependence on platform working: ‘moderate 
beneficiaries’, ‘random surfers’ and ‘platform dependent workers’. The three clusters are then 
interrogated to ascertain the different experiences of each cluster with regard to platform 
working and the extent to which they are able to access a range of social protections.  
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3.1. Size and drivers of the platform economy  

A key area of difficulty for researching platform work is empirical: how can the platform 
economy be measured, and what are the most appropriate methods? In principle, empirical 
investigation of the platform economy should be very simple indeed – after all, online 
platforms collect enormous quantities of data concerning all aspects of the interactions they 
enable. However, platform companies have proved distinctly reluctant to divulge this 
information – an issue which researchers across the board view as in urgent need of redress 
by policy-makers (see Chapter 5: Recommendations).  

In the absence of reliable data from the platforms themselves, researchers have adopted a 
diverse range of strategies to investigate the size and characteristics of work related to online 
economic activity, and to estimate its potential for growth. Despite important progress in 
empirical research (discussed below), numerous questions remain about the nature of the 
workforce in the platform economy, and consequently the appropriateness of social 
protections for these workers.  

3.1.1. Size of the platform economy 
The biggest single problem facing anyone attempting to estimate the size and potential for 
growth of the platform economy is the lack of reliable information provided by the platforms 
themselves concerning the activity they mediate. Platforms are under little obligation to 
divulge information about the numbers of people participating in the paid work that they 
enable, the numbers and value of transactions, the amount of work carried out, or the 
amount of money earned by those carrying out that work. The European Parliament’s recent 
Resolution on a European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy pointed to the increased 
“traceability” of activities conducted via platforms, due to tax compliance and enforcement 
requirements.73 However, systematic, robust data on workforces, employment and 
registered users of platforms remains elusive. Many platforms display figures for numbers 
of registered users, but it is often unclear how these numbers translate into actual work 
carried out.  For example, evidence suggests that a significant number of people who 
register with a platform actually perform very little work, if any.74 Without doubt, then, 
empirical research on the scale and impact of work in the platform economy would be much 
easier if arrangements were in place that required platforms to divulge more information 
about their activities than they currently do.  

In the absence of reliable data from the platforms, researchers have adopted a variety of 
research strategies to try and estimate the scale of participation in platform work. These 
attempts to estimate the scale of work in the platform economy have produced 
significantly different results. In part, these differences reflect the diversity of research 
methods adopted. A further source of variation derives from the problem of how to define 
the platform economy (as discussed in chapter 2).  

Estimates based on official statistics face other difficulties. Problematically, most national 
statistical agencies do not collect data of this type. One exception comes from Canada, 
where, in October 2016, the official Labour Force Survey included a set of questions 
concerning both spending within and earnings from the platform economy. Focussing only on 
rental platforms (such as Airbnb and FlipKey) and “ride services” (such as Uber and Lyft), 
the survey estimated that some 9.5 per cent of the Canadian population had used such 
services, while 0.3 per cent had offered ride services and 0.2 per cent had offered 
accommodation.75 Clearly, these figures are small – though not insignificant – which is not 
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surprising given the narrow focus on ride services. Taken alongside other evidence, which 
suggests that platform driving is less common than other forms of platform work,76 these 
figures are broadly in line with other findings (see below). It is to be hoped that national 
statistical agencies find ways to rectify these gaps in the statistical records.  

Given the lack of official figures for platform work, researchers have sought to use proxies 
for these new forms of work organisation derived from administrative data. However, this 
approach has encountered further difficulties. A recent controversy from the USA 
illustrates the problem. In 2015, The Wall Street Journal ran articles questioning claims that 
platform work was increasing, on the basis that employment statistics showed no increase in 
self-employment, despite the common assumption that most people working in the platform 
economy would be classified as self-employed.77 In response, it was pointed out that official 
statistics also showed a notable decline in regular, 9-5 jobs, suggesting a growth of non-
standard employment, which was assumed to include platform work.78 Furthermore, data 
from US cities where the platform economy was thought to be growing most rapidly – such 
as Los Angeles, Austin, and Orlando – did indeed show significant increases in self-
employment,79 even though these did not show up in national figures. Research has also 
shown that people with multiple jobs are unlikely to declare them all,80 which would 
further reduce official estimates of platform work, which often comprises multiple, small 
pieces of work. Thus, official statistics are currently poorly equipped for capturing 
situations where "more and more workers exist simultaneously in multiple worker 
categories".81  

Interviewees in this study repeatedly expressed frustration with the lack of hard data.82 
Whether policy-makers, researchers, platform representatives, trade unions, worker 
advocates or other stakeholders, time and again, interviewees told us that in their country 
firm data concerning the scale of participation in work via online platforms was not available. 
This evidence underlines the need for policy-makers to prioritise official research and 
data-gathering in this area. It seems increasingly incongruous that the sector of economic 
activity which is perhaps most strongly associated with the recent explosion of “big data” 
should itself be almost invisible in economic data.  

Studies of platform economy work have produced very different estimates of the current 
scale. Utilising a very broad definition of the "on-demand" economy, the Burson-Marsteller 
survey83 estimated that 42 per cent of US adults had used at least one on-demand service, 
and 22 per cent had offered at least one – equivalent to 86.5 million US adults using and 
45.3 million offering services in the on-demand economy. By any standard, these are very 
large numbers. However, the definition of "on-demand economy" adopted in this study 
included ride-sharing, accommodation sharing and rental, short-term car rental (car clubs), 
"platforms that connect people looking for a service", and "food or goods delivery". Adopting 
a similarly broad definition, the McKinsey Institute84 also found large numbers, estimating 
the combined "independent workforce" of the US and EU-15 to be some 162 million people. 
The definition adopted by the McKinsey Institute included workers on fixed term contracts of 
                                           
76  For instance, Huws et al. 2016: 27. 
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81  Hill 2015: 1. 
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12 months or less, people employed through temporary work agencies, and people who "sell 
goods or rent out assets such as spare rooms". Clearly, then, the use of very broad definitions 
leads to very large estimates for participation in varieties of platform-mediated work.  

Utilising a much narrower definition, Katz and Krueger found that "about 0.5 percent of 
workers indicate that they are working through an online intermediary".85 This figure is 
evidently much lower than those in the studies cited above. However, Katz and Krueger 
utilised a rather complex research procedure, which depended on respondents first 
identifying themselves as doing a "main job or a secondary job [which involved] direct selling 
to customers", before asking whether respondents "identify customers" through an 
intermediary and, finally, whether they "identify customers through an online 
intermediary".86 These findings might identify people who carry out a lot of platform work, 
but probably under-estimate overall participation, since it is known that participation is often 
highly intermittent (see below).  

The final US example adopted yet another definition, and yet another methodology. 
Researchers at the JPMorgan Chase Institute87 drew on data from anonymised information 
from some 28 million US bank accounts. This research found that, in September 2015, 1 per 
cent of these accounts received at least one payment from one of 30 online economy 
platforms – a figure which combined labour and capital platforms. Looking at labour platforms 
only, some 0.4 per cent received a payment that month. Over a three-year period, around 4 
per cent of the sample received a payment from an online platform of some type, including 
0.9 per cent from a labour platform.  

Our interviewees gave similarly varied estimates of the size of the platform economy. For 
instance, interviewees from Canada, Spain and Germany described the platform economy 
as “really big”, or “huge”, while others were more cautious, describing a “small percentage 
of people working” (Platform company, Poland); a “very small” contribution to GDP (expert, 
Poland); a “highly marginal activity on the edge of the labour market” (Professional 
association, UK); “a marginal phenomenon” (government official, Germany); “it is still quite 
a small phenomenon” (union representative, Denmark). One interviewee told us:  

“People get carried away with the idea that Uber is the future of work, but that’s only 
25,000 workers in France out of 25 million” (Government representative, France).  

Again, differences among interviewees concerning the scale of platform work reflect the 
different definitions in use. Thus, higher estimates for the scale of economic activity in this 
area often came from participants who employed a broad definition – including activities such 
as renting out accommodation, online buying and selling, and so on – whereas smaller 
estimates tended to come from participants whose focus was on levels of participation in 
paid work in the platform economy. That is, the larger estimates included capital platforms, 
while the lower estimates focussed on labour platforms. Nevertheless, the variation in 
estimates among the stakeholders we interviewed suggests that they have essentially been 
reduced to working from what are essentially “best guess” estimates as the basis for devising 
policy; plainly, a far from ideal situation for policy-making. Again, this evidence demonstrates 
the need for reliable data in this area.  

More recently, researchers have used online survey methods to estimate participation in 
paid platform work. Online surveys in seven European countries (UK, Sweden, Germany, 
Austria, Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland), found that around 6-8 per cent of the sample 
carried out paid platform work at least once each month in UK, Sweden, Germany, and the 

                                           
85  Katz and Krueger 2016: 7. 
86  Ibid.: 16.  
87  Ibid.: 2. 
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Netherlands, with a higher proportion of 13–15 per cent doing so in Austria, Italy and 
Switzerland.88 This study also estimated that around 2.9 per cent of the working age 
population of these countries gained more than half of their income from platform work.89  

Using a somewhat larger sample, a more recent survey in the UK found that 4 per cent 
of respondents had engaged in paid platform work at least once in the previous 12 
months.90 Although some uncertainties remain about the use of online surveys to investigate 
an online phenomenon, these methods appear to be producing reasonably consistent results, 
and have largely resolved problems of conflating platform work and other types of online 
economic activity. A critical next step for research would entail the application of these 
innovations in survey design to much larger, offline samples – in the type of survey 
traditionally deployed for compiling official, government-sponsored statistical data. Such an 
approach might well be capable of producing, at last, robust evidence of the scale of paid 
work in the platform economy.  

In summary, estimates for the size of the platform economy vary considerably depending on 
the definition used and methodology applied. The largest estimates come from studies that 
adopt a broad definition and group together platform work with other activities, including 
buying, selling, and renting (via capital-intensive platforms), as well as forms of employment 
such as temporary agency work or fixed-term contracts – which are both more established 
and already covered by EU level regulations. For the purposes of this study, to examine 
issues of social protections among workers in the platform economy, it makes sense to focus 
on the activities mediated by labour platforms. On the basis of previous research, it seems 
likely that somewhere between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of the adult population in 
the EU has participated at some time in paid work in the platform economy. 
Participation is usually intermittent, with only a smaller proportion working in this way on a 
full-time or nearly full-time basis. Nevertheless, as will be shown in Chapter 3, the 
intermittent nature of much platform work should not be taken to mean that such sources of 
income are trivial for those undertaking them.  

3.1.2. Growth and drivers  

Growth 

Consideration of the scale of work in the platform economy leads almost inevitably to 
questions about its potential for further growth. Here, there is a broad consensus among 
researchers that growth is likely; indeed, it is widely considered inevitable. Similarly, 
among our interviewees, there was little doubt that the platform economy would continue to 
grow significantly, and that the numbers of people working in the platform economy would 
likewise grow. Only a very small minority told us that they expected little or no growth. 
Consequently, while there was uncertainty among our interviewees concerning its present 

                                           
88  Huws et al. 2017: 23. Participation in platform work between the two groups of countries studies by Huws et al 

does vary quite markedly. Overall, the study points to higher rates of participation in platform work than had 
been anticipated. See discussion in Huws et al. 2017, Appendix 1. In order to check their findings, the authors 
also carried out two offline surveys (in the UK and Switzerland), which, despite problems posed by the use of 
different survey methods, gave broadly comparable results. 

89  Huws et al. 2017: 21. This study is the research mentioned by Oliver Roethig, Regional Secretary of UNI-Europa, 
in expert testimony at the June 2017 meeting of European Parliaments’ EMPL Committee – although at an earlier 
stage (Huws et al. 2016). At the same committee meeting, a representative of DG Employment mentioned 
research currently underway at Eurostat, the European Platform Tackling Undeclared Work, and the Sectoral 
Social Dialogue Committee on Temporary Agency Work. However, these investigations are not due to complete 
until 2018 or later, with the exception of preliminary findings from the Platform on Undeclared Work, which have 
been included elsewhere in this report (see Heyes and Hastings 2017). The June meeting of the EMPL Committee 
is available to view online at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20170712-
0900-COMMITTEE-EMPL. 

90  CIPD 2017: 2. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20170712-0900-COMMITTEE-EMPL
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scale, the widespread expectation that activity in this area would increase significantly and 
rapidly was reflected in a similar broad consensus that developing appropriate regulatory 
arrangements is now a matter of some urgency.  

The importance of wider labour market considerations is further underlined by a US study 
which, in a rare exception to the widespread assumption of continued growth, argues that 
growth of the online platform economy may already have peaked.91 Using bank account data, 
Farrell and Greig found that rates of growth of participation in the platform economy had 
slowed or even flatlined in recent years, and the authors saw this slowing as related to three 
main causes: declining monthly earnings for platform workers; high turnover in platform 
economy participation; and improvements in non-platform labour markets.92 However, as 
Farrell and Greig confirm, while participation in capital platforms appears to have decreased 
somewhat, participation in labour platforms has continued to grow, even despite some fall in 
earnings for individual platform workers. Indeed, continued growth means that, in a 
number of large US cities, participation in labour platforms appears to be developing into a 
significant source of employment, with participation rates of 0.5 per cent or more in New 
York, Phoenix, Dallas, San Diego, Denver, Chicago, and Miami, and 1 per cent or more in Los 
Angeles, San Jose, Atlanta, and San Francisco. Thus, while Farrell and Grieg have certainly 
demonstrated that employment in the platform economy will not grow automatically, and 
that growth may be uneven – even, cyclical – it is far from clear that it has peaked.  

Drivers 

There has been less analysis of the drivers of growth in the platform economy, and of 
employment within it. Very commonly, it is assumed that the decisive factor driving the 
growth of the platform economy is the development of digital and online technology. It has 
been recognised, though, that many of the largest platforms do not in fact make use of highly 
innovative technology; for instance, Uber’s technology is far from unique.93 Of course, 
technology is crucial in one respect; namely, that without high levels of internet 
connectivity the online platform economy is impossible.94 Consequently, our 
interviewees from countries where internet access is less developed – for instance, Bulgaria 
– expressed concerns that this was holding back development of online economic activity. In 
one of our most striking findings, while interviewees viewed technology as a facilitator of the 
platform economy, almost none of the experts interviewed saw technology as a key factor 
driving its growth. When it came to the actual drivers of the expansion of platform work, 
interviewees identified a range of non-technological factors, including the prevailing 
regulatory environment in the national economy, and broader economic and social conditions. 
This unexpected finding dovetails with the equally surprising finding of research attempting 
to estimate the scale of participation in platform work across seven European countries,95 
which found paradoxical evidence of higher participation rates in countries with relatively less 
well-developed internet connectivity (Austria, Switzerland, Italy) than in countries with 
higher levels of internet access (UK, Sweden, Germany, Netherlands). Although the 
precise reasons for these differences need further investigation, the research authors suggest 
it indicates the importance of labour market factors over technical drivers; for instance, the 
prevalence of informal economic activity, and the importance of seasonal work such as 
agriculture and tourism.        

                                           
91  Farrell and Greig 2016b: 2. 
92  Ibid.: 2. 
93  Kaminska 2016. 
94  Berg 2016: 1. 
95  Huws et al. 2017.  
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Indeed, previous research has identified numerous factors influencing growth of the platform 
economy and platform work, and many of these were also mentioned by our interviewees. 
Some researchers have pointed to the huge influx of investment in the platform economy, 
often in the form of venture capital, as a key driver of growth.96 Decisions taken by companies 
also appear to be important, such as "the bypassing of traditional routes and regulatory 
procedures when procuring labour supply".97 Interviewees identified a range of business 
practices and company behaviours as playing a significant role in driving the growth of 
platform work.  

Often, the key issue motivating companies to adopt platform-based forms of work 
organisation was seen as the availability of significant cost savings as a result of utilising 
labour provided by a workforce that is not directly employed. One interviewee described the 
growth of this form of insecure work within the logistics industry, where the huge growth of 
online shopping, expansion of home-delivery parcel services, and relentless cost-cutting by 
companies has driven wholesale shifts in the sector workforce from direct employment, 
towards the engagement of labour via a platform on a self-employment or independent 
contractor basis. In the UK, for instance, companies moving from a direct employment 
model to a self-employment model typically reduced their labour costs by 13 per cent through 
avoiding employers’ contributions towards National Insurance (social security payments), 
and by a further 12 per cent through avoiding the requirement to provide paid holidays under 
EU Working Time Regulations. Clearly, these figures represent considerable savings for 
companies, and were a significant driver of the growth of platform work.  

Overall, many of our interviewees thought that tax arrangements in particular Member 
States gave financial incentives to companies to move away from direct employment 
towards a platform-based workforce. While some employer representatives we interviewed 
saw benefits for businesses in adopting this approach, others argued that the platform 
economy “should not be about reducing the costs of employment” (intermediary, Italy). 
Indeed, interviewees from employer organisations often reflected their members’ complaints 
that such practices place more responsible employers at an unfair disadvantage. Moreover, 
as interviewees also pointed out, this business model also reduces financial 
contributions to important social protection schemes. Thus, the question of tax policy, 
and wider business regulation, was seen by interviewees as an important factor in the growth 
of platform work, as well as its effects on wider employment practices and social protections.  

Not surprisingly, a common theme from our interviews was the importance of wider labour 
market influences in driving the growth (or lack of growth) of platform work. Previous 
research has found some evidence that preferences among particular groups of workers – 
especially among higher occupational groups such as managers, professionals and technical 
workers98 – may play a role in driving the growth of platform work, possibly indicating a 
preference for "independent work" over traditional employment99 – a preference which, in 
itself, raises questions about the widely-perceived deterioration of jobs in standard 
employment. Moreover, it is also clear that at least a substantial minority of platform workers 
are participating in this form of employment due to a lack of alternatives in a context of 
financial insecurity.100  

Our interviewees shared the view found in much research that participation in platform work 
was very often supplementary in nature, used to top up income from other sources. This 

                                           
96  Drahokoupil and Fabo 2016: 3. 
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98  Brinkley 2016: 10. 
99  Manyika et al. 2016: 8. 
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evidence suggests that if sufficient income was available elsewhere, workers would be less 
likely to participate in platform-mediated work. One of the main drivers of the growth of 
platform work appears, therefore, to be the relative shortage of adequate income from more 
traditional forms of employment. For instance, a participant in Denmark linked a low 
estimate for the scale of work in the platform economy to the availability elsewhere of 
more secure, better-paid work, with social protections. By contrast, interviewees from 
Poland and Bulgaria emphasised the prevalence of low-wage work in those countries as a 
factor encouraging the growth of this type of work. Indeed, many interviewees saw the 
growth of platform work as linked to the growth of low wage and precarious work more 
generally.  

Moreover, what is clear from the research of Farrell and Greig101 mentioned above is that 
patterns of work in the platform economy are linked to wider labour market pressures and, 
consequently, to the influence of labour market policies. The implication, here, is that the 
potential for the growth of employment in the platform economy will be significantly 
constrained if conditions of platform-mediated work become less favourable than 
opportunities elsewhere.  

Other influences on the growth (or otherwise) of employment in the platform economy were 
more closely linked to conditions within particular countries and, consequently, closer 
attention needs to be paid to the particular trajectories of development of platform 
economy working in individual countries. In Spain, for example, interviewees suggested 
that the growth of the platform economy has been particularly significant in tourism, where 
some of the biggest known platforms are to be found, and because of severe economic crisis 
following the global financial crash. The dynamics of the platform economy have also been 
significantly influenced by actions at a local and regional level, for example, in a number of 
city level legal cases involving BlaBlaCar, where judges have ruled that platforms are not 
themselves providing services. Interviewees also told us that the growth of the platform 
economy in Spain had been held back by the regulatory complexity surrounding self-
employment – where the status of “freelancer” required individuals to pay a fixed fee each 
month, regardless of the amount of work carried out.   

Participants from Bulgaria and Poland reported that an important driver of the growth of 
platform work was the prior existence of a significant “grey” economy, with a prevalence of 
undeclared work and earnings. Interviews emphasised elements of continuity between older 
habits of undeclared employment and new opportunities presented by online platforms for 
generating income outside of the formal taxation system. The potential for earning 
undeclared income was also mentioned as a driver of platform work by interviewees in Spain 
and Denmark. Other recent research has similarly highlighted links between the rise of the 
“gig” economy and the growth of bogus self-employment as a form of undeclared work.102 
This research found evidence that increases in gig-type work was promoting the spread of 
undeclared work out of manual sectors where such practices have traditionally been more 
common, and that the spread of taxi-apps such as Uber was associated with a rise in bogus 
self-employment.103  

Of course, the presence of a grey economy and practices of undeclared or unregistered work 
are not only labour market matters. These issues concern policymakers and numerous 
other stakeholders in terms of missing revenues,104 and wider problems stemming from 
the lack of social protections which usually go hand in hand with this type of employment. 
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Nevertheless, this evidence underlines the importance of taking into account factors 
influencing patterns of employment more generally in order to understand the growth of 
platform work.  

In Bulgaria informal property rentals, especially of holiday homes, were identified as being 
already well-established before the advent of platforms such as Airbnb. Interviewees in 
Bulgaria also emphasised the significant presence of online ride-sharing arrangements, 
whether on a non-profit basis via Facebook groups (which, in total, comprise many thousands 
of participants), or by the more familiar global spread of Uber. The presence of large Uber 
operations in countries such as Poland, France, and the UK has led to significant public 
debate in those countries over its corporate and/or employment practices, and this was also 
reflected in more common references to the app by interviewees. In contrast, participants 
from countries where Uber’s operations have been restricted by regulatory arrangements 
tended to make fewer references, such as in Spain, Germany, or Denmark (where Uber 
announced its intention to close its operations during fieldwork for this research). Thus, 
variation in the accounts provided by our interviewees reflected, to a considerable extent, 
actual variations in the growth dynamics of platform-based economic activity between 
different Member States, and the particular conditions pertaining in each country.  

Box 2: Comparing the US and the EU: The growth of the platform economy 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Conclusion 

In summary, then, it seems likely that the numbers involved in platform work is likely to 
grow, although more research is needed to understand both its present scale, its uneven 
extent, and the rate at which growth can be expected. Further research would also be 
beneficial to gain a better understanding of both the general drivers of growth, and the 
interactions between them, as well as the influence of specific conditions within particular 
sectors and Member States. While we can realistically expect, then, that the numbers of 
platform workers across the EU will increase in the coming years, the next section discusses 
what is known about those people who are already working in this sector.  

3.2. Benefits and challenges of working in the platform economy  
Previous studies have established a broad consensus concerning the advantages and 
disadvantages of working in the area. The main advantages for workers are flexibility 
(especially over hours of work) and ease of access (especially for online work carried out 
from home). The disadvantages include low pay, unpredictable and insufficient availability 
of work, insecurity of employment and lack of social protections. As the European Parliament 
has highlighted in its recent Resolution, balancing these advantages and disadvantages 

Given significant differences in the size and character of the platform economy across 
Member States, it is not possible to make a general comparison between the EU and USA 
in relation to the development of the platform economy thus far. The specific economic 
conditions, institutional arrangements and regulatory mechanisms in place in particular 
countries have exerted significant influence upon how the platform economy has emerged 
and grown – and it is likely that this influence will continue. Furthermore, it should be 
borne in mind that there is currently considerable variation across different parts of the 
USA itself, with a small number of tech "hot spots" – such as San Francisco, New York, 
and Austin, Texas – exhibiting far more rapid development of the platform economy than 
other regions. Indeed, variation both between and within different countries serves as a 
reminder that technology is not the only driver of change in the platform economy. Rather, 
the decisions of policy-makers remain a key influence on emerging practices.  
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through an appropriate regulatory environment is particularly challenging.105  There is a need 
for greater understanding of the factors that reinforce or alleviate these conditions, as well 
as their interactions, and considerable work remains to be done to identify appropriate policy 
responses that can enhance the advantages and alleviate the disadvantages. These policy 
responses will be addressed in the following section. However, it is important to base that 
discussion on a clear understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of this form of 
working. This section will set out the main findings from our interviewees concerning the 
benefits and costs of working in this area of economic activity.  

Box 3: Comparing the US and the EU: costs and benefits of platform work106  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.1. Demographic characteristics of platform workers 
Previous research has suggested that workers in the platform economy are generally 
younger than average,107 although there is clear evidence that older and retired workers 
also participate.108 The gender split among workers in the platform economy is relatively 
even, although there is a tendency for the balance to shift somewhat towards men among 
those who do this type of work most often.109 Research also suggests that those who 
participate in online work in the platform economy are far more likely than average to hold 
a degree-level qualification.110 Once offline work is included, however, educational 
attainment levels are considerably closer to those of the general population.111  

Our survey results112 provided new evidence on the characteristics of platform economy 
workers, which were broadly in line with previous research. The majority of respondents were 

                                           
105  European Parliament 2017b: para. 37.  
106  For the US, see Farrell and Greig (2016a). For the EU see Eurofound (2015a); Huws et al. (2016); CIPD (2017). 

Berg (2016) presents evidence concerning platform work in both the US and Europe, as well as other global 
locations. For an unusually sceptical view of future growth in platform work, see Farrell and Greig (2017b). 

107  Berg 2016: 6; Eurofound 2015a: 2; Huws et al. 2016: 4; Ipeirotis 2010: 2. 
108  Barnes et al. 2015: 4. 
109  Berg 2016: 8; Huws et al. 2016: 6; Ipeirotis 2010: 2. 
110  Berg 2016: 8; Eurofound 2015a: 2; Ipeirotis 2010: 2. 
111  Huws et al. 2016: 2. 
112  The survey was conducted across four platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Clickworker, CrowdFlower and 

Microworkers. These are well-established micro-tasking platforms. Examples of micro-tasks completed by 
workers on these platforms include video screening, transcription, picture matching and completing surveys. 
Most tasks take seconds or minutes to perform. While platform work overall is highly varied, micro-tasking 
platforms provide good access to a sample of platform workers for carrying out research, and also exemplify the 
challenges involved in providing social protections in this area. See Annexe 2 for details. Findings based on 1200 
responses equally distributed across the platforms. 

Discussion of the benefits and costs of paid work within the platform economy are closely 
aligned in the USA and EU. Thus, there is a general recognition that work in this area offers 
real opportunities to workers, such as flexibility and access to new earning opportunities. 
There is far less agreement, though, on the extent to which this potential is currently 
matched by the actual experience. Moreover, it seems unlikely that these controversies will 
be resolved in the immediately foreseeable future. At present, paid work in the platform 
economy remains at a relatively low level in both the EU and USA, but with broad agreement 
that it is likely to grow significantly, increasing the importance of appropriate regulation. 
Furthermore, while average levels of participation remain relatively low, there is evidence of 
concentrations of platform work in particular geographical “hot spots”, where regulation is 
consequently a more pressing issue. There is evidence from both the USA and EU – for 
instance, in very high turnover rates – that workers might engage more often and more fully 
in the platform economy, were regulatory mechanisms in place to support and encourage 
fair and prompt payment, along with transparency around platform practices and 
opportunities for training and progression.  
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males (61%) and of white ethnic background (85%). The sample was comprised 
predominantly of young and middle age workers (over 60% of respondents were below 40 
years of age).  

In terms of educational attainment, over half of the sample was formed of those who attained 
a university degree (both first and second stages of tertiary education). And 23.8 per cent 
were currently pursuing a degree. There were a few workers in the sample who completed 
only upper secondary education, demonstrating a distinct polarisation within the platform 
economy. The sample was nearly equally split into married participants (and those living in 
civil partnership) and singles (involving separated couples and widowers) while 60.4 per cent 
of respondents had no children or other dependents.  

Geographically, the sample was almost equally divided into three regions: USA, Western 
Europe (primarily UK, France and Germany) and the South of Europe (Spain, Italy, 
Greece). There was also a small group of Eastern European Countries (Poland, Bulgaria), 
comprising 8 per cent of the sample. 

3.2.2. Reasons for working in the platform economy  
Numerous studies have shown that a key benefit of work in the platform economy is the 
potential for flexible working arrangements. Many platform economy workers are able 
to work from home via an internet connection when other opportunities are either unavailable 
or when individuals are unable to work outside their home. For instance, this form of internet-
based home-working may be attractive to people with caring responsibilities, poor health or 
disability.113 Indeed, one study of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers ("Turkers") in the 
USA reported, "[AMT] workers I have met include laid-off teachers, mobility-impaired 
professionals, military retirees, agoraphobic writers, under-supported college students, stay-
at-home parents and even Malaysian programmers-in-training”.114 Work carried out offline 
but mediated by online platforms can also be fitted flexibly around other activities, 
including other work, or study.115 Evidence further suggests that around two thirds to three 
quarters of those who work in the platform economy like it, while around one quarter to one 
third do not. Moreover, this preference is strongly related to how much choice people have – 
that is, those who like it least are those who say they have no suitable alternatives.116 

However, it seems that the benefits of flexibility are not evenly spread. According to the 
McKinsey Global Institute, almost one third of the "independent workforce" they identified 
were undertaking such work either reluctantly or because they were "financially strapped".117 
This divide appears to reflect research on self-employment in general, which has grown in 
some areas. For instance, in the UK, recent growth in self-employment has been driven 
largely by relatively "privileged" workers – mid-career professionals, who have given up 
permanent, full-time employment, to exchange a modest decline in income (or none at all) 
for greater flexibility and better work-life balance.118 A proportion of these people 
subsequently seek clients for their services via online platforms. Although this evidence 
supports claims about the advantages of flexible, "gig" style working patterns, it also appears 
to suggest that at least some of the growth in platform-mediated working is being driven by 
the widely-documented deterioration of work in more traditional settings – afflicted by work-
intensification, harsh performance management methods, stress, and the increasing 
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intrusion of work into home life. Thus, the extent to which shifts towards platform-mediated 
forms of work can be seen as positive choices is open to question.  

 

Figure 2: Reasons for working in the platform economy 
 

 

 

The results of our survey, as presented in Figure 2, indicate a prevalence of personal 
reasons for participating in platform work, especially participants’ desire to work from home, 
rather than other plausible factors, such as a lack of alternatives in the labour market. 
However, few workers agreed with the statement that the platform economy provides the 
most adequate pay levels for the effort/time spent. Respondents indicated that working in 
the platform economy was a good source of additional income, agreeing at the same time 
that this type of work was somewhat enjoyable.  

3.2.3. Working time and pay 
A key feature of platform work is the very considerable variation in the amount of time that 
people spend doing it. To some extent, this reflects the flexibility of platform work, as 
participants fit work around other activities. However, research also shows that many 
platform workers cannot get as much work as they would like.119 The lack of available 
work means that it is common for platform workers – especially those seeking online work – 
to spend long periods searching for work, in what effectively translates into many hours of 
unpaid labour; an aspect of platform work that has been characterised as a key inefficiency 
of online markets for work.120 As a result, platform workers are commonly under pressure 

                                           
119  Berg 2016: 2; CIPD 2017: 4. 
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to accept tasks for which they may be unqualified,121 or which they have to perform at anti-
social hours.122 

Furthermore, research shows that most workers in the platform economy use it to 
supplement income from other sources, especially if that income fluctuates.123 Previous 
research suggest that for between around one third and one half of platform workers, 
earnings from the platform economy contributed less than 10 per cent of their total personal 
income.124 Nevertheless, a substantial minority of platform workers earn more than half 
of their personal income in this way.125 

Another common feature of platform work is very low rates of pay. Pay rates for platform 
work are usually below the level of equivalent work in more traditional forms of employment, 
and often below the hourly rate of any minimum wage arrangements.126 Evidence also 
suggests that workers in the platform economy make only very limited saving for 
pensions, if any – in common with low pension saving rates among the self-employed more 
generally.127 One reason for low pay is the lack of work opportunities previously mentioned, 
as time spent searching for work is unpaid. Another reason that applies especially to online 
work is that EU-based workers may find themselves in a global labour market, in direct 
competition with workers from low-wage economies in the developing world. Evidence seems 
to show that the insecurity of platform work, combined with the low rates of pay, contribute 
to what is now a well-documented feature of work in the platform economy, high rates of 
labour turnover.128 It also seems that quite large numbers of people try out platform work 
briefly, but do not go on to work regularly in this way.129  

Amongst our interviewees, there was widespread agreement that platform work has created 
positive opportunities for workers. This opinion was expressed, for example, by 
representatives of both employers’ and trade union organisations in Bulgaria, and a policy 
expert in the UK. These basic advantages for workers – flexibility and ease of access – came 
up in the interviews time and again, across all our case study countries. At the same time, 
however, there was also broad agreement that, the advantages for platform workers 
were very limited. Overall, then, there was a broad consensus among interviewees 
concerning the balance of advantages and disadvantages of platform work for those doing it.  

For instance, interviewees usually expressed shared concerns about low rates of pay for 
platform work, especially in online work, where workers in the EU often find themselves in 
direct competition with workers in low wage economies in the developing world. This view 
was spread across our panel of interviewees, from the UK to Bulgaria. Despite this broad 
agreement about the problem of low rates of pay, respondents from countries with relatively 
higher levels of unemployment, such as Italy and Spain, nevertheless saw advantages in 
the opportunities provided for platform work for workers to earn extra income. 

A further aspect of platform work mentioned by a number of respondents was the 
requirement for workers to be available more or less around the clock.130 Again, this 
was especially seen as a problem in online work, where clients could be in a different time 
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zone from the workers – or even on another continent – but those workers would 
nevertheless be required to undertake work according to the demands of the client, 
regardless of the time of day or night. Despite the appearance of flexibility in choosing their 
hours of work, the demands of economic reality meant that, in practice, platform workers 
were subject to significant controls, which they must comply with in order to earn an income 
from their work. 

Our survey provided further evidence on the advantages and disadvantages of platform work, 
as detailed in Figure 3. When asked about the contribution of platform work to their lives 
nearly 70 per cent of respondents indicated a positive impact on their individual income. 
However, only about 30 per cent of workers said that working in the platform economy 
improved their standard of living. Any perceived negative effect of the platform economy 
on standards of living and income was very weak.  

Looking at income, the platform economy was not the major contributing factor to 
individual income. Survey respondents reported that platform work contributed to a 
median share of personal earnings of 15 per cent (10 per cent in relation to the 
household income). This is not to say, however, that the sample did not contain any people 
who acquired most of their earnings from platform work.  

 

Figure 3: Perceived benefits of platform work for workers 
 

 

 

For almost 60 per cent of respondents working in the platform economy was part of a daily, 
or almost daily, work routine. Average weekly working hours were relatively high for 
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the type of the labour market in question (23 hours), with the median hourly pay being six 
US dollars per hour while the median lowest accepted pay was three US dollars per hour.  

Working hours in the platform economy seemed to fit well with respondents’ family and social 
commitments (nearly 88% of workers responded “very well” and “well” to the respective 
question), but respondents generally wanted to work longer hours through the platform 
economy (the average desired level stood at 31 hours per week).  

According to income data, we split workers in the survey into four groups in line with their 
financial dependence on platform working: low level of dependence (platform working makes 
up less than 25% of personal earnings); medium (between 26 and 49%); high (50 to 69%) 
and heavy (more than 70% of individual income comes from the platform economy). The 
distribution of workers across these groups is reported in Figure 4. Most workers got their 
income from sources other than the platform economy (62%), a figure that accords 
with existing assumptions about the population of workers in the platform economy.  

The proportion of those who were financially dependent on the platform economy is 
noticeable though, as a quarter (25%) of the sample got more than half (50%) of their 
personal earnings through completing online micro tasks. 

 

Figure 4: Financial dependence on platform work 
 

 

 

It is also worth noting that 68 per cent of respondents had one or multiple other jobs 
outside of the platform economy. Of those, 60 per cent were in full-time employment and 
nearly half had a contract of unlimited duration (the share of self-employment was around 
14 per cent).  

We also compared weekly hours, median pay, personal and household income data for 
platform workers against nationally representative OECD figures for the countries covered by 
our survey (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK and USA). Weekly hours were compared 
with the average working week, while median pay was compared with the statutory minimum 
wage in each country, with the exception of Italy where minimum pay standards are set 
solely through collective agreements. Personal annual income and household income were 
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compared with the median OECD figures for 2016, the most recent national statistics 
available.  

Figure 5 reports these comparisons (in percentages to the platform economy data). Taking 
hours of work first (and reporting just those hours spent on platform work), figures on hours 
worked are lower than national averages. This is unsurprising given that 68 per cent of 
respondents had a job outside of the platform economy.   

There is a striking gap between median pay levels in the platform economy and statutory 
minimum rates across almost all countries. In France, median pay in the platform economy 
was 54.1 per cent lower than the national hourly minimum wage, the highest observed gap 
followed closely by the UK (46.8 per cent). The situation with minimum pay standards was 
considerably better in Germany, where workers in the platform economy were paid on 
average 29.3 per cent less than the statutory minimum wage. In Spain, the difference was 
only 9.1 per cent, with the US being the example of the platform economy with pay levels 
closest to the national minimum wage. It should be noted though that in countries like 
France and Germany collective agreements often set minimum wage levels significantly 
above the national threshold, while in the USA minimum pay levels vary across the states 
and are different from the national minimum wage.  

 

Figure 5: Cross-country comparisons  

 

In terms of personal and household income, respondents generally earned less than the 
respective national median, with the exception of Spain, where those performing platform 
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work were better off both in terms of individual and gross median household income. UK 
respondents were in a better position with regard to household income only.  

3.2.4. Job quality and wellbeing 
Numerous concerns have also been raised over working conditions in the platform 
economy. Anecdotal evidence and journalistic accounts point to widespread problems with 
non-payment of wages, poor administrative and organisational arrangements, lack of 
training, discriminatory practices, and lack of attention to occupational health and safety, 
professional liability and insurance, and other regulatory issues.131 Research has also looked 
at working conditions on platforms such as AMT, CrowdFlower and Upwork, which suggests 
that a substantial number of workers habitually work for very long periods, often at unsocial 
hours or at night, according to when work is available.132 Generally, though, working 
conditions – and, much else about the working lives – of platform workers remains 
significantly under-researched.  

Among our expert interviewees, there was a general acceptance that many platform jobs 
would be likely to be at the bottom end of the labour market. While some interviewees 
took the view that “any kind of employment [is] better than no employment”, others were 
more sceptical. One told us that labour platforms had “demeaned the whole basis of work … 
For years, we've talked about the race to the bottom — well, now, it's arrived” (Expert 
interview, UK).   

In this context, respondents recognised the difficulty of devising appropriate regulation. 
Representatives of employers, as well as unions, recognised the difficulties of regulating 
platforms, but nevertheless saw a need for some form of regulation to protect platform 
workers against bad employment practices, poor working conditions and job insecurity, 
something that has also been recognised by the European Parliament.133 Many of our 
interviewees were particularly concerned about the growth of self-employment, of which 
platform work was seen to be a significant and growing component. Here, interviewees often 
saw the advantages of self-employment in terms of flexibility as somewhat overshadowed 
by disadvantages in terms of living standards, earnings inequalities, in-work poverty 
and social polarisation. Once more, then, evidence from our panel of interviewees broadly 
coincided with previous research.  

Respondents to our survey reported mixed experiences of working in the platform economy. 
Between one third and one half reported delayed, reduced or non-payment of fees 
“sometimes” or more often (Figure 6). Fewer reported “aggressive communication”. Indeed, 
the figures, here, are similar to those experienced in employment more widely.134 But many 
more reported the experience of needing more time to complete a task than specified by a 
client.  

Turning to the quality of work, evidence from our survey found mixed results. While there 
were relatively high levels of satisfaction with the work itself, variety of tasks, and, 
especially, time flexibility, workers report much lower levels of satisfaction with 
career prospects, pay levels, and job security (Figure 7) – although, these latter figures 
are similar to levels of dissatisfaction with prospects for career advancement found in wider 
representative surveys such as the European Working Conditions Survey.135  

                                           
131  Berg 2016: 5; Brawley and Pury 2016: 532; Calo and Rosenblat 2017: 1; Chen et al. 2015: 495; Hayns 2016: 

1; Huws 2015: 4; Irani and Silberman 2013: 3; Zentz 2015: 3. 
132  Wood et al. 2017. 
133  European Parliament 2017b: para 37.  
134  EWCS 2015. 
135  Ibid. 
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Figure 6: Experience of unscrupulous employers 

Figure 7: Job satisfaction  
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Figure 8: Attributes of job quality 

 

Survey respondents also reported the repetitive, routine nature of tasks, 
counterbalanced to some extent by opportunities to learn new skills and to use existing 
knowledge and skills. However, platform workers were far less likely to report the 
availability of such opportunities (20% to 25% less) compared to respondents across other 
EU wide surveys.136 

Respondents did report some feelings of being deprived of essential employment rights, 
to some degree, but this did not extend to social rights such as education, benefits and 
medical care. Nor did respondents feel particularly insecure and stressed (Figure 8). 

Working in the platform economy, according to our respondents, was also not associated 
with high levels of stress or emotional disturbance, except for a general feeling of worry 
(see Figures 9 and 10).  

  

                                           
136  Ibid. 
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Figure 9: Work stress 

 

Figure 10: Emotional wellbeing  
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One of the widely-promoted features of the platform economy, namely work autonomy, 
appears to have been exaggerated, as shown in Figure 11. In reality, workers have very 
limited influence over the variety of work and tasks themselves whereas the only serious 
influence they can exert is over the intensity of work.  

Figure 11: Job autonomy 

 

3.2.5. Social protection for platform workers  
Perhaps the most complex and disputed issue investigated by our research was the question 
of what social protections are appropriate for workers in the platform economy, and how any 
such protections might be arranged.  

In terms of access to social protections, the main issue for those working in the platform 
economy was that the legal status of platform was usually construed as self-employed, 
rather than as worker or employee. As a result, those working in this area find themselves 
placed outside of a range of social protections for which the gateway is formal employee (or 
worker) status. As one respondent put it:  

“Up to now only employees were considered by law as vulnerable who would need 
protection. Most self-employed though are not protected against the usual risks of a 
working life. Half of self-employed in Germany have no old age security and don't pay 
any contributions in any kind of pension scheme. Many don't have a health insurance 
either which is supposed to be compulsory. The lack of social security for self-
employed is not a new phenomenon but it has gained more public attention with the 
digital economy and crowd working” (union representative, Germany).  
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Thus, the growth of platform work is reproducing gaps in the coverage of social protections 
for the self-employed, which have already been recognised as a growing problem across 
employment more generally.137 

Moreover, our interviewees saw the issue of social protections not only as a problem for 
the individuals concerned, but as a potentially significant financial burden for wider 
society if left unresolved. Interviewees from several countries emphasised the long-term 
problems created if large numbers of younger workers enter upon a career typified by forms 
of insecure employment, or working under self-employed classification, and as a result fail 
to make sufficient contributions to old age pensions or other social protection arrangements. 
Social protections were seen by such respondents not simply as protections for the individual 
that are provided socially, but, in an important sense, as protection for society.   

It is sometimes argued that provision for social protections for such workers is unnecessary, 
on the grounds that – so it is claimed – most platform workers have another job, which will 
secure them access to social protection schemes without the need for any revision to existing 
arrangements. This is the so-called “pin money” argument, which was once used to 
describe the lower earnings of women workers, and that is now used to justify low pay and 
lack of social protections for platform workers.138 There are two clear problems with this 
approach. First, as we showed above, around a quarter of the platform workers we 
surveyed were in fact financially dependent upon platform work. It can be presumed 
that many of these did not have another “main job” from which they derived access to social 
protections. The second problem is that the pin money view of social protections makes 
the assumption that, for those platform workers who do have another source of income, 
this comes from a job of the standard employment model – since legally framed 
employee status is often the gateway to social protection schemes. As will be shown below, 
however, our survey findings suggest that, for a significant number of platform workers, their 
other source(s) of income may well be other forms of insecure, non-standard employment.139 
Further, interviewees from a leading work platform expressed the view that in areas such as 
taxi-type driving work, where regulatory requirements such as public vehicle licencing place 
a premium on drivers committing to long periods of driving, then engagement in platform 
driving work makes it less likely that such insecure workers will have an alternative, secure 
form of employment. Consequently, the expectation of further growth in platform work, 
alongside the continued growth of other forms of non-standard work, means that ensuring 
social protections for platform workers is of increasing importance. In this context, the pin 
money argument should be set aside for platform work, as it was previously for women’s 
employment. 

Reflecting these new realities, there was considerable agreement among our interviewees 
that a lack of effective social protection is a significant downside of platform work, and 
that forms of platform work generate insecurities because of the lack of a direct link between 
this work, payments into social security systems and protections. These findings support the 
view expressed by the European Commission to the effect that problems in social protection 
coverage for platform workers may discourage participation and thereby unduly restrict the 
potential for growth of this important new sector.140  

Our survey provided more direct evidence of the experience of access to social protection 
and the perceptions of those working in the platform economy towards protection.  As Figure 
12 shows, platform workers did not, on average, feel worried about losing their main source 

                                           
137  Eurofound 2017a: 47; European Commission 2017d, 2017e; Matsaganis et al. 2016; Spasova et al. 2017.  
138  Berg 2016: 18-19. 
139  See also, Huws et al. 2017.  
140  European Commission 2017d, 2017e.  
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of income in the next 6 months, but respondents expressed some concerns with regard 
to the chances of finding similarly paid tasks to the ones they do through the 
platform economy. Around a third (33.3%) of platform workers feared losing their job, a 
level that was comparatively high when compared to workers in more traditional sectors of 
the economy; for example, just 16 per cent of workers in the 2015 EWCS reported that they 
feared losing their job.  

 

Figure 12: Job security 
 

 

 

Building on the bank of questions about employment and financial circumstances, the survey 
inquired into the host of issues associated with the social protection of workers in the platform 
economy. One of the key findings was that a significant proportion of respondents had been 
unemployed in the past 5 years (see Figure 13).  
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Figure 13: Unemployment (duration) 

 

For three in ten platform workers spells of unemployment had been of quite long duration, 
with 8 per cent reporting that they had been unemployed for between seven and 12 months 
and 22 per cent reporting that they had been unemployed for more than one year. This 
stands in stark contrast when compared with the 5.8 per cent average unemployment rate 
among the OECD countries as of July 2017.141 

Strikingly, only just over a third (35.5%) of platform workers were currently paying into 
a personal pension, a worryingly low proportion given the average age of respondents. At 
the same time, on average, workers in the platform economy were not behind on making 
compulsory payments (e.g. bills, mortgage payments etc.), as shown in Figure 14. 

 

                                           
141  According to the most recent OECD harmonised long-term unemployment rates (December 2016, 

https://data.oecd.org/unemp/long-term-unemployment-rate.htm), 30.6 per cent of those unemployed in the 
OECD had been so for 12 months or more. This indicates that around 1.8 per cent of the working population in 
the OECD is classified as long-term unemployed. This suggests that collaborative economy workers in our sample 
are much more likely to have experienced long term unemployment than the working population in the OECD as 
a whole. 

https://data.oecd.org/unemp/long-term-unemployment-rate.htm
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Figure 14: Being late making compulsory payments (average) 

 

Respondents were asked whether they had access to a host of social protection schemes 
along a spectrum, from healthcare insurance through to protection against unemployment 
and housing benefits. Figure 15 reports the share of respondents who had access to the 
broader types of social protection schemes: workplace based, private and state funded. Apart 
from healthcare (and to an extent sickness benefits), which are more widely available to 
respondents, other types of social protection schemes were not accessible by those 
working in the platform economy. The least protection related to schemes that cover 
pregnancy/childcare, caring responsibilities and housing benefits. These schemes were 
reported as not available for nearly 70 per cent of platform work respondents.  
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Figure 15: Access to social protection schemes 

 

Once more, these findings accord with previous research.142 It is clear that platform workers 
share with other forms of non-standard workers a considerable risk that they will fall outside 
the scope of important social protections. Recently, the European Commission has begun 
consultations over the best way to close such gaps, though, as of yet, clear policy 
recommendations seem some way off.143   

3.2.6. The experiences of different clusters of workers in the platform economy  
This section looks at subgroups (clusters) of workers within our survey sample, and 
distinguishes between those who rely on platform work from those whose income derived 
mainly from other sources. The analysis is based on a number of indicators:  

• Current employment status - whether respondents had jobs (one or more) outside 
the platform economy. 

• Unemployment – whether respondents had experienced either short (less than six 
months) or long (over six months) spells of unemployment in the past five years. 

• Reliance on platform work - contribution (as a %) to personal income.144 

• Financial security - whether participants covered essential domestic payments easily 
or with difficulty. 

                                           
142  Matsaganis 2016; Spasova 2017.  
143  European Commission 2017d, 2017e.  
144  Four categories were utilised: low (less than 25 per cent of income from platform), medium (between 25 per 

cent and 50 per cent), high (50-70 per cent) and heavy (more than 70 per cent).  
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Using Latent Class Analysis (LCA), a technique that recovers statistically independent clusters 
from the population in question, three clusters of workers were identified:  

• moderate beneficiaries (37.3% of our sample) 

• random surfers (38.2% cent) 

• platform-dependent workers (24.5%) 

A detailed description of these clusters is provided below.145  

Moderate beneficiaries 

This cluster (see Figure 16), which accounted for 37 per cent of our sample, is composed of 
workers who had jobs outside the platform economy. While there is a high probability that 
these workers had been unemployed for less than six months over the past five years, 
they ordinarily encountered no difficulties in making essential domestic payments. The level 
of earnings generated through platform working for moderate beneficiaries was low, as there 
was only a 3.5 per cent chance that workers in this cluster earned more than 70 per cent of 
their income from the platform economy. The cluster of moderate beneficiaries exemplified 
a group of workers who used the platform economy infrequently, perhaps as a reliable source 
of an additional income, but whom were not reliant on it. Whereas in the past they may have 
experienced difficult times, with a 53.1 per cent chance of short-term unemployment (not 
shown in Figure 16), these workers gained some benefits from the platform economy.   

 

Figure 16: Moderate beneficiaries cluster 

 

  

                                           
145  cf. Eurofound 2017a: 17-26. 
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Random surfers  

The main differences between this cluster (Figure 17) and the moderate beneficiaries were 
found in their higher probability of previous long-term unemployment (80.6 per cent – 
not shown in Figure 17), and their lower financial dependence on platform work. Nearly 
nine out of every ten (89.5%) of random surfers earned less than a quarter of their income 
from this source, with only 1.9 per cent deriving 70 per cent or more of their income from 
platform work. Nearly all (95%) of these workers had another job, compared to 76.2 per 
cent of moderate beneficiaries, and they were therefore less dependent upon platform 
working for their income. Like the moderate beneficiaries, random surfers seldom 
experienced problems making domestic payments. This cluster thus encompassed workers 
who were relatively independent from the platform economy and seldom reliant on micro 
tasks for additional income. Random surfers made up 38 per cent of our sample. 

 

Figure 17: Random surfers cluster 
 

 

 

Platform-dependent workers 

Platform-dependent workers (Figure 18) accounted for a quarter of our sample and they 
derived a larger share of their income (above 70 per cent) from platform work. They 
were heavily reliant on platform work as their main source of income. Platform-dependent 
workers usually had no other form of employment, although they were also unlikely to have 
experienced periods of unemployment. Platform-dependent workers also had significantly 
more difficulty in making essential domestic payments than those in the two other clusters.   
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Figure 18: Platform-dependent workers cluster 
 

 

 

Having identified these clusters of workers, differences in average annual income, job quality 
and access to the social protection schemes were estimated. The data demonstrated a strong 
association between personal income and workers’ reliance on the platform economy, with 
platform-dependent workers on average worse off than moderate beneficiaries and random 
surfers. This tendency held for both personal income (Figure 19) and household income 
(Figure 20).  

While differences between the clusters in relation to income were evidently significant, we 
carried out further analysis to identify factors that might explain such a striking gap. Linear 
regression analysis was performed to account for between country variation in average 
income levels and differences in demographics between respondents (gender, age and 
education were included in the regression equation as control variables alongside country 
fixed effects). Figure 21 draws on raw regression estimates, reporting differences between 
average scores for platform-dependent workers from those of moderate beneficiaries and 
random surfers. Platform-dependent workers were, on average, 43 per cent worse off than 
moderate beneficiaries and 62 per cent worse off that random surfers in terms of net personal 
income, a difference that was statistically significant. Differences in household income were 
narrower, at 12.7 per cent and 29.3 per cent respectively, with only the latter being 
statistically significant. Between-cluster variation in job satisfaction, work autonomy and job 
stress was moderate. Platform-dependent workers were 4.4 per cent less satisfied with 
jobs conducted via platforms than random surfers, but reported greater autonomy in terms 
of the tasks conducted than did moderate beneficiaries (both effects were statistically 
significant). On average, platform-dependent workers were significantly less stressed 
than random surfers (a 6% gap).   
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Figure 19:  Personal earnings by cluster 

 

Figure 20: Household earnings by cluster 
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Figure 21: Regression estimates relative to platform-dependent workers 
(income, job satisfaction, work autonomy and stress) 

 

 

 

Clusters were also compared in terms of average access to social protection schemes. Using 
multiple regression with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), we compared the number of social 
protection schemes to which the different clusters had access. Out of eight schemes, we 
found that, on average, platform-dependent workers had access to 0.8 fewer schemes than 
moderate beneficiaries, and 1.3 fewer than random surfers.  

Although these findings show clear differences in the levels of social protections available 
to occasional platform workers, as compared with more dependent platform workers, at first 
sight, these findings might nevertheless be considered surprising. The figures in Figure 22, 
together with the OLS calculations, show that workers who were relatively heavily dependent 
on platform work were only marginally disadvantaged in terms of access to social protections, 
compared with occasional platform workers. This is surprising because, as shown in Figures 
16 and 17, the less dependent, occasional platform workers were much more likely to have 
another job, which might usually be expected to give much greater access to social 
protection. Previous research shows, for instance, that full-time, permanent employees 
almost universally have access to unemployment and sickness benefit.146  

                                           
146  Matsaganis et al. 2016. 
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Figure 22: No access to social protection schemes by cluster 

 

 

It is therefore notable that, as Figure 22 shows, the cluster in our survey that was most likely 
to have another form of employment and source of income, were also significantly at risk of 
not having access to either unemployment benefit (61.2%) or sickness benefit (46.1%). This 
suggests that although a considerable proportion of our survey respondents had other 
employment in addition to platform work, those other jobs were not of the type that gave 
access to social protections. It seems likely, therefore, that, for many of our respondents, 
the “other job” was another insecure, precarious, non-standard form of 
employment. This finding supports previous research that has found that platform workers 
often do not have employee status from another job.147 Similarly, research on self-
employment in the EU indicates that among self-employed persons with another job, this 
other job is often not of the standard employment model. Taken together, these findings 
underline concerns that the growth of platform work overlaps significantly with the spread of 
other forms of insecure work. As a result, it is difficult if not impossible to sharply distinguish 
platform workers as a separate and discreet fraction of the labour market. Rather, our 
findings match those of other research148 in suggesting that the platform workforce is 
emerging as part of a wider group of mainly young workers, who are piecing together a living 
from a number of sources – and, it now appears, with relatively little coverage of the social 
protections enjoyed by other workers. This is an issue that we consider and tackle in our 
recommendations.  

                                           
147  Huws et al. 2016: 42; Huws et al. 2017.  
148  Huws et al. 2016: 50-51; Huws et al. 2017: 50.  
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Conclusion  

In this chapter, we developed our analysis by turning to empirical matters. We began by 
discussing previous research, and subsequently added a considerable amount of new 
empirical evidence from our own investigations. Our discussion of previous research showed 
that, while more research is required, there are nevertheless good grounds already for 
believing that participation in platform work constitutes a significant, if relatively small, sector 
of paid work in the EU. Previous research has suggested that platform work is often unevenly 
distributed, and our evidence supports that view. The reasons for this unevenness in our case 
study countries lie in particular circumstances pertaining in different Member States. 
Nevertheless, we also showed that challenges to the provision of social protections for 
platform workers exist across all the Member States we studied.  

Once more, our evidence supports conclusions from previous research. Our findings support 
the view that many platform workers engage in platform work as a secondary source of 
income, additional to income from another job. Furthermore, we identified a significant 
minority of platform workers for whom platform work represents their main or only source of 
income. This group were also poorer than other platform workers, and less likely to have 
access to social protections. Moreover, our survey also produced somewhat surprising 
evidence that even those who engage in platform work much less often, nevertheless also 
lack access to a number of important social protections. These findings suggest that platform 
workers who also have another source of income may well be insecurely employed in that 
other job as well. As a result, it cannot be assumed that occasional platform workers are 
securely employed, and only engage in platform work for a little extra “pin money”. Rather, 
the picture that emerges from our research, is one in which platform work shades into a 
wider landscape of insecure work, low pay, and lack of social protections. The next chapter 
further develops our analysis by addressing important legal issues in the provision of social 
protections for different categories of workers.  
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 LEGAL ISSUES IN THE SOCIAL PROTECTION OF 
PLATFORM WORKERS 

KEY FINDINGS 

• The key legal issue affecting the degree of social protections for platform workers 
is that they are likely to be categorised as self-employed contractors rather than 
employees or workers.  

• Legal issues arise at both national and EU levels. Forms and scope of protections 
vary considerably across Member States. 

• The very significant variation in platform work and working arrangements means 
that general statements are extremely difficult to make.  

• The CJEU has ruled that there is no one definition of what constitutes a “worker”. 
Instead, the CJEU applies a spectrum of tests, which makes the legal basis of access 
to social protections for platform workers a matter of legal complexity.  

• Solutions for this complexity may be identified at a number of levels, and do not 
depend solely on legal employment status.   

• A connected issue is the presence of legal barriers to the collective negotiation of 
terms and conditions in some national contexts.  

 

A central question raised by the emergence of platform work is whether the individual 
performing such work falls within the scope of social protections. As noted above,149 
despite variation across Member States, it remains the case that many social protections 
within the EU are only accessible to those who meet a legal definition of “employee” (or, 
sometimes, “worker”). In other words, the legal definition of employee or dependent 
worker forms a gateway to social protection. Insofar as platform work departs from a 
standard model of employment,150 its emergence raises important questions about the 
extent to which social protections are accessible to those engaged in it. The key issue for 
platform workers is that they are likely to be categorised as “self-employed” contractors 
rather than employees or dependent workers. Sometimes, this is a deliberate strategy of 
companies, intended to minimise their obligations to a workforce (known as 
misclassification). At other times, it represents the continuation of well-established 
traditions of autonomous work151 or simply arises by default because the established tests 
for employment relationships do not fit with the economic reality of new forms of work 
organisation. Whatever the circumstances, however, such a classification is likely to place 
a person undertaking paid work via a platform outside of the scope of key social 
protections.  

While the rise of platform work is a relatively recent phenomenon, many of the issues 
around access to rights and protections consequent upon employee or worker status are 
not new at all. The longstanding problem of “atypical” workers’ ability (or otherwise) to 
access employment protection has generated considerable debate over the scope of 
employment law152 and the gatekeeper function of the employment relationship. Although 
                                           
149  See Chapter 1. 
150  Davidov 2017: 1. 
151  See Figure 2.1.  
152  See for example Davidov 2014: 543.  
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important issues remain unresolved, these debates address matters that are directly 
relevant to our present concerns. This chapter will therefore present a critical exploration 
of the principal issues in the legal construction of the employment relationship, its 
variations and alternatives.  

Legal issues arise at both national and supranational levels. Platform work may take place 
within a host of different configurations of work relationships, with each contractual 
situation needing specific, factual evaluation. Furthermore, the personal scope of 
different forms of legal protection differs across countries and even within national 
employment law frameworks. For example, the UK National Living Wage applies to the 
broader category of “workers”, while the right not to be unfairly dismissed applies to the 
narrower category of “employees”. By contrast, in Denmark, where a more uniform 
definition of employee is used across employment law and other areas (tax and social 
security), the parties to a collective agreement can define employment contracts for the 
purposes of the working conditions contained within them.153 At EU level, the CJEU has 
consistently asserted that there is not one overarching EU definition of “worker”. 
This heterogeneity, while allowing for a range of norms to be accommodated within and 
between levels, creates challenges for specifying a protective regime (if any exists) for 
platform workers. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to make generalisable statements. 
Of particular concern is the need to account for the increasing complexity in contractual 
arrangements underpinning work relationships rather than seeking to squeeze them into 
a framework based on a bilateral employment contract model.154  

Contractual form is not the only lens through which work relations may be viewed. The 
regulation of work relations comprises a number of layers that reflect its “normative 
ordering”.155 This chapter uses this notion of layers (applied by Freedland and 
Kountouris156 to personal work relations) to describe the key regulatory spaces relevant 
to the context of platform work. This serves to map the “normative ordering” of platform 
work and to identify issues raised within that ordering. This is a very broad map since for 
each Member State the set of regulatory layers will differ, and many of the issues identified 
are cross-cutting. As will be seen, the issue of the classification of the contract form cuts 
across most of the layers of regulation. Nevertheless, drilling through these layers in a 
little more depth gives a clearer indication of the ways in which the organisation of platform 
work can shape access to legal protections for those who provide services. An overview of 
regulatory layers is set out below (Sections 4.3–4.7). First, however, we will present some 
general considerations about the broader provision of social protections, followed by a 
discussion of the current importance of the legally constituted employment relationship. 
Later, in Chapter 5, we will build on the legal analysis in this chapter, together with the 
empirical data presented in Chapters 2 and 3, and the case study Annexes, to present 
concrete recommendations pertaining to the social protection of platform workers in the 
EU.  

4.1. Platform workers’ access to social protection 

Article 3 of the TEU commits the EU to “a highly competitive social market economy, 
aiming at full employment and social progress” and Article 9 of the TFEU mainstreams 
issues relating to social protection throughout EU policy by committing the EU to take into 
account the “guarantee of adequate social protection” for EU citizens across its policy areas 
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and activities.157 Therefore the issue of the social protection of platform workers is relevant 
throughout the EU’s response to the rise of the platform economy. The EU has the 
competence to support and complement the activities of the Member States in the field of 
social security and social protection (as set out in Article 153 of the TFEU). In this domain 
of activity, there has been considerable debate over how to ensure that social protections 
might continue to be provided to workers as new forms of employment have emerged over 
recent years. The European Commission has recently started a consultation with EU level 
social partners in this area. The consultation document notes that social protection has 
traditionally been designed around workers in standard employment and that this has left 
non-standard workers with patchy coverage. The consultation document defines social 
protection thus:  

“Social protection encompasses all social benefits in cash and kind, with typical 
ones being benefits in case of: unemployment, sickness, accidents at work and 
occupational diseases, invalidity, old-age, pre-retirement, death (i.e. survivors' 
pensions and death grants), maternity/paternity, parental and family obligations, 
and need for health care or long-term care.”158  

The International Labour Office (ILO) has distinguished between four types of social 
protections: social protection linked to a contract with a specific employer; social 
protection linked to salaried employment; social protection linked to participation in gainful 
employment (including non-salaried employment); and social protection linked to 
residency status.159 Often, the gateway to such protections is through a standard model 
of employment, with a formal contract, and established legal rights and entitlements. 
Consequently, where the standard employment model is absent, workers may well 
find themselves unable to access the same social protections that are available to 
other workers. It is critical, therefore, that issues regarding workers’ access to social 
protections are identified, and that appropriate policy responses are formulated and 
implemented.160 Commonly, platform workers find themselves outside the formal 
classification of “worker” or “employee” that is used to determine access to social 
protection. As a result, platform workers are excluded from important social 
protections, such that they “bear the risk when there is insufficient work, when clients 
refuse to pay, when payments are low, or even for paying taxes to the government”.161  

These problems are not new, however, and there is already a good deal of research on 
problems of access to social protections for workers in non-standard employment.162 
Research suggests that workers in non-standard employment, of various types, are at 
significant risk of exclusion from social protections. Yet, solutions remain elusive. The 
emergence of platform work opens yet another area of activity where many of the same 
problems are manifest. Notably, the fact that in the written terms of their contracts 
platform workers are commonly labelled as “self-employed” creates an assumption 
that they are self-employed for employment and social security purposes, and thus at risk 
of exclusion from important social protections.163 As explored below, while in most Member 
States formal authorities and courts operate according to the “primacy of facts” and will 
look beyond the labels used within a contract, the labelling of platform workers as self-
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employed, combined with issues associated with the enforcement of classification, create 
a major barrier to access to forms of social protection. It commonly places the onus on 
workers themselves to challenge the classification of their employment as a first step to 
accessing forms of social protection. The categorisation as self-employed can leave these 
workers outside the scope of social protection. For example, although there is 
significant variety in the details of provision and access across Member States, on an EU-
wide average, self-employed workers run a 55 per cent risk of not being entitled to 
unemployment benefit, and a 38 per cent risk of not being entitled to sickness benefit.164 
Of self-employed women, 46 per cent are at risk of not being entitled to maternity 
benefits.165 By contrast, the risk of permanent, full-time workers not being entitled to 
these benefits is 0.1 per cent or less.166 The contrast in the provision of social protections 
for those categorised as employees (or workers) and those classed as self-employed are 
stark. Such figures pose important questions for the promotion in recent years, at both EU 
level and within Member States, of policies designed to encourage “entrepreneurship” and 
self-employment, which appear to have contributed to increasingly obvious gaps in the 
coverage of social protections.167  

When looking at possible means by which the entitlement gap might be redressed, it is 
important to understand the difference between statutory access to social protections 
and effective entitlement. That is, even where self-employed (or other non-standard) 
workers have a statutory right to a social protection – such as an old-age pension – they 
may not have access in practice, due to not meeting particular practical requirements, 
such as continuity of employment, length of time in post, earnings below a required 
threshold, intermittent contributions, and so on.168 Consequently, resolving problems of 
non-entitlement entails not only addressing issues of statutory entitlement, but also 
ensuring that effective access is not compromised for non-statutory reasons, as a result 
of patterns of work and payment rather than as a result of legal framing.  

Thus, a recent ILO report on non-standard employment recommended that social 
protection should be afforded to workers in the platform economy, including: measures to 
lower thresholds for the minimum period of employment required to qualify for 
employment-related protection, to ensure “greater parity between workers in different 
forms of employment”; improving access to benefits by “allowing more flexibility with 
regard to interrupted contribution periods”; and “to ensure portability of entitlements” in 
order to maintain levels of protection in a mobile workforce.169 

Addressing the particular challenge of assuring access to social protections for workers in 
the platform economy classified as self-employed, the ILO has documented various 
solutions adopted around the world – for instance, “taking account of annual rather than 
monthly earnings (e.g. Brazil); flat contributions (Philippines, Thailand); proxy income 
measures (Brazil, Republic of Korea); or the use of broad contribution categories (e.g. 
Cabo Verde, Costa Rica, Tunisia)” – examples which suggest that a number of policy 
responses are available to governments for tackling this issue.170  
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The EU consultation process, though as yet incomplete, has discussed a number of policy 
alternatives – although it is too early to say which may eventually be adopted.171 
Recognising that new forms of work have emerged much more rapidly than systems of 
social protections have adapted to them, the European Commission has set out three 
objectives; namely, that social protections should be:  

• Coverage: ensuring that everyone in employment or self-employment has formal 
and effective access to social protection.  

• Transferability: preserving social protection rights when workers change jobs, 
sectors of activity, forms of employment, move to or from self-employment.  

• Transparency: ensuring access to user-friendly information on rights and 
obligations to social protection, irrespective of employment situation.172  

Furthermore, the Commission is proposing that the framework of the European Pillar of 
Social Rights, so that social protections are provided to all workers regardless of the form 
of contract under which they work. Currently, the Commission is seeking further views on 
how such a system might be implemented; for instance, what balance of mandatory and 
voluntary schemes would be appropriate, and what combination of action at EU and 
Member State levels would be most effective.173 

Moreover, a case can be made that such a reorganisation would benefit employers too, 
with the obligations to adhere to social protections compelling them to “organize the work 
to ensure that workers are kept busy, that the work is of sufficient quality, and that their 
profits are based on value created rather than wages so low that they do not cover the 
‘social costs of the worker’”. Building a greater degree of fairness into platform work at 
this early stage can be seen as offering long term advantages, since “only a 
reorganization of work can ensure that this growing and important new sector of the 
economy will provide quality, decent jobs” and sufficient access to social protections for 
those working within it.174    

4.2. The significance of an “employment relationship” or “contract of 
employment” 

A key first step – for platform workers and others – is to determine whether or not a 
contract exists and, if one does, whether it creates the kind of relationship that places 
the individual within the scope of protection. The concepts of employment contract or 
relationship, employee, and (particularly at EU level) worker, are central to a range of 
regulatory frameworks covering not just employment protection but other areas such as 
tax and social security. While these concepts hold great significance for the position of 
platform workers within protective employment and social regimes, it can be difficult to 
pin down an individual’s entitlement to employment and social rights with certainty. 
Different Member States adopt different definitions of these core concepts, and even within 
Member States there can be variations in the terminology and definitions used between 
different areas of law (such as employment, tax and social security). In some EU countries, 
a fairly uniform definition of “employee” is used across employment law and other areas 
of law such as tax and social security. Across the comparative countries covered in this 
report, this is the case in Denmark and France.175 In other countries, however, a different 
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concept of employment is used for the purposes of tax law and/or social security law, as 
is the case in Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Spain, Poland and the UK.176 Nevertheless, 
as the European Network of Legal Experts in the Field of Labour Law notes, “Different 
notions in different areas of law, however, do not necessarily result in major differences 
with regard to the content”.177  

In the following sections, we focus on employment law. This is the area in which there 
has been recent litigation involving actors in the platform economy, and many of the issues 
raised in these cases, and in surrounding commentary, are relevant also to the provision 
of social protections. We identify the different layers of regulation and explore emerging 
issues for platform workers. The issue of the classification of contracts for the purposes of 
accessing employment or labour law protections cuts across each of these layers. This 
analysis serves to demonstrate some of the complexity of the issue of classification when 
looked at from an EU or comparative perspective. The key message is that the issue of 
classification is central for the employment and social protection of workers in the 
platform economy, and one that is common across the Member States. A large degree of 
variation can be found in the definitions used and in the purpose that those definitions 
serve, meaning that regulatory responses at the EU and international levels should be 
sensitive to diversity within and between Member States. The source of this diversity is 
the normative underpinning of the protective measures.   

The “problem” of classifying a contract within the platform economy as employment or as 
self-employment is not a purely technical one. It connects to much broader questions 
about the institutions and political settlements that shape, first, the expectations of parties 
to platform work contracts and, second, broader societal expectations about how work 
contributes to the distribution and mitigation of social risk. The reason that the legal tests 
used to identify and classify work relationships appear ill-suited to the task of analysing 
work in the platform economy does not simply arise from qualitative or technical 
differences in the organisation of work, but also from stark differences in the 
normative underpinnings of so called standard and non-standard work. By 
“normative underpinnings”, we mean the assumptions about who workers are, what they 
need and whether and how they should be protected from social risks.178 

Building an adequate legal response to this problem for those working within the platform 
economy must entail engaging with political actors and economic and social institutions as 
well as embracing the technological opportunities to which platforms respond. The relevant 
actors reach beyond those directly involved in the ownership, design, management and 
use of platforms. From an employment or labour law perspective Fudge179 asserts,  

“Labour law is … deeply political; it is about the redistribution of power and wealth, 
and the outcome of conflicts that are successfully mediated through institutions.” 

In many ways, the rise of platform work simply continues the unresolved debate about 
the role of the employment relationship or contract of employment as a foundational 
institution of employment and social protection. In simple terms, an employment contract 
is a work relationship that has been constructed as protective. Across Europe the 
institution of the contract of employment or an employment relationship is central and 
foundational to labour law.180 Broadly, the employment relationship serves to connect 
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subordinated workers to protection from abuse of power181 and to link labour law to other 
areas of protective and redistributive regimes that mitigate social risks (social 
protection).182 Those who provide work through contracts that do not take the form of an 
employment relationship may fall entirely or partially outside of the regime of employment 
and social protection associated with employment relationships. As the Commission noted 
in the 2006 Green Paper on modernising labour law: 

“The emergence of diverse forms of non-standard work has made the boundaries 
between labour law and commercial law less clear. The traditional binary distinction 
between ‘employees’ and the independent ‘self-employed’ is no longer an adequate 
depiction of the economic and social reality of work. Disputes concerning the legal 
nature of the employment relationship can arise where that relationship has either 
been disguised or where a genuine difficulty arises in seeking to fit new and 
dynamic work arrangements within the traditional framework of the employment 
relationship.”183  

The rise of platform work and the various configurations of work relationships that 
underpin it represent one of the latest sources of novelty in the organisation of work. 
However, the issues of misclassification and uncertainty concerning the legal effects of 
evolving forms of work arrangements are longstanding ones. The European Commission’s 
Communication on a European agenda for the Collaborative Economy184 and recent 
consultation concerning the scope of the “Written Statement Directive”185 acknowledge 
the longstanding issue of classification. The following sections explore the layers of 
regulation that shape the protection, via employment law, of those who provide services 
through platforms. It places the issue of classification within the broader context of 
employment law and demonstrates how pervasive the issue of contract form can be.   

4.3. Regulations and norms agreed between workers and employers  

One key ‘layer’ to consider for platform workers is the variety of non-statutory sources of 
regulation that shape relations between workers and employers. We begin by looking at 
contracts in platform work, before moving on to consider the specific nature of contracts 
and agreements between the (often complex) web of actors in platform economy 
relationships. We then examine how these contracts are negotiated and enforced in 
practice in the platform economy, before finishing this section by returning to the issue of 
contract form for platform workers.  

4.3.1. Platform work relationships as contracts 
The principal legal device through which relationships entailing paid work are created is a 
contract. Contracts provide a mechanism for parties to make agreements of their own that 
the law will enforce. However, some aspects of the platform economy complicate the 
application of traditional principles of contract formation and raise questions about 
whether binding agreements are always formed. The blurring of the distinction between 
commercial and social186 purposes of ventures (the peer-to-peer element) within the 
platform economy and of the nature of the exchange between parties, places contractual 
agreements in which paid work is carried out on a spectrum encompassing forms of 
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counter performance other than money payments such, as data187 and barter,188 along 
with competitions with prizes and pure gifts.189 While these forms of arrangement are not 
novel in themselves, “the scale, variety and technology is different”,190 raising questions 
about how existing principles of contract formation apply, and whether agreements are 
always underpinned by an intention to create legal relations which, in most jurisdictions, 
is a necessary pre-requisite for a binding contract to arise. Are the promises that are 
made by work providers and service users always legally enforceable (“a binding 
contract”)? This will not always be self-evident.   

As noted in Chapter 2 and the country case studies in Annexe 1, platforms operate in a 
huge variety of ways and it follows that the contractual arrangements underpinning these 
configurations will also vary widely.191 It has been stressed that platform work “should not 
be understood as a single unified phenomenon”.192 A key point to make is that there is no 
standard or uniform set of contractual arrangements that underpin the provision of 
work through platforms. Policy actors should not imagine that the contractual 
arrangements that underpin the provision of labour through one platform will be the same 
as another.  

4.3.2. Webs of actors and agreements 
One common feature of service provision within the platform economy is that 
arrangements involve multiple actors. These can be loosely grouped as service 
providers, service users and intermediaries. Different contractual models emerge with 
“platforms” variously involved as intermediaries (agents that create bilateral contracts 
between service providers and users but are not themselves parties to the contract) or 
parties to contracts (with tripartite contractual arrangements similar to models of agency 
work).193 Multiple entities of varying organisational forms often exist “under the hood”,194 
complicating the identification of parties to a contract. The organisation of platform work 
is thus underpinned by multiple agreements (contractual and non-contractual) between 
combinations of the relevant actors. These constellations of arrangements are better 
understood as a whole rather than in separation.195 The legal implications of these 
agreements are not always immediately apparent and are thus subject to interpretation, 
while written agreements may not always accurately represent the way that the 
arrangements work in practice. Furthermore, the duration of contractual arrangements 
may be unclear; does a contract last for the duration of a particular task or can an umbrella 
contract be implied across a body of work conducted through a platform?  

The complex web of arrangements underpinning the provision of work through platforms 
can thus be opaque. This can complicate the enforcement of contractual rights since it can 
be difficult to establish the existence of a binding contractual agreement between a 
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particular set of actors, let alone to classify it as taking any particular form (for example, 
an employment contract or a consumer contract).196  

4.3.3. Negotiation and enforcement of contract terms  
The nature of the terms under which work is provided through platforms has been the 
subject of media campaigns and of litigation, particularly for the larger, more prominent 
platforms in the US.197 Some of these high-profile campaigns have led to changes in the 
terms and conditions of suppliers either in response to negative media attention or 
negotiated settlement. Such high-profile campaigns skew attention from the more 
mundane matters of the content and enforcement of contractual terms, particularly 
of smaller, less well known platforms. Contracts are often drafted individually (rather than 
collectively) and according to the assumption that employment rights and other social 
protections do not arise. Moreover, the process of offering and accepting terms and of 
accepting changes to terms with platforms is conducted digitally and at a distance, offering 
little space for negotiation. Service providers can find themselves in a weak bargaining 
position, as described by Das Acevedo: 

“companies are free to impose increasingly substantial requirements on suppliers 
and to market these requirements as part of their brands while leaving suppliers to 
internalize the risks associated with transactions”.198  

Various matters arise from the asymmetry in bargaining power between the parties to the 
contract, such as: the clarity of drafting; the use of non-negotiated standard form 
agreements; the insertion of one-sided or unfair contract terms; the use of widely drawn 
terms to build-in flexibility; and, the renegotiation199 or simple imposition of changes to 
terms and conditions. Many of the questions that result, such as how the suppliers of 
services negotiate and enforce their rights as parties to contracts, are familiar to situations 
that involve contracts between unequal parties (such as employment law and consumer 
law). Moreover, an individual service provider’s appetite to enforce the terms of their 
agreement may be reduced by a range of factors including the short-term and potentially 
low value of individual assignments (this is particularly so in the context of micro-tasking).   

The UK case provides an example of a term – a provision forming part of a contract, which 
gives rise to a legal obligation - that disproportionately benefitted one party to the 
disadvantage of the other. Delivery platform Deliveroo included within their rider 
agreements a clause that tried to prevent drivers from challenging, at an Employment 
Tribunal, the way their employment status was classified.200 Leigh Day solicitors suggest 
that until early 2017 such a clause was in effect. Following negative publicity there has 
been a change to this term, and this deterrent to bringing an employment tribunal claim 
has been removed. Leigh Day report that over 200 riders have subsequently contacted 
the firm in respect of a legal claim concerning their employment status.201 By contrast, 
there are examples of platforms that adopt contractual arrangements expressly designed 
to provide enhanced terms and conditions for service providers. In Annexe 1, the country 
case study of France looks at the emergence of co-operatives such as CAEs. 
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The following sections consider some of the emerging practices between platforms and 
service providers. Most of these were identified by Das Acevedo202 based on research in 
the US, but resonate with the empirical findings of this study.  

Rating systems: A key feature of the platform economy is the digitization of trust 
mechanisms particularly through rating systems. It is common for platforms to include a 
rating system within their agreements with service providers. This often entails the rating 
of the work of service providers by “the crowd”, be that the actual203 or potential204 users 
of an individual’s services. The design and application of ratings systems can directly 
impact the interests of service providers (in particular their access to future work or 
risk of “deactivation”). Issues raised include the existence of appeal and redress 
mechanisms in the instance of inaccuracy (unfair or inaccurate ratings such as “revenge 
ratings” or discriminatory ratings205) or harsh “package effects”206 arising from a platform’s 
approach to algorithms, averaging and filters.  

Payment arrangements: Payment arrangements vary widely between platforms. Some 
platforms set rates of pay, while others leave service providers to set their own rates. 
Some platforms, such as Uber, use dynamic pricing which allows for price increases at 
times of peak demand. Payment by completed task is common within the platform 
economy, placing an emphasis on models of piecework rather than hourly pay. Where 
payment takes this form, levels of remuneration are dependent not only on the rate but 
also on the availability of work. As Chapter 3 noted, survey research reveals discontent 
amongst platform economy workers in this area. Litigation has emerged with regard to 
unpaid wages, expenses and tips reimbursement in the USA.207 Contractual issues may 
arise when providers earn less than was advertised208 or when levels of pay are unilaterally 
changed.209  

Other forms of voluntary benefits: Given the common characterisation of service 
providers as self-employed it would seem unlikely that platforms themselves would offer 
benefits to service providers. In the context of the US, Donovan et al.210 point out that 
these are less likely to be provided to platform service providers, particularly given the 
similarity to part-time employment. Nevertheless, in response to health and safety 
concerns and to related media attention, a number of platforms (Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, Feastly 
and TaskRabbit)211 have begun to offer secondary liability insurance to providers 
(particularly in the US).212  
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Account termination or “deactivation”: In the absence of wider employment 
protection, arrangements for the termination of agreements between service providers 
and platforms will be determined by the terms of their agreement which may place few 
obligations on a platform to provide notice or appeal mechanisms. Litigation has begun to 
prompt some changing practices. For example, the Uber driver settlement to litigation in 
the area of employment status (see below) in California and Massachusetts led to an 
agreement to remove immediate and un-appealable deactivation.213  

A different point related to termination is that concerning the rights of service providers 
when platforms cease trading. An example of this issue arose in France when food delivery 
platform Take Eat Easy folded and couriers sought to enforce their status as employees in 
order to claim compensation for lost earnings.214   

4.3.4. Contract form: a central issue 
A first step to establishing employment protection is to determine whether or not a 
contract exists and, if one does, whether it creates the kind of relationship that places 
the individual within the personal scope of employment protection. In the domain of 
contract form (classification) the norms agreed between the worker and employer are 
confronted by the norms derived from national or EU legal systems. In most jurisdictions, 
the courts will adhere to the principle of the “primacy of facts”;215 they will not be bound 
by the label applied by the parties to a contract and will independently assess the “true 
nature of the agreement”. The issue of classification (and misclassification) can be viewed 
in two ways. Firstly, the legal criteria or tests used to identify employment relationships 
are notoriously “malleable, fact-sensitive, and difficult to apply”,216 and may be ill-suited 
to application within the new economic reality of transacting in the platform economy. 
Secondly, it should be acknowledged that “there has long been arbitrage of the law 
meaning illegitimate practices that lead to misclassification of what truly are employment 
relationships”.217 For Cherry and Aloisi,218 any judicial or legislative interventions ought to 
take account of both views.  

A key feature of the platform economy is that it blurs the lines “between fully employed 
and casual labour, between independent and dependent employment, between work and 
leisure”.219 As Chapters 2 and 3 explained, the platform economy provides the potential 
to facilitate new forms of working and to “repackage” existing forms of work arrangements 
in ways that avoid the responsibilities of employment. The immediate legal issue is 
whether and how to categorise service provision contracts within the platform 
economy as employment contracts. That is, to distinguish relationships that are akin to 
employment and ought to attract further forms of protection from those that are akin to 
self-employment and (according to the legal framework in most EU countries and the USA) 
ought not. As we have reiterated throughout this chapter, this problem is not new. It is a 
longstanding one affecting “atypical” workers more generally.  
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The rise of platform work coincides with longer-term trends in business strategy and 
organisation that point to the casualization, outsourcing and fragmentation of work.220 The 
design of work relationships through platforms does not occur in a vacuum and is not 
simply incidental to the technological developments that underpin the rise of peer-to-peer 
modes of transacting. Policy makers should be alert to the idea that the contractual 
arrangements underpinning platform work may be purposefully designed as part of a 
business strategy that avoids the categorisation of service provision as 
employment to various degrees of authenticity, sophistication and success.   

The question of whether a written agreement reflects the true nature of the arrangement 
between the parties opens up, to judicial scrutiny, the articulation not only of contract 
terms but of wider policy and practice. As litigation begins to emerge, an interplay between 
the application of judicial tests and the presentation and organisation of policy and 
practice, by platforms, becomes apparent. Recent press reports point to “linguistic 
guidelines” being suggested for internal managerial staff at Deliveroo ahead of impending 
litigation by riders (service providers).221 The guidelines set out ways to avoid describing 
riders in terms that are suggestive of an employment relationship. The distinction between 
semantic and substantive organisational and technological innovation is therefore brought 
to the fore. Moreover, the use of language within a tactical strategy of “fogging” the 
classification of the contract was raised by the barrister representing the riders. The 
categorisation of service provision contracts as employment relationships (or other similar 
protective relationships) is thus the central issue relating to access to employment 
protection within the platform economy and impacts on access to social protection as well.  

Finally, the question of which country’s law governs the contractual relationship between 
a service provider and a platform is an important one, particularly given the global 
operation of key platform companies. The Rome I Regulation222 provides the framework 
for determining the law applicable to international employment contracts within the EU. 
These provide for the parties to a contract to choose the law that is applicable to their 
agreement. This freedom to choose the applicable law is the primary principle of the 
Regulations. However, where a contract is an employment contract extra protections 
apply. These serve to prevent the choice of law from depriving an employee of the 
protection of mandatory rules of the law that would have applied if the choice had not 
been made.223 In the absence of a choice of law the applicable law is that of the place 
where the work is habitually carried out or if the employee does not habitually carry out 
the work in a single country, the law of the place where the employee was engaged will 
apply. If, however, the contract is more closely connected with another country, the law 
of that other country will apply. 

Platform workers whose contractual relationship is characterised as self-employed face the 
hurdle of first showing that their contract falls within the definition of employment 
for the purposes of the Regulation before they can rely on the more protective regime.   

4.4. Norms derived from collective bargaining 

A further source of regulation in employment relations derives from collective bargaining. 
However, collective bargaining poses particular difficulties in the realm of platform work.  
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4.4.1. Collective bargaining, social dialogue and defining contract form 
The definition of what constitutes an employment relationship such that the parties fall 
within the scope of employment law tends to be defined by law. Collective bargaining tends 
not to have a role here. In fact, across the EU it is common for the parties to a collective 
agreement to be legally prevented from determining the definition of an employment 
relationship or contract of employment.224 This is the case across most of the comparator 
countries within this study. In Germany “employee” is a mandatory concept that cannot 
be removed by a collective agreement or by contract, while in Spain, Poland, France 
and Bulgaria the parties to a collective agreement are legally prevented from determining 
the definition of an employment relationship (see Annexe 1). Denmark is one of the few 
EU Member States whereby collective agreements play a key role in defining employment 
relationships. It is possible for a worker to be classed as an employee under a collective 
agreement while falling outside of the statutory definition.225  

4.4.2. Access to collective bargaining for non-standard workers 
Providers of services through platforms face legal hurdles when seeking to collectivise 
and to negotiate terms collectively, the key ones being the classification of contract 
form for the purposes of falling within the scope of collective bargaining and the extent to 
which competition law is engaged when seemingly self-employed persons collectivise. Yet 
Freedland, writing about “regulating for decent work”,226 makes the point that beyond the 
classification of work relationships, the prevalence of alternative forms of regulation such 
as collective bargaining is an important determining factor.  

The form of contract between a platform and service provider or service user and service 
provider will generally determine the availability of collective bargaining. In Bulgaria, 
collective bargaining mechanisms are exclusive to employees.227 In Denmark this is also 
the case in principle. In practice, however, an inclusive definition of employee and an 
unwritten labour law principle that allows for industrial action in support of a collective 
agreement for all types of work conducted as employment, mean that many atypical 
workers and self-employed persons are members of trade unions. Many collective 
agreements have been concluded on behalf of atypical workers including freelancers 
(see Annexe 1).228 In Poland collective agreements always relate to employees and can 
only cover other categories of work in addition to that.229 In Spain collective agreements 
apply to salaried workers only, although self-employed workers can join specific trade 
unions and associations and conclude “professional interest agreements”.230 In Italy new 
forms of contract are not covered by collective bargaining. Trade Unions such as Nuovo 
Identità di Lavoro, ACTA and Smart Italia have emerged as alternative forms of 
representation in traditionally self-employed labour sectors such as performance arts and 
creative industry workers but without actual bargaining power.231 In some countries 
collective bargaining is open to a wider groupings of providers encompassing some 
self-employed persons that fall within the scope of newer forms of work category232 such 
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as: arbeitnehmerähnliche Person, “employee-like persons” (Germany), workers (UK) and 
economically dependent self-employed workers (TRADE) (Spain).  

Litigation concerning access to collective bargaining with platforms is beginning to emerge. 
A key case in this regard has recently been heard by the Central Arbitration Committee 
(CAC) in the UK.233 The question was whether riders of the food delivery platform 
Deliveroo could be considered workers for the purposes of union recognition for collective 
bargaining. John Hendy QC, who represented the riders and advised the union seeking to 
represent them (Independent Workers Union of Great Britain, IWGB), is quoted in the 
press as saying, “Those working in the gig economy will never see a significant 
improvement to their terms and conditions without being represented by a union in 
collective bargaining”.234 The case represented also another means to tackle 
misclassification. This route to the recognition of worker status may have been a tactical 
response to side-step a contractual term preventing riders from taking the company to 
employment tribunal. However, the CAC ruled that riders were not workers within the 
meaning of the relevant statute.235 This is because Deliveroo did not require the riders to 
make deliveries personally, and they could send a substitute in their place. Because the 
riders were not found to be workers, their claim for union recognition failed.236  

Outside of formal collective bargaining, platform providers have begun to negotiate the 
terms of their agreements by various other means such as through the settlement of 
formal legal claims, through media and PR direct action campaigns,237 unofficial strike 
action,238 and political activity. The latter raise questions about the risk of liability of 
platform suppliers participating in these practices, although PR interests may inhibit the 
use of legal action by platforms.   

A final note should be made about the application of competition law where independent 
contractors are combining to promote their interests through collective bargaining. This 
chapter does not deal with competition law in depth,239 although some of the individual 
case study country reports in Annexe 1 (e.g. Germany) do touch on this. Looking at the 
EU level, Hatzopoulous and Roma assert that it would be difficult to apply competition law 
to individual service providers since they do not partake in a concerted practice, and in 
particular that service provider agreements with platforms are not directly connected with 
those of other providers.240 However, in the context of collective agreements, where 
provider agreements are directly connected, competition law may well apply. In 
a recent case241 the CJEU considered whether the provisions of Article 101 TFEU242 would 
apply to a collective agreement that set rates of pay for employees and service providers. 
The case arose in the Netherlands where it is possible for independent service providers 
to join trade unions or employers’ or professional associations and for those organisations 
to conclude collective agreements on behalf of employees and also independent service 
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providers. A musicians’ union concluded a collective agreement with an employers’ 
association relating to musicians substituting for members of an orchestra. The agreement 
laid down minimum fees for both “employed substitutes” and “self-employed substitutes”. 
The CJEU held that, while collective agreements between employers and employees are 
outside of the scope of Art 101, collective agreements on behalf of self-employed 
contractors fall within the scope of Art 101 since in those circumstances the trade union 
acts not as a social partner but as an “association of undertakings”.243 However it went on 
to assert that this does not apply where self-employed contractors are in fact “false self-
employed” (i.e. have been misclassified) and where that is the case the agreement would 
again fall outside of the scope of Art 101.244 It went on to find that the broad EU definition 
of worker would apply regardless of the status of the service provider within national law 
and left it to the national court to apply the legal tests in order to determine the status of 
the substitutes. Where platform workers who work as self-employed contractors are 
able, within national legal systems, to engage in collective bargaining they will have 
to show that they are in fact false self-employed (i.e. that they are in fact workers within 
the EU definition) in order to avoid the application of EU competition law to the substance 
of their agreements.  

We now turn to consider the norms derived from national legal systems.  

4.5. Norms derived from national legal systems: constitutional, legislative, 
administrative  

Access to important forms of employment and other forms of social protection for service 
providers in the platform economy hinges on whether their agreements with platforms, or 
with service users, amount to “employment relationships” or “contracts of employment”, 
as defined at the national or subnational level. This section focusses on how Member States 
define employment relationships and enforce their classification.  

4.5.1. Establishing contract form: another source of variation 
The definition of employment, self-employment or other emerging protective contract 
forms245 differs within the national legal systems of the Member States of the European 
Union. Moreover, the implications of such categorisations also differ by Member State.246 
Drawing on the analysis of “Characteristics of the Employment Relationship”, published by 
the European Network of Legal Experts in the Field of Labour Law (ELLN), we focus here 
on approaches taken to classify contracts of employment or employment relationships 
within the eight Member States in this study and to highlight the heterogeneity in this 
domain.  

A key issue for service providers in the platform economy is that of enforcement. If a 
service provider suspects that their relationship with a platform or service user has been 
labelled as self-employment but in practice resembles employment, how readily can they 
obtain an authoritative determination of the true nature of their agreement? Where new 
forms of contracting emerge and existing legal frameworks are applied, legal uncertainty 
is almost inevitable, although there are ways in which the impact of uncertainty can be 
minimised. Relevant issues include the cost and speed of resolution, the question of who 
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initiates proceedings (whether enforcement is proactive or reactive) and the existence of 
hurdles (such as the allocation of the burden of proof) within proceedings.  

Across the Member States the determination of a work relationship as a contract of 
employment or employment relationship is carried out by the courts on the basis of the 
facts and through the application of objective criteria using various indicators.247 As noted, 
most Member States acknowledge the “primacy of facts”, meaning that the courts will 
look beyond the labels applied by the parties and will base their conclusions on the way 
that the relationship works in practice (in Germany this operates in favour of the 
employee only). In some Member States, relevant authorities can investigate contract 
form or initiate proceedings. Labour inspectorates play a key role in Bulgaria, Spain and 
Poland, while in Denmark the tax authorities are key. In the area of social security law, 
in Germany the parties to a relationship can submit an application to an administrative 
body to determine the existence of employment. In some circumstances the competent 
collection officer can initiate proceedings. Italy has a system of mandatory data sharing 
and a joint programme of inspections by tax authorities, social security authorities and the 
police seeks to tackle misclassification.248  

In some Member States, there is also a statutory presumption that a contract of 
employment or employment relationship exists. For example, in Spain there is a rebuttable 
presumption of employment status where a person provides a service in exchange for 
remuneration at the risk of, and under the management and within the organisational 
sphere of, another person who is the beneficiary of that service.249 In Italy a contract of 
employment is presumed to arise where there is a contract for services but the parties 
have failed to identify a project. Even in the absence of statutory presumptions, certain 
factors may prompt the courts to presume that a contract of employment exists. 
In Denmark, the classification of a contract as an employment contract for tax purposes 
will lead to a presumption that it is a contract of employment for labour law purposes.250  

Few EU Member States explicitly deem certain persons to be employed under a contract 
of employment or self-employment but there are some examples. In Poland and 
Denmark temporary agency workers in a triangular employment relationship are deemed 
to be employees (although in Denmark they are excluded from some legislation).251  

The key issue in this area is the uncertainty associated with the application of existing 
legal tools to new forms of arrangement. The concept of contract of employment or 
employment relationship is defined in various ways within different Member States. Some 
Member States (such as Spain and Poland) have a statutory definition,252 while in others 
the definition is derived indirectly from different pieces of legislation (Germany), indirectly 
from the definition of “employee” (Italy), or principally from case law (Bulgaria, 
Denmark, France and UK).253 Even where statutory definitions do exist the courts play 
an important role in interpreting them.254 Some Member States have a statutory 
definition of “employee” (Spain, Poland, Italy, UK) and of “employer” (Bulgaria, 
Poland, UK), but these are generally indirect with reference to employee or contract of  
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Table 1: “Ingredients” of Employment Relationship in comparator countries 
 BG DK FR DE IT PL ES UK 

Power to issue 
personal and functional 
instructions 

         

Control and employer 
power of supervision         

Organisational 
subordination         

Work carried out within 
specific hours /agreed 
times. 

        

Duration / continuity         

Provision of tools and 
equipment         

Receipt of periodic 
payments         

Other party bears the 
financial risk    

       

Integration in work 
organisation      Insignificant    

Work performed solely 
or mainly for benefit of 
another 

        

Personal service / 
substitution. Some 
flexibility allowed for 

        

Personal service / 
substitution. Rigid 
approach 

        

Mutuality of obligation       
Employer 
obligation 
of "effective 
occupation" 

 

Tax arrangements         

Economic dependence 
alone insufficient to 
establish Employment 
Relationship 

  

 but 
different 
approach 
for one-
person 
enterprises 

     

Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ELLN reports, 2009 and 2013. 
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employment or employment relationship. In some countries, the same definitions apply 
across the field of labour law (Bulgaria, France, Italy, Poland), while in others different 
definitions apply to different areas of labour law (for example, in Germany differences in 
the definition of employee can be found between individual employment law and collective 
labour law). 

In all EU countries, the main criterion for establishing the employment relationship is the 
subordination or dependence of one person on another.255 In Italy the term 
“subordination” is used, while Denmark and Germany refer to “personal dependence” 
and in Bulgaria and France the term “legal dependence” is used. In the UK, a key aspect 
of the multifactorial test is “control”. Within some legal systems (such as Italy) 
subordination is the central ingredient for an employment contract to arise, while in others 
(such as Germany) no single criterion is indispensable.256  A key aspect of dependence 
or subordination in the countries studied for this report is that the employee is under the 
supervisory power of the employer; the ELLN characterises this as “occupational 
subordination”. As Table 1 shows, while similar criteria are taken into account there is a 
large degree of variation in the way that Member States define an employment 
relationship. Moreover, what isn’t captured in Table 1 are the various degrees of weight 
that are given to the criteria. Legal systems variously take into account aspects of 
organisational subordination (encompassing personal and functional work instructions, 
integration into the organisation, control of work, provision of tools and equipment 
amongst others).257 Some jurisdictions also take into account economic indicators (such 
as remuneration and the allocation of financial risk). Aside from indicators related to 
subordination, requirements of personal service, mutuality of obligations (a concept of 
particular relevance in the UK) and requirements relating to the duration and continuity 
of employment may also be relevant criteria, amongst others.258 Exclusivity is another 
relevant issue. The above discussion has shown that national definitions of employment 
relationships tend to be fairly open ended and flexible. Nevertheless, they may serve to 
exclude those working through platforms. Of particular concern is the status of a worker 
who falls within a “grey area” between someone who is an employee in a subordinate 
relationship with an employer and a self-employed entrepreneur who is clearly in business 
on their own. The question arises what should be done to address this issue? 

4.5.2. Expanding the boundaries of the “employment relationship” 
One way to bring those who provide services through platforms into protective regimes is 
to expand the definition of employment relationship.259 For example, Denmark has 
a fairly inclusive definition of employment and approach to bringing atypical workers within 
the scope of protection through collective agreements. In Bulgaria, recent statutory 
changes have seen some forms of atypical work, such as homework, telework and agency 
work, being expressly included within the definition of work concluded through an 
employment relationship. Aside from changes to the statutory definition, the courts have 
sometimes adopted a more flexible, purposive approach to applying national definitions of 
employment relationships. The French courts have long adopted a more expansive 
approach.260 
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Another approach to addressing the issue is to create a new form of categorisation for 
workers who fall within the “grey area” between employment and self-employment. As 
explored further below, examples from Germany and Spain demonstrate the introduction 
of a new “independent worker” status as a midpoint between independent contractor and 
salaried worker. A key initiative that straddles these two approaches is the introduction of 
auto-entrepreneur status in France. This initiative did not extend the definition of an 
employment relationship but it did extend some of the provisions of the Labour Code to 
some individuals in charge of an individual enterprise. The criteria for inclusion are 
principally economic: “exclusive or quasi-exclusive activity for a dominant company which 
imposes the prices paid to the one-person enterprise”.261 The development of auto-
entrepreneur status in France responds to policy concerns that businesses would use any 
new “midpoint” status not to reclassify independent contractors, but to downgrade the 
status of those who are currently employed.262 

4.5.3. Creating other forms of work relationship that trigger social protection 
As noted above, some Member States have sought to identify a further category of workers 
who fall outside of the definition of employee but nevertheless do not appear to be working 
as autonomous self-employed entrepreneurs and thus seem in need of some forms of 
protection. A similar approach has been taken in Canada and calls have been made to 
create a hybrid category of worker in the USA in response to recent litigation concerning 
the contractual status of platform workers.263 

In Germany “employee-like persons” or quasi workers are not “personally dependent” or 
“subordinated” like employees – but are “economically dependent”. Some forms of 
employment protection are extended (on a piecemeal basis) to these workers (for example 
paid holiday and antidiscrimination protection), their terms are subject to judicial scrutiny 
and they are entitled to collective bargaining (see Annexe 1 for more details).264  

Italian law recognises cooperative relationships under which a worker performs 
“employer-coordinated freelance work” or “project work”. A level of protection is provided 
to such workers since the salary must be proportional to the quantity and quality of the 
work performed and must reflect the salaries usually paid for similar services under an 
employment relationship in accordance with national collective agreements.265  

In 2007, a new category of “economically dependent self-employed workers” was 
introduced by statute in Spain. These workers can access similar rights to employees - 
for example, annual leave, family-related absence from work, severance payments 
(subject to contractual provisions) - they can be covered by collective bargaining and can 
participate in industrial action. Workers in this category will undertake their work primarily 
for a single client on a regular basis. They will be economically dependent upon that client, 
receiving 75 per cent or more of their income from them. The worker in this category will 
also not engage employees and must have their own place of work.266 

In the UK, a broad category of “worker” encompasses both “employees” and those 
employed under any other contract, whereby the individual provides personal service for 
another but not in the capacity of a professional or independent business. The provisions 
include the National Living Wage, working time protection (including paid annual leave) 
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and protection under whistle-blowing legislation.267 Similarly, the provisions of the UK 
Equality Act 2010 cover a wide range of workers encompassing contracts of employment, 
contracts of apprenticeship and contracts to do work personally. Moreover, a similar 
definition of worker is used for the purposes of trade union recognition and the provisions 
on collective bargaining.  

4.5.4. Social protection for the self-employed  
Self-employment status, does, in some Member States, provide rights and protection for 
those engaged on such contracts. In terms of social protection, as Eurofound268 note, 
systems in the EU either seek to maintain workers’ income in case of social risks (meaning 
a close link between protection and employment), or to ensure a basic income for all 
citizens against some risks. Just as social protection levels for those on regular contracts 
vary across countries, so too does social protection for the self-employed. 
Eurofound269 suggest categorising Member States as: “inclusive”, where the self-employed 
have the same protection as employed workers (Denmark, Finland, Sweden); those 
that have separate protection schemes for the self-employed (Austria, Belgium, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Portugal);  those where 
there are universal elements to protection, but with no specific system for the self-
employed (Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia); and those where there are more limited 
social protection rights for the self-employed (UK, Bulgaria, Ireland). 

Spasova et al.270 consider a range of 11 specific social protection rights for the self-
employed, including those associated with unemployment, old age, maternity and 
paternity, unemployment and sickness. The analysis of Spasova et al. synthesises reports 
from 35 countries conducted as part of the European Social Policy Network, and 
categorises Member States as “full”, “partial” or “none”, in terms of how much access 
self-employed workers have to each form of social protection compared to directly 
employed workers. This has been adapted in Table 2, using the terms “high”, “medium” 
and “low” protection for the self-employed for each form of social protection.  

At a headline level, social protection for self-employed workers may look relatively strong 
in Table 2, with a number of Member States extending social protection to self-employed 
workers along all 11 of the dimensions covered as a statutory right. However, as Spasova 
et al. point out, “effective” protection for self-employed workers may be much lower 
in practice. Eligibility criteria are set with thresholds (for income levels, hours of work) 
that are often difficult for the self-employed to attain. As Spasova et al. note,271 “(the self-
employed) may therefore experience partial exclusion or receive lower benefits than 
standard workers because of these difficulties.” For the self-employed, conditions for 
eligibility are often tailored to direct employment, and base levels of income used to assess 
eligibility are often difficult to meet.272  
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Table 2: Statutory provision of social protection to self-employed workers in EU Member States  
Type of social 
protection 
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IT 
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PT 
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Healthcare  H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H 

Family benefits H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H M H H H H H H M H H H H H 

Long-term care H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H M H H H H H H M H H H H H 

Social 
assistance H H H H H H H M H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H H 

Survivors 
pension H H H H H M L H H H H H H H H H H H H H M H H M H H H M 

Old age H H H H H M H H H M H H H H H H H H H H M H H M H H H M 

Invalidity  H H H H H M H H H H H H M H L M H H H H M H H M H H H M 

Maternity / 
paternity, in 
cash and in kind 

H H H H M M H M M H H M H H H H H H H H M M H M H H H M 

Sickness  H H M H M M H H L H H M H H M L H H H H M M M M H M H M 

Work accidents, 
occupational 
injuries 

H L L L H M M M M M H L H H L H L L H H M H M M H H L L 

Unemployment M L L L H L M M M M M L H H M L L L H L L M H M M H H M 

Source: Adapted by the author from Spasova et al.273 H=high coverage, M=Medium coverage L=low coverage for self-employed workers. “High” means that self-employed 
workers have access to this form of protection through compulsory insurance, universal benefits or means-tested benefits; “Medium” indicates that partial access is available 
to self-employed workers due to eligibility criteria and/or period of receipt, compared to directly employed workers, and “if insurance-based and non-contributory benefits co-
exist, individuals can access only the latter”.274 In our summary table above, medium protection is also given for those countries where self-employed workers are not 
automatically insured under a scheme, but can opt in.  “Low” means that self-employed persons have no access to the scheme.  

                                           
273  Spasova et al. 2017: 77-83. 
274  Ibid.: 77. 
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Looking at the eight Member States considered in this study, there are examples of countries 
in each of the four categories of social protection identified by Eurofound. Denmark is seen 
as having an inclusive system of social protection for the self-employed. The self-employed 
have much the same protection as regular employees, since most social benefits are 
universally available. Some elements are voluntary, however, with the self-employed 
required to opt-in (and pay contributions) to access benefits.  Eurofound note275 that in 
Denmark the self-employed have to opt in to an occupational pension, above the state 
pension, and they also have to opt in to get insurance against accidents at work and 
unemployment.  Schemes for accidents at work and sickness benefits are run by private 
companies in Denmark rather than the state.276 Looking specifically at unemployment 
benefits, there is a special social security fund for the self-employed in Denmark that they 
have to opt in to, and which tends to be used by the self-employed without employees for 
extra insurance cover.277  

Germany, France, Italy and Spain are categorised by Eurofound278 as states where there 
are separate protection schemes for the self-employed, and some elements of these are 
covered in the Annexes of this report. The situation with regards to access to individual forms 
of social protection for the self-employed remains quite different though, even within these 
four countries. In Germany, some forms of social protection are in place for all workers 
(Eurofound note that this applies to healthcare and long-term care costs, and family 
benefits). Spasova et al.279 note that for other benefits, only some categories of self-
employed are compulsorily insured (they identify “dependent self-employed without 
employees”), while others may only opt in. Furthermore, the self-employed can opt out of 
healthcare protection and get private insurance. Unemployment insurance is available to the 
self-employed in Germany on an opt-in basis, and benefits can be received after 12 months 
of voluntary contributions.280  

In France, self-employment and categories of entrepreneurship are well-established. As a 
result, there are well-defined forms of many social protections for different categories of self-
employed workers. Some forms of social protection are available to all workers as part of the 
social security system: this includes healthcare, pensions and family benefits.281  

In Italy, the self-employed have limited access to protection. Some categories of self-
employed workers (dependent self-employed, and self-employed workers in the professions, 
according to Eurofound 2017) have compulsory coverage and access to unemployment 
benefits. These groups also receive healthcare and maternity care/leave, as well as benefits 
for accidents at work, provided they meet eligibility criteria.282 In other areas (for example, 
sick leave), coverage of the self-employed is very limited. In Spain, as Eurofound note, the 
self-employed are protected in a number of key areas, notably healthcare and maternity 
care, family benefits, invalidity and pensions. However, others (accidents at work, sickness 
benefits, maternity leave, unemployment insurance) are voluntary in nature and take up is 
relatively low.283  

Poland is categorised as a Member State where there is no specific protection for the self-
employed, but some elements of universal provision. This universality in protection can be 
                                           
275  Ibid.: 48. 
276  Spasova et al. 2017: 38. 
277  Eurofound 2017a: 53. 
278  Ibid.  
279  Spasova et al. 2017: 36. 
280  Ibid.: 36. 
281  Eurofound 2017a: 48. 
282  Ibid.: 50. 
283  Ibid.: 51. 
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seen in the area of healthcare and family benefits. A general social protection scheme covers 
self-employed workers, as well as others, for pensions and unemployment.284 Other aspects 
of protection have to be opted into by the self-employed.  

The UK and Bulgaria are seen as Member States where there is very limited social protection 
afforded to the self-employed. In Bulgaria, compulsory protection for the self-employed can 
only be seen in the areas of old age.285 Other schemes are voluntary, and require social 
security contributions. Similarly, in the UK, social protection for the self-employed is much 
more limited than in many of the other Member States, with Spasova et al.286 noting that the 
self-employed only have access to means-tested unemployment benefits.  

4.5.5. Litigation concerning classification and misclassification 
The emergence of platform economy work has precipitated litigation concerning the 
classification of the contracts of platform workers. In the USA, the key cases of 
O’Connor v Uber Technologies, Inc.287 and Cotter v Lyft288 saw drivers in California working 
through the ride-sharing app Uber (four drivers on behalf of a class of over 40,000) and its 
biggest rival Lyft challenging the categorisation of their relationship with the platforms as 
self-employed contractors. In O’Connor the drivers claimed that they were employees and 
sought to enforce the right to minimum wages and overtime pay.289 They later agreed to 
settle for a payment of $100 million290 and an agreement that workers could access 
arbitration before dismissal.291 Cotter was similarly settled with a reported agreement of 
$12.25 million payment to drivers and agreements to provide access to arbitration to resolve 
dismissal and pay issues.292 The cases had the potential to bring a degree of clarity to the 
status of Uber and Lyft drivers (and by analogy platform workers under similar 
arrangements), but in light of the opacity of the tests for employee status, the additional 
uncertainty arising from the decision that under California law the question was to be resolved 
by a jury and the significance of proposals to provide for arbitration in dismissal, Cherry and 
Aloisi293 suggest that settlement was perhaps inevitable.  

Litigation in France has tackled the question of whether a platform provider could have been 
employed through a contract of employment. In January 2017, a driver working for the 
French start-up and Uber competitor LeCab won the right to be classified as an employee 
because the company imposed an exclusivity clause on him (other issues such as directing 
his hours and their capacity to impose sanctions on him were not seen as deciding factors).294  

In the UK case of Aslam, Farrar and others v Uber,295 around 20 Uber drivers (and members 
of the GMB union) claimed that the written terms of their agreement with UBV (a Dutch 
corporation with headquarters in Amsterdam) misrepresented the true agreement. They 
claimed that they fell into the hybrid category of “worker”296 and were thus within the scope 
of working time protection and eligible for the National Living Wage. The workers claimed 

                                           
284  Ibid.: 50. 
285  Ibid.: 51. 
286  Spasova et al. 2017: 38. 
287  No. C-13-3826 EMC, 2015 WL 5138097, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 1, 2015). 
288  60 F. Supp. 3d 1067 (N.D. Cal. 2015). 
289  Cherry and Aloisi 2017: 644. 
290  The parties continue to negotiate the final settlement following the court’s rejection of it. 
291  Cherry and Aloisi 2017: 644. 
292  Chappellet-Lanier 2016.  
293  Cherry and Aloisi 2017: 646. 
294  La Tribune 2017: 1.  
295  Case Numbers: 2202551/2015 & Others 28 October 2016.  
296  As set out in the Employment Rights Act 1996 s230(3)(b). Available at: 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/18/contents. 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/18/contents
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that they were workers of ULL (a UK company, of which UBV is the parent company, which 
holds a private hire vehicle operations licence for London) and thus under the jurisdiction of 
the law of England and Wales. By contrast Uber claimed that the drivers were independent 
contractors and that Uber simply acted as an agent to bring drivers into contractual 
agreements with passengers (as such there is no contract for services between Uber and 
drivers). They also argued that even if drivers did have a contract with Uber then that contract 
was with UBV and thus within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands. In that scenario, the drivers 
would fall within the scope of EU working time provisions but not the National Living Wage 
legislation that is a national provision applying in the UK.   

The Employment Tribunal held for the drivers. They concluded that when a driver a) has the 
app switched on, b) is within the territory in which they are authorised to work and c) is able 
and willing to accept assignments, they are “working for Uber under an Uber contract”.297 
The Tribunal held that the driver–passenger relationship was “a pure fiction which bears no 
relation to the real dealings and relationships between the parties”.298 The Tribunal was 
willing to infer a contract between Uber and the drivers and found that the said contract fell 
“full square” within the statutory definition of worker.299 It also held that the contractual 
relationship was with ULL rather than UBV, since it was the point of contact between Uber 
and the drivers and carried out such functions as recruitment, control, discipline and 
dismissal.300  

The implication of the above conclusions was that the drivers’ contracts fell within the scope 
of the Working Time Regulations 1998 and the drivers were considered to be working at 
Uber’s disposal, while the conditions set out in the paragraph above were met. With regard 
to the National Living Wage, the Tribunal concluded that Uber drivers perform “unmeasured 
work” and thus the relevant hours for calculating the hourly rate encompass “hours worked”. 
The Tribunal did not go on to apply this provision aside from in relation to the very narrow 
question of whether time spent driving from home to the territory in which they are 
authorised to drive “counts” as hours worked. The Tribunal concluded that it did not. The 
inference here is that drivers are working for National Living Wage purposes between rides. 
Such a finding would have implications for the pay arrangements of Uber drivers (currently 
drivers receive passenger payment per ride, less a proportion subtracted by Uber as a fee) 
and challenge the wider “on demand” model. We should stress that the Tribunal did not reach 
this conclusion in this case and the matter would need to be clarified through further 
litigation. In another Employment Tribunal decision, a bicycle courier who worked for 
CitySprint successfully argued that she was a worker and therefore within the scope of 
National Living Wage and Working Time legislation.  

Employment Tribunal decisions are first instance decisions and are thus not binding on other 
Employment Tribunals. However, litigation is beginning to advance up the court hierarchy. 
Uber unsuccessfully appealed the Employment Tribunal decision that drivers are workers 
within the Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT). The EAT upheld the Employment Tribunal’s 
approach to applying the definition of worker and the Employment Tribunal’s findings 
concerning the application of National Living Wage and working time provisions.301 Another 
relevant case has reached the Court of Appeal: Pimlico Plumbers Ltd v Smith.302 Here, it was 
held that a plumber who was working under a contract that described him as a “self-employed 
operative” for Pimlico Plumbers was a worker for the purposes of his employment rights. Of 
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particular significance to the conclusion that Mr Smith was a worker were a minimum 
number of hours to be worked each week, and the requirement to wear a uniform 
and to drive a Pimlico Plumbers vehicle. This case has implications for platform workers 
employed under similar terms.  

Another UK case, recently decided in another domain by the Central Arbitration Committee 
(UK), is the IWGB Union & Roofoods Limited T/A Deliveroo. As discussed above, the case 
represented an alternative route to gaining recognition of worker status. The riders’ 
arguments, as noted above, that they were workers for the purposes of collective bargaining 
were unsuccessful (because of the existence and operation of a substitution clause). It should 
be noted that the majority of the litigation in the UK has concerned worker rather than 
employee classification. However, press reports suggest future litigation will also address 
employee status. The litigation discussed above is at its early stages but suggests that the 
terms and conditions of significant numbers of platform workers may in fact not represent 
the true agreement between platforms and workers. This is a key issue and placing the 
onus on workers themselves to challenge the categorisation of their status is not an 
efficient way to address it. Moreover, given the uncertainty and expense (particularly, 
until recently, in the UK) of enforcement mechanisms this may lead to injustice.  

4.6. Norms derived from common or judge-made law, or jurisprudence  

The judiciary often play a key role in applying and interpreting the definition of the 
employment relationship. As explained, the courts are already dealing with litigation in this 
area and are therefore required to apply existing legal definitions to the new context of 
platform work. To highlight the difficulties that the judiciary face, Prassl and Risak303 give the 
following example: 

“an exasperated District Judge noted in the course of ongoing U.S. litigation, the task 
of determining worker status is akin to being “handed a square peg and asked to 
choose between two round holes. The test the ... courts have developed over the 20th 
Century for classifying workers isn't very helpful in addressing this 21st Century 
problem. Some factors point in one direction, some point in the other, and some are 
ambiguous.”  

Legal commentators have begun to propose ways in which the judicial interpretation of work 
contracts could adapt to the challenges posed by platform work. Davidov,304 for 
example, asserts the importance of a purposive approach to interpretation. This provides the 
potential to overcome a “technical-legalistic application of tests that could be outdated, 
instead looking for the ultimate goals behind labour laws – and consequently behind the 
distinction between “employees” and independent contractors – to decide who should be 
protected”. 

In a different vein, Prassl305 (focussing on the UK and Germany) discusses turning the 
received analytical approach “on its head” by seeking to identify an employer, rather than to 
classify the position of the “worker” within the contractual arrangements. This “functional 
concept of the employer” has been applied by Prassl and Risak to platforms. They argue that 
courts have tended to try and identify the individual contractual relationships within which 
the work is performed (for example crowdworker-crowdsourcer, crowdworker-crowdsourcing 
platform) and then tries to appraise each in turn in order to identify whether an employment 
relationship has arisen. This, they argue overlooks the triangular or multilateral nature of the 
overarching relationships and thus the broader context and economic effects of these 
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“fragments” is ignored.306 Their proposed route to overcoming this problem is to shift the 
focus onto a unitary analysis of the employer, and to take a multi-functional view of the 
concept of an employer that is responsible for: the inception and termination of the 
employment relationship; receiving labour and its fruits; providing work and pay; managing 
the enterprise – internal market; and managing the enterprise – external market.  

This approach allows for the identification of a single entity or a combination of entities. 
Where the exercise of one or more employer functions occurs, it should trigger the 
equivalent regulatory responsibility. Prassl and Risak apply this framework to two 
platform case studies: Uber (an example of a single-entity employer) and TaskRabbit (an 
example of shared exercise of functions) and conclude that this approach offers the potential 
for multiple entities to be seen as employers, which would allow for a range of actors to take 
on or to share the obligations associated with employment depending on their role. Such an 
approach has the flexibility to be applied in different regulatory domains.  

The key point in this section is that judges are using the legal tools they have to address 
legal issues in the platform economy. There is a need for innovation to help judges to adapt 
to the new realities of work in the platform economy without overstepping their role. 
This is an issue that we take up in the recommendations to the report. 

4.7. Norms derived from supranational legal systems such as the EU and ILO 

4.7.1. The definition of worker within EU Law  
Employment law is, in the main, derived from the national or subnational levels. However, 
the EU has developed a body of legislation that sets common minimum labour standards 
applicable to those operating within the single market. Its purpose is to prevent a “race to 
the bottom” of employment conditions in response to increased price competition associated 
with the realisation of a single market for goods and services.307 Competence for social policy 
(including employment protection and social security) is shared between the EU and the 
Member States. In the areas of working conditions, social security and social protection of 
workers the EU “shall support and complement the activities of the Member States”.308 
Nevertheless, a collection of directives regulate workers’ rights and obligations in a range of 
areas encompassing working time, information on employment conditions, equal treatment 
for part-time, fixed-term and agency workers, anti-discrimination, collective redundancies 
and the transfer of undertakings. Furthermore, where workers move to work in another 
Member State, EU law underpins their rights to residence and to equal treatment within the 
host State. The definition of worker for the purpose of EU law therefore determines who 
benefits from the protections available and who does not.  However, the CJEU has made it 
clear there is no one definition of worker in EU law; rather, the definition varies in 
relation to the relevant area or provision. Moreover, some provisions of EU law defer to the 
law, collective agreement or practice in the Member State in order to define their personal 
scope. Freedland and Kountouris309 identify, as a “striking feature” of this body of law, the 
“inconclusiveness and incoherence in respect of the personal scope of its application”. In 
order to determine whether someone working within the platform economy falls within the 
protection of EU labour law it would therefore be necessary to consider the personal 
scope of each relevant provision in turn. Nevertheless, there is considerable “learning 
across the provisions”.310 The CJEU has drawn in particular on the (extensive) case law that 
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defines “workers” under the Free Movement of Workers provisions when interpreting the 
definition of worker for other purposes (such as that used within the Working Time Directive 
and Equal Pay law). Moreover, the Court has also made clear that definitions of worker within 
EU law should be given a broad meaning.  

Legislative measures emanating from the EU define the term “worker” for the purposes of 
establishing their scope. Cavalier and Upex311 distinguish between autonomous EU definitions 
and a “Russian Doll concept” where it is left to the domestic law of the Member States to 
determine the definition of worker or work relationship. Some iterations of the Russian Doll 
concept call for the use of a broad definition of “workers” as defined within the Member 
States. Cavalier and Upex give the example of the 1996 Parental Leave Directive which 
applies to “all workers, men and women, who have an employment contract or employment 
relationship as defined by the law, collective agreements or practices in force in each Member 
States”.312 Others, such as the 1991 Directive on the information to be supplied to employees 
(the “written statement directive”), use the narrower term “employee”. This directive states 
that it is to apply to “every paid employee having a contract or employment relationship 
defined by the law in force in a Member State and/or governed by the law in force in a 
Member State”.313 The European Commission recently began to consult with the Social 
Partners concerning plans to broaden the scope of this directive to include “new forms of 
employment” including platform work “[s]o that no one is left behind”.314   

Cavalier and Upex note, however, that there are some circumstances where an EU definition 
of worker is required. This tends to be the case where the provisions in question move away 
from coordination and towards harmonisation within a given area.315 Even where 
relevant directives do not give a precise EU definition of worker it has sometimes been 
concluded that an EU level definition is required (a key example is the Health and Safety 
Directive of 1989).316 A key area in which an autonomous EU definition of worker has been 
developed is that of the Free Movement of Workers. In this area, an intentionally broad 
definition is used. As a result, the jurisprudence in this area can be seen as an example of a 
more inclusive way to define the scope of legal protection.    

4.7.2. Definition of the worker within free movement provisions  
In the following section, we briefly look at the key elements of the definition of worker for 
the purposes of free movement provisions and highlight any difficulties that this may pose 
for workers providing services in the platform economy. As noted above, the definition of 
worker that is used within the free movement provisions has informed the approach taken to 
interpreting the scope of some other provisions of EU labour law. Moreover, there have been 
calls to improve the uniformity and clarity of EU labour law by using this definition 
throughout.317  

The CJEU has developed a broad definition of worker for the purposes of free movement.318 
Moreover, it has also emphasised that the legal construction of the relationship at national 
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level is immaterial for the purposes of the EU provisions,319 and the formal classification 
of a person as self-employed at national law is not conclusive.320 In particular, the definition 
requires:  

• remuneration;  

• the identification of a relationship based on subordination;  

• the work must be a “genuine and effective economic activity”; and not on “such a 
small scale as to be purely marginal and ancillary”.  

As noted by O’Brien et al.,321 remuneration has been given a broad definition covering 
consideration for work provided. For example, in one case it was found that “remuneration” 
could encompass meeting material needs quid pro quo for services provided (including board 
and lodging and pocket money).322  

A key factor in determining worker status is some element of subordination on the part of 
the worker. Nevertheless, a level of autonomy is allowed for in this definition; for example, 
it has been held that company directors, who carry out their activities under the direction or 
control of another part of the company and who can be removed from their duties, satisfy 
the criteria for being treated as workers.323 In another case, the President of a Port Authority 
could be regarded as a worker.324  

The Commission notes that issues for platforms are likely to include the question of whether 
a platform determines the choice of activity, remuneration and working conditions. 
Key questions for platform workers in this area include: 

• How much choice does a worker have concerning the work that they do? 

• To what extent can the worker determine the conditions of employment? 

• Who pays for the work (do platforms merely process payment deposited by end-
users)? 

“Genuine and effective” but not “marginal and ancillary” economic activity is more difficult to 
determine than that of remuneration.325 O’Brien et al. suggest that the CJEU’s case law does 
not give very clear guidance on how to distinguish between “genuine and effective” and 
“marginal and ancillary” work for the purpose of the free movement provisions. They suggest 
that this borderline is “becoming increasingly important in a changing labour market, with 
more at stake as the welfare rift between economically active and inactive becomes 
crucial”.326 They also note that the existence of this threshold places the onus on the worker 
to show that their work was not marginal and ancillary, in effect reversing the burden of 
proof and creating a (rebuttable) assumption that workers are in marginal and ancillary work. 
A high evidential burden is placed onto the worker to show that the threshold has been 
passed.  
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The piecemeal approach to defining the personal scope of EU employment law “has led to a 
taxonomical quagmire”.327 One of the recommendations of McKay and colleagues in their 
study on precarious work produced for the European Commission suggests:   

“Recasting EU labour law directives so as to render them applicable to all ‘workers’ as 
defined by the Court of Justice in its established case law on the ‘free movement of 
workers’”.328 

The Commission and the European Parliament have highlighted the complexity of 
implementing a single definition of worker throughout EU law, but they nevertheless 
acknowledge the value of greater clarity.329 The European Parliament called for an initiative 
to achieve a level of convergence between the definitions that are used. It also urged the 
Member States to implement the 2006 ILO recommendation on the employment relationship 
(see 4.7.4 below).330  

4.7.3. The protection of “atypical workers” within EU law 
A series of EU directives provide a level of protection for workers employed in certain forms 
of atypical employment (part-time work,331 fixed-term work332 and temporary agency 
work333). The purpose of these provisions is not simply to give rights to atypical workers but 
to stimulate wider labour market reforms with an emphasis on increasing flexibility.334 The 
Part-time and Fixed-term work directives implement framework agreements concluded 
through social dialogue at the EU level, while the Temporary Agency Work (TAW) 
Directive was adopted through the ordinary legislative procedure after the social partners 
were unable to reach an agreement through negotiation. The directives seek to balance 
flexibility and security. On the one hand Member States are encouraged to remove 
constraints to the take up of non-standard work, while on the other a limited right to equal 
treatment and information rights are introduced for workers.335 The principle of equal 
treatment for part-time, fixed-term or temporary agency workers336 uses as its point of 
comparison those in standard employment. As such the directives are informed by the norm 
of standard employment and are not tailored to addressing the vulnerabilities experienced 
by atypical workers. Moreover, the principle of equal treatment is fairly narrowly construed 
(particularly within the TAW directive) and employers can justify differential treatment on 
objective grounds. 

The European Pillar of Social Rights337 contains guiding principles intended to underpin 
the development of the social aspect of the EU over the next 10 years. One of the principles 
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– “secure and adaptable employment” – continues an approach to atypical employment that 
combines equal treatment with encouraging the emergence of new forms of employment, 
while also seeking to prevent abuses of atypical employment. Under the umbrella of the 
European Pillar of Social Rights the European Commission has recently entered into 
discussions with the social partners with a view to revising the 1991 Directive on the 
information to be supplied to employees (the “written statement directive”). As noted 
above the central purpose would be to broaden the scope of the directive to cover those 
working under new forms of employment including platform workers. However, the 
Commission also discusses a second potential purpose, to provide all workers with a number 
of new minimum rights in order to tackle precariousness.  Rather than being targeted at 
“atypical workers” these rights would apply to all workers but would be of relevance to 
atypical workers. Such rights might include: the right to predictability of work; a right to 
request another form of employment and to receive a reply in writing; and a right to a 
maximum probation period.338 This potential proposal thus marks a shift in approach away 
from identifying atypical forms of work and applying an equal treatment principle and towards 
creating provisions that are tailored to vulnerabilities associated with precarious work.  

The example of the TAW Directive is worth looking at in particular here. On 15 June 2017, 
the European Parliament adopted a Resolution on the Collaborative Economy.339 As part of 
the recommendations, the Resolution called on the European Commission “to examine how 
far the Directive on Temporary Agency Work (2008/104/EC) is applicable to specific online 
platforms; considering that many intermediating online platforms are structurally similar to 
temporary work agencies (triangular contractual relationship between: temporary agency 
worker/platform worker; temporary work agency/online platform; user 
undertaking/client)”.340 So, is there potential for the TAW Directive to be applied to 
platforms?  

There do appear to be some important similarities between platforms and temporary work 
agencies. In many cases, both involve a third-party intermediating between an end-user and 
worker, creating a triangular relationship.341 Temporary work agencies and platforms have 
both been characterised as a “disruptive” (positive or negative) force on sectors and on 
traditional, standard employment relationships, with, in some cases, expansion strategies 
that seek to exploit or take advantage of differential employment protection rights in 
particular localities, be they regions, countries or Member States. The boundaries between 
temporary work agencies and platforms are also being blurred further with the emergence of 
partnerships between the two types of business (for example, Kelly Services linking up with 
the online platform Upwork), as a means for agencies to get access to new markets and 
potential workers.342 New forms of staffing agency are also emerging which are totally 
platform based (such as Coople).343  

Current legal debates and cases in the UK are worth considering in this respect. As 
highlighted recently by Newman,344 Uber has centred its appeal about UK worker status on 
the fact that it sees itself as an “agent”. While this is taken to mean an agent in the legal 

                                           

itself is not legally enforceable but will serve to guide the future proposal and introduction of specific law or policy 
at the appropriate level (European Commission 2017e).  

338  C(2017) 6121 final :12-13.  
339  European Parliament resolution of 15 June 2017 on a European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy 

(2017/2003 INI):  
 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2017-0271. 

340  Ibid.: para 46. 
341  Bronstein 1991; Forde 2001. 
342  Kessler 2015. 
343  Colson 2016. 
344  Newman 2017. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2017-0271
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sense of a principal-agent relationship, rather than a temporary work agency specifically, this 
is certainly a case to follow with interest, as it will give a clearer indication of the legal view 
of whether platforms are agents. The Employment Appeal Tribunal in this case agreed with 
the approach of the Employment Tribunal which rejected the label of “agent and principal” 
within the written terms of the contract and held that the true nature of the relationship was 
that drivers were workers for Uber. The EAT was however clear that which side of the divide 
between worker and self-employment an individual falls “will inevitably be case-and fact-
sensitive”.345  

One further point is worth noting about the potential and limitations of seeking to include 
platforms under the remit of the TAW Directive. The TAW Directive, like other Directives, 
offers some potential for equalising treatment for “non-standard” and “atypical” workers, and 
in that sense, it may have some role to play for protecting platform economy workers. 
However, what is clear, six years after the TAW Directive was introduced, is that not all forms 
of agency worker are protected or receive equal treatment.346 Derogations in the Directive 
have resulted in agencies creating new forms of business models and approaches to 
temporary staffing, which, in countries such as the UK, where such forms of business models 
have been specifically written in to the transposed Directive, have been used by agencies as 
“workarounds”, contrary to the spirit of the regulations.347 It would seem likely that similar 
“workarounds” and new forms of contractual relations between end-users, platforms and 
workers might be created should some platforms be encompassed within the TAW 
Directive. Overall, it seems difficult to generalise about what legal form the platform work 
relationships takes: it really depends on the interaction between a) the national legal 
framework and b) the way that the relationships are characterised by the parties.  

4.7.4. The ILO 
The International Labour Organisation has long been working in the area of “non-standard 
employment”. In early 2015, a Tripartite Meeting of Experts on Non-Standard Forms of 
Employment called on ILO Member States, employers’ and workers’ organisations to devise 
policy solutions to address “decent work deficits” associated with non-standard forms of 
employment. Section 4.1 discussed some of the measures recommended by the ILO in a 
recent report on non-standard employment. The legislative responses proposed within that 
report aim to align, as far as possible, standard and non-standard employment by addressing 
regulatory gaps in the following areas: equal treatment, minimum hours and other 
safeguards for part-time, on-call and casual workers, addressing employment 
misclassification, restricting the use of non-standard employment and assigning obligations 
and liabilities in contractual arrangements involving multiple parties.348 That report sets out 
an agenda for current and future work to address the challenges raised by non-standard 
work. Nevertheless, existing ILO provisions are of relevance to the regulation of platform 
work, in particular the Employment Relationship Recommendation 198349 contains a number 
of relevant recommendations concerning the employment relationship and measures to 
address misclassification. The European Parliament has urged Member States to implement 
this recommendation. Of particular relevance to the issue of the classification and 
misclassification of contracts to perform platform work is recommendation 4, which states 
that national policy should at least include measures to: 

                                           
345  Uber B.V. and Others v Mr Y Aslam and Others UKEAT/0056/17/DA at para 101.  
346  See Forde and Slater 2014; Oliver, 2017. 
347  Forde and Slater 2014. 
348  ILO 2016a. 
349  ILO 2013a, 2013b. 
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a) provide guidance for the parties concerned, in particular employers and workers, on 
effectively establishing the existence of an employment relationship and on the 
distinction between employed and self-employed workers; 

b) combat disguised employment relationships in the context of, for example, other 
relationships that may include the use of other forms of contractual arrangements 
that hide the true legal status, noting that a disguised employment relationship occurs 
when the employer treats an individual as other than an employee in a manner that 
hides his or her true legal status as an employee, and that situations can arise where 
contractual arrangements have the effect of depriving workers of the protection they 
are due; 

c) ensure standards applicable to all forms of contractual arrangements, including those 
involving multiple parties, so that employed workers have the protection they are 
due; 

d) ensure that standards applicable to all forms of contractual arrangements establish 
who is responsible for the protection contained therein; 

e) provide effective access of those concerned, in particular employers and workers, to 
appropriate, speedy, inexpensive, fair and efficient procedures and mechanisms for 
settling disputes regarding the existence and terms of an employment relationship; 

f) ensure compliance with, and effective application of, laws and regulations concerning 
the employment relationship; and  

g) provide for appropriate and adequate training in relevant international labour 
standards, comparative and case law for the judiciary, arbitrators, mediators, labour 
inspectors, and other persons responsible for dealing with the resolution of disputes 
and enforcement of national employment laws and standards. 

The provisions contained with this existing measure address many of the issues concerning 
the issue of misclassification of contractual arrangements identified earlier in this chapter. 
Nevertheless, ILO recommendations are non-binding. They serve as guidelines for the 
Member States and ratification is not needed.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has discussed the role of the employment relationship as a central concept in 
the allocation of social protection. Looking at the realm of employment law, the chapter has 
also sought to map the “normative ordering of platform work” and in so doing to identify key 
issues that emerge for the employment protection of those who provide services through 
platforms at the different regulatory layers. The picture that emerges is one of complexity 
and opacity as new ways of organising work confront existing regulatory regimes operating 
within different Member States and at the supranational level. Nevertheless, key common 
themes are apparent. The issue of the classification of contracts for the purpose of 
determining the personal scope of employment legislation is a thread that runs throughout 
this chapter. This is a long-standing concern amongst labour lawyers and has been partially 
addressed in different ways both at the national level and at EU level. What has not been 
tackled however are the deeper normative questions of how people who work flexibly ought 
to be protected from key social and economic risks. We note that regulatory matters cannot 
be considered in isolation and that building an adequate legal response to the problems we 
identify must entail engaging with political actors and economic and social institutions as well 
as embracing the technological opportunities to which platforms respond.  
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 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
This research has clearly demonstrated two key findings. First, that those engaged in 
platform work are significantly less likely to have access to important social protections than 
are other workers. A quarter of respondents to our survey gained more than half of their 
personal income from platform work. Those who were more dependent on platform work had 
greater difficulty paying monthly bills. The more reliant a worker becomes on platform work, 
the less likely they were to have basic social protections. Only a small proportion of 
platform workers were currently paying into a pension. Furthermore, where social protection 
was available, it was typically because workers also had employment outside the 
platform economy.  

Second, experts and practitioners have already come up with a range of potential policy 
measures to address this deficit. Moreover, it should be noted that, despite the shortage of 
hard evidence in this area, careful consideration of what evidence is available has enabled 
the development of policy initiatives and proposals. Indeed, in several areas, there is even 
an emerging consensus about initial steps that might usefully be taken. That is, the current 
lack of information has hampered attempts to develop policy in this area, but this does not 
prevent us from saying anything at all.  

Consequently, this chapter will draw together what seem to be the most useful and practical 
ways to address the lack of social protections for platform workers, building on the analysis 
in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The policy recommendations outlined below are based on the research 
presented, including themes that emerged from our programme of interviews, as well as 
proposals outlined previously by practitioners and authorities in the field. Three recent policy 
contributions, in particular, have helpfully drawn together a considerable range of experience 
and research on platform work, and their proposals have informed the formulation of our 
own recommendations. The first of these was the Taylor Review of Modern Employment 
Practices,350 commissioned by the UK government in October 2016, which investigated a 
range of issues associated with the growth of non-standard employment, including platform 
work, and which reported in July 2017. Taylor made a large number of recommendations, 
some of which have been included here. The second set of policy proposals has been 
developed by a group of platform work researchers, and is more narrowly focussed on 
platform work, setting out a series of standards that can be considered as best practice 
for platforms that mediate paid work in the online economy.351 These proposals have 
informed our policy recommendations for setting minimum standards for platform in their 
relations with platform workers. Third, we have drawn on recently published research 
conducted at the University of Hertfordshire, investigating the nature and extent of platform 
work across seven European countries.352 As will be seen, our proposals also align with a 
number of those put forward by the European Parliament in their resolution of June 2017.353 

5.1. Data provision  

Good policy requires good evidence. Many commentators have noted the shortage of detailed 
and reliable data for the size and growth of the platform economy, and the extent of 
employment within it, and the findings of this study certainly support those accounts. The 
European Parliament has recently highlighted the increased ‘traceability’ of activities 
undertaken via online platforms, driven by tax compliance and enforcement requirements.354 

                                           
350  Taylor 2017.  
351  Silberman 2017.  
352  Huws et al. 2017.  
353  European Parliament 2017b: paras 36-49.   
354  European Parliament 2017b: para. 40.  
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However, considerable gaps in information remain, despite many online platforms actively 
gathering and analysing data on their workforces. Therefore, we recommend the following:  

• Steps should be taken at both EU and Member State levels to ensure that national 
statistical agencies develop appropriate measures of the platform economy, 
and of employment within it. In particular, such measures should include the 
inclusion of appropriate additional questions into existing official survey instruments. 

• Furthermore, measures should be put in place to ensure that labour platforms 
supply the relevant authorities with appropriate and sufficient information 
concerning the paid work that they mediate. This will increase ‘traceability’ further, 
so that legislation can be enforced and sanctions imposed where necessary. Better 
data can also inform policy development, particularly around social protections, in line 
with the aims of the European Parliament’s recent Resolution on the Collaborative 
Economy.355 

5.2. Employment Law Reforms 

The key issue in relation to employment law and social protections is the growth in the 
numbers of people excluded from protections due to the classification of platform workers as 
self-employed (or, in some Member States, in other less protected categories). Moreover, as 
discussed above, this issue applies not only to platform workers but also more broadly across 
employment, with the spread of various new forms of insecure work.356 Therefore, the 
starting point for legal reform is to address the normative aspect (to consider the basis for 
ensuring protection in the context of evolving economic structures and business strategies). 
This is a longstanding issue and debates about the role of standard employment relationships 
as the foundational institution of labour law are ongoing. It is beyond the scope of this report 
to resolve that debate. Nevertheless, a longer-term solution to the legal issues faced by 
platform workers must entail these broader considerations. Our research highlights the need 
to facilitate a shift from an exclusionary approach to employment classification and social 
protections, towards an inclusive approach that recognises emergent sources of 
vulnerability (such as economic dependence) alongside subordination.  

Therefore, the EU should build on the work of the European Network of Legal Experts (which 
has reviewed the characteristics of employment relationships across Member States) towards 
a review of how existing legal frameworks are being applied and are responding to the 
emergence of platform work, so as to recognise the extent of new social practices that have 
become established in recent years. Member States should therefore re-examine the basis 
on which platform workers are seen as needing protection.  

The evolving economy requires new ways to allocate social protections to new groups of 
workers, as well as new ways to regulate this. In practical terms, it makes sense for Member 
States to do this in different ways, as are best suited to their own legal traditions and 
institutions. For instance, Denmark, Bulgaria, UK, and France have all made moves to 
adapt the provision of social protections to new forms of employment, but have done so in 
different ways (see Chapter 4 and Appendices).  

An alternative approach has been to argue for the wider application of existing classifications 
and regulations – such those applying to Temporary Work Agencies or private employment 
agencies – to include greater numbers of platforms that mediate paid work.357 However, the 
experience of targeted regulations for particular groups of workers, such as agency or part-

                                           
355  European Parliament 2017b: para. 39.  
356  Cf. Huws et al. 2017.  
357  As, for instance, proposed by Huws et al. 2017: 51. 
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time workers, shows that where legal definitions are very specific, businesses are able to 
avoid their scope by adopting sophisticated strategies and legal arbitrage.358 Consequently, 
we do not recommend that approach in the case of platform workers. Instead, the courts 
need to be provided with a set of normative tools, on the basis of which case-by-case 
determinations can be made that adjust the provision of protections to evolving employment 
practices, without the need for repeated revision of legal instruments.  

Aside from the classification of contract form, a key issue for those working in the platform 
economy is the negotiation and enforcement of the terms of their contract. Issues such as 
clarity, unfair terms and enforcement mechanisms emerge from our research. Developments 
in the response of consumer law to digital contracting may be a relevant source of good 
practice particularly in the area of information. A research group on the Law of Digital 
Services has already published a Discussion Draft of a Directive on Online Intermediary 
Platforms359 which contains proposals in the area of ratings systems. Platform workers also 
face considerable obstacles if they try to challenge through the courts any cases of 
employment misclassification. In such cases, the burden of proof often falls upon the worker; 
a most onerous burden, when, as is usually the case, the worker lacks easy access to legal 
expertise or the financial wherewithal to challenge a powerful company. Even trade unions 
find it difficult to finance a series of often similar cases against numerous companies. In such 
cases, the existing burden of proof seems only to add further injustice to an already unequal 
contest.  

Legal responses to platform work should also acknowledge and draw upon the collective 
aspects of work and employment. Building an adequate legal response to this problem 
must entail engaging with political actors and economic and social institutions as well as 
embracing the technological opportunities to which platforms respond. Legal barriers to 
collective bargaining amongst service providers through platform work should be evaluated 
and reconsidered. Furthermore, emergent forms of collaboration and representation that 
draw on the same technological and social possibilities as existing platforms should be 
supported.  

 

 

To assist with this, we have constructed a typology (Figure 23), which builds on our empirical 
data from interviews and our survey (in Chapter 2 and 3) and the legal analysis in Chapter 
4. This typology gives an overview of the relationship between the extent to which workers 
are dependent on platform work – expressed as the proportion of income derived from 
platform work – set against access to social protections (high, medium or low).  

                                           
358  Section 4.7.3, above.  
359  Busch et al. 2016. 

The overall intention of such reforms would be to establish a framework that 
ensures the inclusion of all who need social protections, rather than the 
exclusion of those who do not meet a particular legal definition.  
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Figure 23: A typology of platform work and social protections (with selected examples)  
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This typology can be read in two ways. First, as a map onto which workers currently 
undertaking platform work can be placed – a descriptive, analytical tool. For example, from 
our survey, we identified three clusters of platform economy workers, who varied in the 
degree to which they were dependent on platform work for their income (high for platform-
dependent workers, low for random surfers etc.), and their access to social protection (low 
for platform-dependent workers, medium for random surfers etc.). This mapping also allows 
the specificities of platform working situations in individual Member States to be captured. 
For example, platform workers with “auto-entrepreneur” status in France have some degree 
of social protection, afforded by this specific status, but this level of social protection is below 
that secured by emerging portage salariale, and co-operative workers.  

Secondly, the typology can be seen as advice for establishing how social protection for 
platform economy workers (in specific contexts, Member States, or working for specific 
platforms) can be increased. How can specific groups of workers who currently fall on the 
right hand-side of the chart be moved to the left, and what are the challenges that such 
movements would entail? 

Our specific recommendations are made with such movements in mind, including: 

• Simplifying enforcement procedures for individuals both in the area of classification 
of contract form and in the enforcement of contract terms. 

• Reversing the burden of proof in determining employee status, so that, in cases where 
platform workers challenge misclassification, it is incumbent upon employing entities 
to prove that persons carrying out paid work are not employees.  

• Ensuring that enforcement of legal employment status is conducted by an 
independent authority (as is already the case in some Member States), rather than 
by piecemeal rulings from the courts.  

• Providing full and easily accessible information to all workers, including those engaged 
in platform-mediated work, concerning their legal rights and entitlements. 

• Adaptation of competition rules to permit collective bargaining by (solo) self-employed 
workers. The European Parliament Resolution on a European Agenda for the 
Collaborative Economy has highlighted the importance of ensuring that platform 
workers are entitled to the right of collective bargaining and action.360   

• Integration of the self-employed into existing collective bargaining arrangements – 
which may require legal reforms (e.g. modifying rules around works councils in 
Germany). 

• Trade unions need access to platform workers to inform them about their policies and 
to potentially organise them. 

• Ensuring consistency across labour, tax and social security law, regardless of 
classification system.  

• Clarifying the distinction between intermediate status and genuine self-employment.  

• Extending the right to written statement of particulars to “dependent contractors” as 
well as employees. 

• More severe penalties for companies that flout previous rulings against them.  

                                           
360  European Parliament 2017b: para. 41.  
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5.3. Social security reforms 

This research has added considerable new evidence showing the lack of social protection for 
platform workers. Furthermore, our evidence strongly suggests that there is considerable 
overlap between workers in the platform economy and those engaged in other forms of non-
standard and insecure work, which often carries similar risks of non-coverage of social 
protections. Consequently, we are sceptical of any approach that would seek to treat platform 
workers as a “special case”, by introducing social protection arrangement that applied only 
to this category of worker. Instead, we would recommend a more inclusive approach, in 
line with the legal recommendations outlined above, designed to encompass the wider, 
growing population of non-standard workers. If the growth of platform work has taught 
us anything, it has shown that we can expect further innovation in employment forms, and 
therefore an approach that seeks to address wider issues in the coverage of social protections 
for non-standard workers carries the benefit of being “future-proofed”, at least so far as can 
be reasonably foreseen.  

Fortunately, our research has identified considerable scope for reform of social security 
systems to accommodate platform workers along with other groups of workers who now 
find themselves increasingly at risk of not being covered by social protections. Consequently, 
we recommend that the EU and Member States take appropriate steps to reduce differences 
in treatment across different forms of work, and to expand existing social protection schemes 
to include non-standard workers – which would encompass most platform workers. These 
steps should include measures to ensure:  

• Membership of state old age security systems to be compulsory for all workers, 
irrespective of formal status in employment law.  

• Continuity of social insurance and workers’ rights when moving from one job to 
another.  

• Reduce or abolish minimum income thresholds for access to social protection 
schemes, such as health insurance; to be replaced so that members pay a percentage 
of income. 

• Reduce or abolish requirements for continuity of employment for eligibility to social 
protections. 

• Promote moves away from contribution-based systems, towards systems based upon 
general taxation. 

• Similarly promote moves towards universal benefits as part of social protection 
systems, which remove the need for complex rules and enforcement concerning 
eligibility.  

• Where universality is not in place, steps should be taken to minimise abuse and the 
misclassification of workers, including effective enforcement (with penalties where 
appropriate). 

• Address under-declaration of income and tax avoidance. 

• Take appropriate steps to include self-employed workers in existing social protection 
schemes as a matter of course. 

• Improve effective access (not just statutory access).  

In the longer term, consideration should be given to how existing social protection 
schemes might be adapted to apply to a growing variety of non-standard forms of work, 
as well as a growing number of workers engaged in such work. This recommendation is in 
line with the aspirations and aims of the European Parliament’s Resolution on the 
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Collaborative Economy,361 as well as with the European Commission’s current consultation 
on the provision of social protections for all workers, regardless of legal employment status, 
under the framework of the European Pillar of Social Rights.362  Such future developments 
may include the social and employment consequences of the further growth of the internet 
economy and the spread of automation, raising the potential for jobs to provide fewer 
working hours, and less predictable income than traditional, standard employment 
relationships. Since a number of Member States have already introduced schemes to address 
a number of these issues, we recommend that the EU should encourage the sharing of 
experience and, where it can be identified, the adoption of best practice. In this report, we 
have identified some existing national arrangements that may provide models, such as 
France – which already has a relatively well-developed system of social insurance for the 
self-employed (see Annexe 1).  

5.4. Tax reforms  

This research has confirmed the importance of taxation policy for driving the growth of non-
standard work arrangements in general, and of platform work in particular. Tax policy 
therefore affects social protections in two key ways. First, uneven taxation levels 
across different types of employment currently leads to growing numbers of people 
being excluded from social protections. Second, and as a consequence, these uneven 
tax rates contribute towards reducing the tax-base that might be used to finance social 
protections. Hence, measures to redress these tax imbalances offer benefits both in terms of 
reducing non-coverage, and in terms of increasing the affordability of social protection 
schemes.  

We therefore recommend that steps be taken as follows:  

• Equalisation of tax across different forms of employment.  

• End tax incentives for self-employment.  

• Replacement of tax on employment by tax on labour.  

• Responsibilities to be placed on platforms to pay into existing systems.  

• Close loopholes in regulation. 

• Encourage moves away from cash-payment for work.  

• Stronger enforcement and penalties needed for companies that evade or avoid taxes. 

• Measures to tackle non-declaration of income/tax avoidance by bringing platforms 
into the system. 

• Develop proposals to require companies to be much more transparent about their 
workforce structure.  

5.5. Wage reforms 

Social protections are closely linked to wages in a number of ways. In addition to eligibility 
being often determined by the legal status of the wage-earner, many social protection 
schemes are funded by deductions from wages. Moreover, social protections designed to 
alleviate the effects of low pay are triggered when earnings are low – and this research has 
underlined the problem of low pay among platform workers. As a result, raising wages in 
low-paid platform work would both increase contributions to social protection schemes, 
while at the same time reducing the immediate need for payments from them. We therefore 
                                           
361  European Parliament 2017b: para. 2.  
362  European Commission 2017d, 2017e.  
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make a number of recommendations around the payment of wages that would have a direct 
effect on social protection systems.  

We recommend that arrangements for the payment of wages should be reformed such that:  

• Where statutory minimum wage provisions are in place, these should be adapted so 
that they include platform workers.  

• In particular, where arrangements are in place for the payment of national minimum 
wage rates to piece workers, such as exist in the UK, these should form the starting 
point for the inclusion of platform workers.   

• Consideration should be given to the introduction of higher minimum wage rates for 
those hours that are not guaranteed as part of the contract. This higher minimum 
wage could be set at an enhanced level in order to incentivise employers to schedule 
guaranteed hours as far as is reasonable (at a regular minimum wage). In turn this 
would reduce the uncertainty that platform workers currently experience over the 
availability of work and income.  

• Reform of holiday pay entitlements, to include people with very flexible working 
arrangements.  

• In the longer term, the EU and Member States should consider whether or not the 
introduction of Universal Basic Income schemes would help alleviate some of the 
issues pertaining to low income for platform workers. Our country case studies have 
highlighted a range of different views amongst stakeholders over the potential for, 
and effects of Universal Basic Income. Further research is needed to understand these 
views and the potential for a Universal Basic income to impact upon the experience of 
work and social protection for those in the platform economy.  

5.6. Setting standards for platforms 

This research found considerable evidence of concerns over the treatment of those engaged 
in platform work by the platforms themselves. Many of these concerns were familiar from 
previous research, including problems around the fair and timely payment of wages, sudden 
and unexpected terminations of work, extremely long hours, lack of transparency and lack 
of accessible channels to challenge perceived unfair treatment of workers by platforms. 
Therefore, we recommend that the EU and Member States adopt strategies designed to 
set minimum standards for the fair treatment of workers by platforms. Broadly, such 
procedures should ensure the fair and timely payment of wages and settlement of disputes.  

We recommend:  

• Introduction of independent mediation panels for settlement of platform-worker 
grievances.  

• Provision of information to platform workers concerning employment rights.  

• Extension of collective bargaining rights to labour platform workers.  

• Task pay terms should be clear.  

• Where payment per task is permitted, platforms should review task instructions before 
work is allocated. 

• Strict rules to govern non-payment for tasks performed.  

• Where non-payment for tasks is permitted (on platforms, for example, where workers 
are paid on delivery of a good or service), then analytics and performance indicators 
of how often payment has not been made to a worker should NOT be used to measure 
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worker quality. The possibility of unfair and arbitrary use of ratings and reviews has 
been noted by the European Parliament and we agree that ‘rating and review 
mechanisms should be developed in a transparent way and that workers should be 
informed and consulted at the appropriate levels, and in accordance with Member 
State law and practices, on the general criteria used to develop such mechanisms’.363  

• Where non-payment is permitted, customer non-payment rates should be made 
visible to workers choosing tasks.  

• In the event of technical problems with a task or platform, workers should not pay 
the cost for lost time or work.   

• Workers should be able to contest non-payment, work evaluations, and qualification 
test outcomes.   

• Workers should know who their customers are and the purpose of their work.  

• Tasks that may be psychologically stressful or damaging (e.g. review of social media 
content for hate speech, violence, or pornography) should be clearly marked.  

• Workers should have a legally binding way to make their needs and desires heard to 
platform operators, such as union membership, collective bargaining, and, in 
countries with such structures, works councils and co-determination rights.  

• Worker account deactivations should be reviewed by a human platform employee, 
and subject to fair, transparent and independent review procedures.  

• Workers should be able to view and export a complete human- and machine-readable 
work and reputation history at any time (portability of reputation).  

• In general, platforms should be encouraged to adopt responsible corporate 
governance, good management and strong employment relations.  

5.7. Collective representation for platform workers: trade unions, cooperatives, 
and other intermediaries 

There has been considerable prior discussion among experts, researchers, and policy-makers 
concerning the potential for the collective representation of platform workers, and such 
discussions were clearly in evidence from this research. Furthermore, our research found a 
widespread view that some form of collective representation of platform workers would offer 
numerous potential advantages in terms of redressing the very considerable power 
imbalances between platforms and workers that are common within this sector. Nevertheless, 
this research also added considerable evidence to support previous accounts of the extreme 
variety of work carried out in the platform economy – variety in terms of the type of work 
carried out, the amount of work, the level of payment, and not least the specific 
arrangements between worker, platform, and client. Furthermore, significant differences 
were apparent in the ways in which countries in the study had already attempted to modify 
existing collective arrangements to include aspects of platform work, in line with their own 
traditions for conducting employment relations. As a result, it is clear that policy development 
in this area should be sensitive to national variations, as well as to the variety of platform 
work, and our recommendations in this area reflect this diversity.  

Therefore, we recommend the following:  

• Where institutional arrangements already exist for collective bargaining, these should 
be modified to include workers in the platform economy.  

                                           
363  European Parliament 2017b: para. 43. 
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• Competition rules should be modified to permit collective bargaining by solo self-
employed workers.  

• Collective representation should not be limited to trade unions alone. Where 
appropriate, for instance, professional bodies should be permitted to deal collectively 
with issues raised by platform workers.  

• Alternative collective representation might also be achieved under the auspices of co-
operativist organisations, such as SMart.be and Smart Italia.364 

• However, trade unions should not be unfairly marginalised or excluded from 
representing platform workers and, therefore, arrangements should be put in place 
to ensure that platform workers are represented by the organisation of their choice, 
should they wish to be collectively represented.  

  

                                           
364  The model developed by Belgian cooperativist organisation SMart.be to represent freelance artists and other 

creative workers has recently been extended to include delivery riders for Deliveroo and Belgian platform Take-
Eat-Easy (now defunct). This approach gained notable success in negotiating minimum hourly rates of pay, 
standardised minimum shifts of three hours, insurance, and a number of other benefits for some 4,000 riders. 
However, in October 2017 Deliveroo unilaterally announced its withdrawal from the agreement, raising questions 
over the long-term sustainability of this model for representing workers in the platform economy. See CEPS 
2017; Dullroy 2017.  
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	The rise of the “collaborative”, “platform” or “gig” economy has led to a renewed focus on the question of social protection for workers. This can be seen in the ‘Opinion and Resolution on the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy’, published in March and June 2017 by the European Parliament, which highlights the growth of the collaborative economy, and the importance of ensuring protection of workers engaged in this sector.
	The rise of the so-called collaborative, platform, gig, or sharing economy does raise important, new challenges for social protection, for policy makers, employers, and labour representatives. Challenges in understanding these issues are compounded by the lack of clarity with regard to the size and composition of the workforce.
	This report draws on findings of research into the social protection of workers in the platform economy, conducted by the Centre for Employment Relations Innovation and Change (CERIC), at the University of Leeds. The analysis reports findings based on background research, legal analysis, the conduct of 50 interviews with expert stakeholders in the platform economy across eight EU countries (Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain, UK), as well as an original survey of 1,200 platform economy workers.
	The aim of this report is to examine the evolution of the platform economy in the EU and its impact on working conditions and social protection. The report concludes that offering greater social protection to platform workers is desirable. It offers specific recommendations on extending social protection for platform economy workers. Throughout, the report also offers a comparison between developments in the EU and the United States (US), to inform the ongoing work and interests of the Employment and Social Affairs Committee’s Working Group on the digitalisation of work. 
	A first key finding from the study relates to the size of the platform economy. Research to-date been held back by two problems. The first problem is definitional. Different definitions lead to different conclusions about size, and about the most important issues for policy-makers to address. The second research problem is how to access suitable data for making an accurate assessment of the size and growth of the platform economy. Using the very broadest definitions, estimates for the USA and EU suggest that around one third of the adult population has participated at some time in the online platform or “on-demand” economy. Focussing more narrowly on paid work mediated by online platforms, it seems likely that between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of the adult population has earned some income at some time in this way.
	Secondly, the report proposes two new typologies for understanding the platform economy. The first, presented in Chapter 2 of the report, addresses two key issues in the provision of social protections for platform workers. These are, first, the type of labour market in which work is carried out (local or global) and, second, the degree of control that platforms exercise over the conduct of work (and, conversely, the degree to which workers exercise autonomous control over their work). The second typology (contained in Chapter 5, Policy Recommendations) summarises our finding that the greater the level of financial dependence on platform work, the lower the access that workers have to social protections. 
	A third key finding relates to the perception of stakeholders towards the platform, gig, or collaborative economy. Interview findings revealed that respondents used the terms “platform economy”, “gig economy” and “sharing economy” in different ways, and in some cases these views signalled an indication of the positive or negative nature of these forms of working for those that undertook them. Intermediaries and platforms were seen as key “disruptors” in driving the platform economy, again, a term that was used in both positive and negative senses by respondents, depending on the perceived effects on workers, employers and the economy. 
	There was widespread recognition from our interview respondents that there were some opportunities for workers that had been created by the rise of the platform economy. The downsides of platform economy working were emphasised by employer bodies and trade unions interviewed. Security of job and income were seen to be key problems for those working in the platform economy, as was underemployment. There were also challenges in some countries for workers who fell in the grey area between worker status and self-employment who could end up with none of the benefits of self-employment, in terms of control, and all the problems of income insecurity. Existing social protection of workers in the platform economy varied markedly.
	Fourthly, our research provides robust, new survey evidence on the experience of work in the platform economy, and the extent of social protections received by workers. An original survey was developed and distributed to 1,200 platform workers across four established online platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Clickworker; CrowdFlower; and Microworkers. Average working hours across the platforms stood at 23 hours per week, with the median hourly pay six US dollars. Pay levels across the platforms were significantly lower than national minimum wage rates across European countries and the U.S., ranging from a 54.1 per cent gap in France to 3.4 per cent in the United States. 
	The survey also revealed that relatively high levels of job satisfaction and emotional wellbeing amongst platform workers were offset by lack of task autonomy and dissatisfaction with career prospects, pay levels and job security. Workers’ dissatisfaction with job security was considerably higher than the representative average figure across European labour markets.
	Based on the survey, the report develops a new categorisation of three clusters of platform economy workers: Moderate Beneficiaries, Random Surfers, and Platform-Dependent Workers. The categories were derived from the degree of worker dependence on the platform economy for income and the quantity of work, notably in terms of whether work was conducted as an alternative or alongside more traditional forms of employment
	Statistical analysis found that approximately a quarter (25 per cent) of the labour market in the platform economy was comprised of “Platform Dependent Workers”; those workers who derived a larger share of their personal income from micro-tasking without other paid jobs. These workers were significantly worse off compared to those who were not reliant on the platform economy, earning on average between 43 and 62 per cent less, regardless of between country differences
	Access to social protection schemes, with the exception of healthcare insurance, was very low for platform economy workers. Up to 70 per cent of workers in the platform economy reported that they could not access basic schemes like pregnancy, childcare and housing benefits. Such an effect was especially pronounced among Platform Dependent Workers.  
	The key legal issue affecting the provision (or otherwise) of social protections for workers in the platform economy is a longstanding problem that also affects “atypical” workers more generally; namely, that they are more likely to be categorised as self-employed contractors rather than employees or workers. This is evident at both the national level and EU level. The definition of worker within these provisions is likely to exclude those working in the platform economy, and thereby reduces significantly the social and employment protections to which they are entitled. Furthermore, where platform workers are theoretically entitled to forms of social protection in individual countries, in many cases, relatively low levels of hours or income mean that in practice they may not reach the necessary income or hours thresholds to access social protection. 
	However, it is extremely difficult to make general statements in this area because work in the platform economy can involve a very broad range of activities, involving diverse configurations of work relationship, with each contractual situation needing to be looked at on its own merits. 
	Conclusions
	542BConclusions
	 The platform economy is already a significant part of economic life within the EU, and it is likely to grow significantly in the foreseeable future. 
	 Employment within the platform economy in the EU is so far relatively marginal in absolute terms. However, such employment is expected to grow significantly and rapidly over the next few years. 
	 Thus, while regulation concerning social protections for platform workers might not be considered urgent at the present time, it is likely to become more pressing in the not too distant future. One of our main conclusions is, accordingly, the need to address policy issues before they become urgent. Policy should be anticipatory rather than reactive. 
	 Technology, though central to the evolution of the platform economy, is not its only, or even its main, driver. 
	 Different legal and institutional arrangements across individual Member States have influenced, and continue to influence, the way in which the platform economy has developed. 
	 There is an important role for the state in ensuring optimal outcomes, whatever that may entail, to ensure that platform economy workers are not excluded from basic social protections. A number of potentially viable examples of good practice within Member States may form the basis of wider transposition to the EU level. 
	 The evidence on participation in platform work confirms its largely intermittent pattern, and evidence from expert interviews indicates a number of problems faced by workers. Furthermore, the nature of platform work creates particular challenges for social protection.
	 Our original survey demonstrates some of the real challenges of arranging and ensuring social protection for platform workers, the majority of whom undertake this work in addition to another job. Even so, a quarter of respondents gain more than half their personal income via platform work. 
	 There is a strong association between platform work and precarity more broadly. A key concern is that the more reliant a worker becomes on the platform economy for their personal income, the less likely they are to have a range of basic social protections. Only a small proportion of platform workers were found to pay into a pension. Those who are more financially dependent on platform work appeared to have greater difficulty in meeting monthly bills. Many types of social protection schemes (particularly those covering pregnancy/childcare, caring responsibilities and housing benefits) were not currently accessed by a majority of platform workers. Furthermore, when it is available, social protection is typically derived from the fact that workers have another job outside the platform economy. 
	 Our new typology, presented in Chapter 5, Policy Recommendations, gives an overview of the relationship between the extent to which workers are dependent on platform work – expressed as the proportion of income derived from platform work – set against access to social protections (high, medium or low). This typology can be used to map dependence on platform work and access to social protections – a descriptive, analytical tool.
	 This typology can also be viewed as a framework for establishing how social protection for platform workers (in specific contexts, Member States, or working for specific platforms) can be increased. If, as we suggest in our report, a goal is to increase social protection for platform workers, then, in typological terms, how can specific groups of workers be moved across the typology from columns on the right-hand side, where protection is low, towards the left-hand columns, where protections are higher? The actions required are likely to vary considerably from Member State to Member State. 
	 Good policy requires good evidence. This research has demonstrated the very considerable difficulties involved in estimating both the size of the platform economy, the scale of participation in paid work within it, and the social protection enjoyed, or not, by those in the platform economy.  
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	 Policy development should seek to foster the benefits and at the same time reduce the costs of employment opportunities in the platform economy. 
	 There is a strong case for legal reform. The exclusion of platform workers from a range of social protections is closely linked to the growth in the numbers of people excluded from legal classification as employees (or workers). 
	 Therefore, an important route to wider coverage of social protections is to address the framework of legal classifications surrounding the employment relationship, as well as novel variations upon traditional forms.
	 We recommend that the EU takes steps towards a review of existing legal frameworks, so as to recognise the extent of new social practices that have become established in recent years, in order to redress exclusions from social protections. 
	 The general approach should be to rectify problems created by the development of legal frameworks that work towards the exclusion of particular sections of employment, towards a framework of actions that ensure the inclusion of all those who need social protections. 
	 It may also be the case that existing instruments at EU level can be extended to encompass more explicitly those working in the platform economy. In the long term, this is likely to mean developing legal approaches that can encompass greater variety of work relations. 
	 More immediately, some more straightforward solutions should be sought to: reverse the burden of proof in determining employee status, so that it is incumbent upon employing entities to prove that persons carrying out paid work are not employees; ensure that enforcement of legal employment status is conducted by an independent authority (as is already the case in some Member States), rather than by piecemeal rulings from the courts; and provide full and easily accessible information to all workers, including those engaged in platform-mediated work, concerning their legal rights.  
	 Good policy requires good evidence. Steps should be taken at both EU and Member State levels to ensure that national statistical agencies develop appropriate measures of the platform economy.
	 Measures should be put in place to ensure that labour platform companies supply regulatory authorities with appropriate and sufficient information to inform policy development around social protection in this increasingly important area. 
	1. introduction
	Social protection of workers has a central place in the European Union. Social protection is enshrined in Article 3 of the Treaty of the European Union (TEU), which commits the EU to “promote social justice and protection”, and Article 9 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), which commits the EU to “the guarantee of adequate social protection”. While these treaties do not specify what form such provisions should take, Member States have developed a range of social protection schemes, with varying entitlements, which are considered in more detail below. The extent to which social protection schemes extend to workers employed on “new” and emerging types of employment contracts, is the subject of much debate. Provision of social protection schemes vary across Member States and across different forms of working arrangements. The rise of the “collaborative”, “platform” or “gig” economy has led to a renewed focus on the question of social protection for such workers. In March and June 2017, the European Parliament published an Opinion, followed by a Resolution on the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy, which highlighted the growth of the collaborative economy, and the importance of ensuring protection of workers engaged in this sector. It is the issue of social protection for workers operating in such economic circumstances that is the specific focus of this report. 
	Social protection varies somewhat across different Member States but, as a broad comparative framework, social protections can be said to cover the following areas: 
	 healthcare (costs)
	 sickness (benefits paid during sick leave)
	 maternity (costs and benefits) 
	 disability (benefits) 
	 old age (pension benefits) 
	 survivors (benefits)
	 employment injuries/accidents at work and occupational diseases (costs)
	 family (benefits) 
	 unemployment (benefits) 
	 guaranteed minimum resources (benefits) 
	 long-term care (costs)
	Across the EU, two broad models of social protection can be identified. The first, “Bismarckian” model is based on a social insurance approach, and is intended to “maintain workers’ income in case of social risks”. The second, “Beveridgean” model aims to provide “adequate, uniform income for all citizens in the case of certain risks”, and is intended to be universal. In practice, social protection systems commonly combine aspects of both models into a hybrid version, whereby some protections are universal while others are linked to employment status. 
	Attention has become focussed on social protections recently due to the widespread perception of growing gaps in coverage, associated with shifts away from the standard model of employment and the rise of insecure forms of work – problems that have been recognised by the European Commission. Work in the platform economy can be seen as a significant and growing example of these wider problems. The European Parliament has recognised that the platform economy creates new opportunities and new, flexible forms of work, particularly for the self-employed, but that these can result in precarities and gaps in protection. This report has been commissioned in order to better understand the nature and extent of those gaps, and to make recommendations for addressing them, as a contribution towards the development of policy in this area. 
	The platform economy – alternatively termed “sharing”, “collaborative” or “gig” economy – has grown rapidly over the last few years. It is estimated that the key components of the platform economy produced revenues of nearly €4bn and facilitated €28bn of transactions within Europe in 2015. Key sectors include transportation, accommodation, household services, professional services and finance. Employment in these areas has certainly increased, although exact figures remain elusive, and estimates vary considerably. It seems likely, though, that somewhere between one to five per cent of working-age adults in the EU have, at some time, engaged in paid work mediated via an online platform, although figures for individual Member States are likely to vary, with some having higher levels. Clearly, more research is needed to provide firm estimates of the workforce in different segments of this developing economy. 
	Opportunities for business and workers have been facilitated by ICT developments, and the availability of mobile devices. Yet, while many have heralded potentially positive consequences for workers, these are far from certain. Particular interest has centred on the legal status of workers that gain employment via platforms, with a number of ongoing cases highlighting the lack of clarity about whether such workers are employed or self-employed. As recently as November, 2017, a UK employment appeals tribunal ruled that Uber workers should be treated as workers rather than self-employed independent contractors; other cases are ongoing across Europe and the USA. Beyond their contract status, there are important questions about the experience of employment and access to rights and protection for workers in the platform economy. The rise of the platform economy creates opportunities for workers across Europe, operating under “new” and emerging contract forms, but it also poses challenges for social protection and working conditions of those that undertake it. This mix of opportunities and challenges have been recognised by the European Parliament, most recently in the Resolution on a European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy, yet the problems of developing suitable and appropriate policy remain unresolved. 
	Although many workers in the platform economy state that their motivation exceeds pure economics, reflecting the spirit of early open source and peer-to-peer production, a core policy challenge comes from the expansion of these forms of work. Some have argued that work in corporations should be reorganised using the platform model, so that that people can develop their full potential and creativity. However, at the same time, it is important that new forms of exploitation are prevented, and that adequate protection of those undertaking these forms of work is ensured.
	The regulation and social protection of those engaged in platform working is at different stages in different Member States, depending on, and taking into account, how in general employment, self-employment and other forms of work are regulated and protected nationally. There is also considerable unevenness concerning how, and to what extent, existing rights and protections are enforced.
	Regulation and social protection of platform work also depends on the strength of labour organisation in the offline economy, the extent of this form of work and the evaluation by labour unions and policy-makers about the risks of the platform economy. Some attempts to mobilise platform workers have been seen, using petitions and campaigns, Codes of Conduct, a FairCrowdWork label, a levy for qualification of crowdworkers for buyers, minimum pay for services on platforms, integrated taxation systems, and in some cases co-determination rights that regulate which platforms can be used for outsourcing labour, and more far-reaching reforms of both extending collective agreements to wider categories of workers than employees and social protection systems becoming more inclusive. 
	Social protection of platform workers remains varied, however, and creates challenges for policy makers, employers, and labour representatives alike. Challenges in understanding these issues are compounded by the lack of detailed data on workforce composition. For instance, it remains unclear whether and to what extent spells of work in online labour markets improve or hamper the likelihood of transition to standard secure employment – which, in turn, renders any proposals for enhancing social protection of workers uncertain. 
	Bearing in mind these considerations, the aim of this report is to describe the evolution of the platform economy in the EU and the impact of the platform economy on working conditions and social protection. The report also offers a comparison between the situation in the EU and the US. 
	The report draws on findings of background literature, documentary, interview and survey research conducted by the Centre for Employment Relations Innovation and Change (CERIC), at the University of Leeds. An analysis of the size and scope of the platform economy is offered, as well as an analysis of different conceptualisations of platform work. The report also examines the legal issues pertaining to platform work in the EU and the US. We report on qualitative analysis from 50 interviews with stakeholders with an interest/expertise in the platform economy across eight EU countries (Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain and the UK). Portraits of the labour market and the nature of the platform economy in each of the eight countries can be found in Annexe 1. The methodology used for the interviews, a list of respondents and the interview themes can be found in Annexes 2-4.   
	The report also analyses an original survey of platform economy workers, conducted between February and April 2017. The survey elicited 1,200 responses from workers on four online platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Clickworker, CrowdFlower and Microworkers. More detail on the survey methodology can be found in Annexe 2. 
	The remainder of the report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 looks at definitions and typologies of the platform economy, drawing on existing literature and our interview data, culminating in the presentation of a new typology of platform work. Chapter 3 looks at the nature of work in the platform economy, providing estimates of its scale, the benefits and risks of working in the platform economy, and the experience of work, including, crucially the experience of social protection. Here, we draw on our interview and survey data. The survey findings explore the experience of work, income and pay levels for platform economy workers, job quality (with comparisons made to other large scale surveys) and social protection. The chapter develops a new categorisation of three clusters of workers based on their dependence on platform working: Moderate Beneficiaries, Random Surfers and Platform Dependent Workers. Social protection levels vary markedly for workers in each of these clusters. Chapter 4 offers a legal analysis of the challenges of social protection for platform economy workers. Chapter 5 sets out conclusions and recommendations. Annexe 1 provides more detailed portraits of the labour market and of platform economy working in each of the eight countries studied.
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	KEY FINDINGS
	 Different definitions of the “collaborative”, “sharing”, “gig”, or “platform” economy lead to different conclusions about its size, and about the most important issues for policy-makers to address. 
	 Most interviewees found the term “collaborative economy” problematic. Consequently, the terms “platform economy” and “platform work” were preferred in this study. 
	 There is a severe shortage of reliable data on the size and growth of the platform economy. 
	 Nevertheless, platform work is presently a small but significant sector of employment that is widely expected to grow in the future. 
	 The role of platforms themselves is central to understanding platform work, which cannot be accurately characterised as simply a series of online labour markets. 
	 Discussions over definitions of the platform economy in the USA and EU were closely aligned, with the distinction between capital-intensive and labour-intensive platforms central.
	 There are considerable gaps in social protection for platform workers, despite significant variations across Member States. 
	 The classification of platform workers as self-employed means that many are excluded from protections that are available to other workers.  
	 Typologies of labour platforms and social protections show the full variety of platform work and the challenges involved in extending protections to include platform workers. 
	The first challenge facing research on the platform economy is definitional. As many have noted, a large number of different terms have been used to refer to the range of ways in which people can and do generate income from online activities. Commonly used terms include the “collaborative economy”, "gig economy", "sharing economy", "crowd work", "platform economy" or "platform capitalism" – but there are many more. To complicate matters further, these terms are often poorly defined. Authors often use similar terms to refer to quite different online (and offline) activities, and different terms to describe essentially similar activities. Furthermore, researchers have grouped together different selections of variously-defined terms into a considerable variety of typologies, adding further complexity. Not surprisingly, then, varied definitions and typologies present significant problems for researchers in this area. 
	This chapter therefore presents a discussion of various definitions of the online economy and argues for adopting neutral terminology; in particular, preferring the term “platform economy”. We will subsequently discuss the importance of understanding platforms as active shapers of the online economy, rather than as passive facilitators. Finally, we present a new typology which demonstrates the variety of online platforms currently involved in mediating paid work. 
	According to the Communication on the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy, from the European Commission (EC), the collaborative economy consists of "business models where activities are facilitated by online platforms that create an open marketplace for the temporary usage of goods or services often provided by private individuals". This definition is plainly capable of encompassing a very wide range of activities. Research that adopts this type of broad definition tends to include a highly varied – indeed, disparate – range of economic activities. For instance, one study included all of the following: 
	 Peer-to-peer accommodation: households sharing access to unused space in their home or renting out a holiday home to travellers 
	 Peer-to-peer transportation: individuals sharing a ride, car or parking space with others 
	 On-demand household services: freelancer marketplaces enabling households to access on-demand support with household tasks such as food delivery and DIY 
	 On-demand professional services: freelancer marketplaces enabling businesses to access on-demand support with skills such as administration, consultancy and accountancy 
	 Collaborative finance: individuals and businesses who invest, lend and borrow directly between each other, such as crowd-funding and peer-to-peer lending. 
	As the authors of the EC Communication note, this broad definition – under the title of the "collaborative economy" - is often used interchangeably with "sharing economy". Other terms that have been used in a similarly broad sense include "platform economy", "gig economy" and "on-demand" economy. Whichever terminology is used, however, broad brush definitions tend to encompass such varied types of activity as to obscure understanding of the activities themselves and the regulatory challenges they may pose. For instance, renting out a spare room, providing expert legal or medical advice, financing new businesses, and delivering pizza pose significantly different questions for policy-makers; yet, all are carried out within the broad "collaborative economy" definition. Consequently, "such a broad definition gives us very little to work with in terms of understanding the impact of this new economy on society". Moreover, if the variety of ways that people have devised to make money via online activity is already very great, the rapid evolution of technology combined with human inventiveness will only add to this variety in the future. Not surprisingly, then, researchers have tried to define more specifically the range of activities taking place within the broad spread of the collaborative economy; these approaches are discussed below. 
	Before moving on to discuss alternative approaches to conceptualising online economic activity, it is worth pausing to reflect upon the unavoidable normative aspect of many definitions of online activity. That is, the language we use influences the way we think about online economic activity, and consequently influences priorities for policy-making. Notably, terms such as “collaborative” and “sharing” carry very clear positive connotations, while "gig economy" typically carries significantly more negative overtones. 
	Often, the terminology used indicates broadly supportive or broadly critical approaches to these new forms of economic activity and work organisation. 
	Among supporters of the “platform economy”, for instance, the term “trust” is commonly used to describe a supposed benefit engendered by platform intermediation, which is seen as promoting trusting relations between strangers, particularly through the use of user-rating systems to establish “online reputations”. Claims for the spread of trust are often linked to notions of “sharing”. In reality, however, trust is not a unique feature of the platform economy; trust is fundamental to all market relations. Furthermore, from the point of view of platform workers, the importance of online reputations – most of which cannot be transferred from one platform to another – in giving access to more regular and better-paid jobs, leads to them being trapped in a relationship of dependence on that platform. Moreover, as critics have shown, these same online reputation systems are often subject to the same biases that exist in the offline world, resulting in clear discrimination; for instance, on the grounds of race or gender. Thus, even the seemingly obvious benefits of “trust” may, in the world of online platform work, conceal clear disadvantages for some of those involved. 
	Not surprisingly, then, our interviewees often expressed scepticism about the positive overtones associated with the term “collaborative” to describe these new forms of online economic activity. One told us:  
	“There's not much collaborative about Uber — it's a completely red-in-tooth-and-claw capitalist firm. Even Airbnb is transforming itself into something completely different from how it looked at the start” (Professional association representative, UK).
	Furthermore, many of our interviewees highlighted policy concerns relating to more negative aspects of work in the online economy; often seen as replicating problems encountered in other forms of insecure employment.
	Our evidence suggests that, for workers, the online economy brings both advantages and disadvantages. Consequently, there are distinct advantages in using neutral terminology for the purposes of analysis and policy-making. The advantages of such an approach were recognised by the European Parliament’s Committee on Employment and Social Affairs when it argued that the term platform economy provides the most "objective" description of these new developments. This approach has not yet, however, attained common parlance by the plenary of the European Parliament, which, in June 2017, adopted a Resolution couched almost entirely in terms of the “collaborative economy”. Nevertheless, for the reasons outlined above, in this study the terms "platform economy" and "platform work" will be adopted for the most part (see further discussion below). A key concern of our expert interviews, however, was to uncover how key actors understood the developing online working environment and what this meant in definitional terms: what, in other words, did experts perceive as the distinctive differences between the collaborative and platform economies? Accordingly, in what follows we start from a consideration of views on the collaborative economy, before focusing our attentions specifically on the platform economy and, significantly, platform work.  
	Not surprisingly, given the above discussion, our interviewees expressed a wide range of views about how the collaborative economy can – and should – be defined. Variation in approaches to this issue were not haphazard or accidental. For instance, differences often emerged between representatives of platforms or employers, and representatives of workers. Differences were also evident between countries, reflecting national debates and discourses, or differences in institutional and regulatory arrangements, or legal traditions. For example, debates in countries with a stronger tradition of co-operative business models often exhibited a different character from countries with a more free-market approach to economic development and regulation. Furthermore, as the research progressed, it became increasingly clear that many participants had in reality identified similar features in the development of the online economy, and common challenges for policy-makers, despite differences in the language used to express their views. 
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	A substantial minority of interviewees were unable to offer any definition at all of the collaborative economy. In a few cases, this was because participants did not seem to have given the matter very much thought. More common, though, was an unwillingness to offer a definition in the context of known and well understood difficulties. Indeed, explicit concern with definitional difficulties was very common among expert interviewees. For example, one of our researchers reported that an interviewee “makes quite a despairing face when I ask him to define the collaborative economy” (Interview with collaborative economy researcher, France). This evidence of uncertainty – even anguish – strongly supports the view outlined above concerning the real and serious problems posed by terminological difficulties in this area. 
	...via “broad definitions are useless”...
	Other participants drew a similar distinction, but used it to reject the term “collaborative economy” altogether – at least, as a workable analytical category: 
	“’Collaborative economy’ is a fairly useless term because you end up putting together all sorts of very different activities — peer-to-peer lending, lift-sharing, renting a room, buying and selling online, etc. It's just a mish-mash of economic activity which doesn't help very much, especially if you're looking at the world of work” (Professional association representative, UK).
	This rejection of the term is a normative judgement on the nature of work being undertaken in the collaborative economy, and implies a difference between the rhetoric of collaborative economy working and the realities, along a number of dimensions. 
	...to differentiating between commercial and non-commercial platforms
	It was notable that not one of our participants used the very broad(est) definitions of the collaborative economy outlined above (Section 2.1). An important underlying theme that emerged across the interviews was a basic distinction between non-commercial activities conducted via online platforms – which were commonly identified as collaborative or "sharing" – and those designed to make profits, whether for entrepreneurial individuals or for capitalist corporations. For many, the notion of a “collaborative” economy was strongly associated with “sharing”. As participant explained:
	“the whole term sharing economy or collaborative economy should be reserved for non-profit activities. Otherwise it is misleading, simply.” (Expert interview, Denmark)
	More explicitly, one participant defined the collaborative economy by sharply contrasting it with for-profit activities: 
	“I accept it [the collaborative economy] as sharing economy - providing free resources … In my opinion, this is the basis of the unwritten rule of sharing economy: that the owners of resources share these resources, not seeking financial benefits from this and seek only the costs covering the existence and maintenance of these resources” (founder of travel-sharing platform, Bulgaria). 
	Another respondent saw this genuinely sharing, collaborative activity as somewhat marginal to the growth of online economic activity. Asked to define the collaborative economy, this expert said: 
	“I see it as an economic platform mechanism which is not primarily transactional or commercial, but is to do with the sharing of resources. I think that's pretty small and it hasn't grown in anything like the way people thought it might … It turns out it's quite hard to build business models, and it's quite hard to scale up and hard to sustain” (Policy expert, UK).
	Thus, one useable distinction that emerged from our interviews – although at times expressed using differing terminology – concerned perceived differences between non-profit and for-profit activities. 
	The important point here is the terminology in use can be, and often is, applied in different ways to denote particular working practices and work organisation, to refer to business models, and/or to describe different contractual arrangements. This is ample evidence, then, of the extreme terminological uncertainty in this area. 
	Our findings also suggest that moves towards resolving these difficulties would be significantly beneficial. Fortunately, our interview evidence also suggested some potentially useful directions by which workable definitions might be arrived at.
	The gig economy, in contrast, was seen by many respondents as a means of dividing up forms of work and jobs – many of which were already existing – with the aim of reducing or removing transactions costs: 
	“It is the capacity to break down jobs into small parts and to remove the frictional costs involved in connecting the supply of labour and the demand for labour – obviously, that's huge and growing. And it's going to grow much, much bigger” (Policy Expert, UK)
	For another respondent, referring to the gig economy in Canada and the US, gig working, involving multiple clients, facilitated through online platforms, was seen to be synonymous with freelancing. By this definition, some arrangements classified as gig working were clearly closer to, and better characterised as, an employment relationship:  
	“With Uber, you have one client. At the very least, [working for] Uber is a "dependent contractor". It doesn't really fit within the gig economy, because the gig economy is about multiple clients.”  (Collaborative economy expert, Canada)
	Gig economy work was seen by many to comprise often poorly paid precarious jobs organized via internet platforms and apps, with little that was collaborative about it, and typically with a profit-centred motive around it. Indeed, some terms associated with the gig economy (for example the use of the term “Uberisation” in France) had distinctly pejorative connotations. For many of those interviewed, the collaborative economy was something much more diverse than these precarious arrangements, with respondents keen to highlight more equitable and protective models. Terms such as the “platform economy” were seen as more cross-cutting and generic, and perhaps better encompassing the span of activity involved. 
	Others viewed the platform economy in relation to previous, long-established working arrangements. In some cases, the platform economy and gig working were simply regarded as an extension of these traditional arrangements. “New” models could be seen, in part at least, as an attempt to avoid regulation associated with these traditional working forms. 
	“Gig economy, platform work, is largely a subset of self-employment. Some of the gig economy is pure self-employment, where people have a lot of control over their work. But, also, there's clearly quite a bit of it that occupies this very grey area between worker and self-employed. And it's expanding that middle group. The key questions, here, are about the degree of control that the platforms exert over individuals” (Professional association representative, UK). 
	Box 1: Comparing the US and the EU: definitions of the platform economy
	The role of platforms is important in understanding the operation of the online economy, but accounts vary somewhat in the priority they are given. Some accounts, especially those from economists, conceptualise the platform economy as a series of markets for the provision of services. From this perspective, for example, Uber is a marketplace, matching people who want to get from A to B and who are willing to pay someone to drive them, with people who have an under-used car and who are willing to drive someone from one location to another, and to receive a payment for doing so. There is a tendency, however, for accounts that emphasise the market aspect of the online economy to downplay the role of platforms in actively shaping that market; indeed, in some market-focussed accounts platforms scarcely feature at all. While there are undeniable market-like aspects to the activities of platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and Upwork – where, potentially, many thousands of people seeking to earn money bid to carry out paid tasks posted by thousands of people who want work done and are willing to pay for it – other platforms look very much like businesses designed to make money by offering a specific service. For instance, Uber provides a taxi service, Handy provides cleaning services, and MyHammer provides building trade services. Furthermore, as research for the US Congress noted, rather than simply mediating transactions, platforms exercise considerable control over them: typically, platforms collect commission on each transaction, and therefore "have a clear stake in attracting and retaining clients", which influences their behaviour in a number of ways; platforms also control the brand, and police this (to varying degrees) by operating mechanisms to select (and deselect) individuals operating under their brand; and platforms "control the client-provider relationship", commonly through the use of lengthy and detailed contracts prohibiting practices such as direct contact between clients and workers. Overall, "the platforms regulate the market". 
	There is a further issue that often clouds understanding of the platform economy; namely, the role of digitisation in the wider economy. It is sometimes assumed that the spread of digital technology is part of a wider shift in the global economy, whereby the site of profit production is shifting away from labour activities towards capital investment. Yet, despite much media hype around developments in computer technology, robotics, and artificial intelligence, the evidence suggests that the spread of digital technology is less significant than often assumed, and, in terms of the generation of profit, it has so far had only a marginal effect. Srnicek argues that whilst there are some notable examples of platforms that have enjoyed economic success, the sector as a whole faces considerable challenges, due to the tensions between the push to expand the data extraction capabilities of platforms on the one hand, and the dominant business logic of keeping platforms “lean”. Deriving a competitive advantage also becomes more and more challenging when the sector is built upon notions of collaboration and sharing. In reality, platform companies do bring some elements of a new business model and new ways of organising work, and as such present real challenges for policy makers. Platforms do not, however, represent a fundamental change from familiar patterns of corporate activity within a capitalist economy. 
	To add yet further complexity, yet another distinction made by some respondents related to the involvement of the platform (or intermediary) in contractual arrangements. This distinction was becoming particularly important in the legal cases and judgments that were being made in individual countries, and was pertinent to understanding risk-bearing and the potential for systems of social protection to be extended to platform workers. Some of these risks – particularly those which stem from the categorisation of platform economy participants as employees, workers or self-employed – have been recognised by the European Parliament in their recent Resolution. Respondents distinguished the continuing involvement of intermediaries in the online economy, from arrangements where platforms facilitated direct engagement between customer and worker. As one respondent noted:
	“From a worker’s point of view, there can be different ways of using the worker. The boundaries between self-employed and workers are blurring/shifting. It is a grey area of employment – not in the sense of grey zone/unregistered work – but we do not have in such cases precisely defined sides of labour relations. And that is why the worker is deprived of social protection and exposed to uncertainty. On the other hand, one of the elements of the collaborative economy is freedom and activity in the non-profit context – for instance, cooperation between individuals, mutual help – and that is highly appreciated by young people who do not think about the details, do not analyse the potential consequences” (Union representative, Poland).
	In other words, a number of our expert witnesses identified issues around the co-existence of both two-party and three-party, triangular relationships related to the context of platform employment. 
	Building on this observation, one respondent emphasised the difference between “pure” collaborative platforms (where the platform does not intervene to set prices etc.) and is “simply” an intermediary (albeit ones that provided an electronic service to allow users to meet and contact each other), and those that did act in the underlying contract. As a Spanish respondent argued:
	“If platforms do not provide the underlying service, it is difficult for them to be able, or to have to undertake obligations regarding such. That makes it senseless for those who fail to understand that concept to call for platforms, for example, to be taxed on revenue they receive from users for provision of the underlying services, when the only tax obligation of the platforms may refer to commissions they obtain for providing their electronic service, but not for something they do not provide, or charge, themselves” (Legal expert, Spain).  
	Thus, it can be seen that issues of definition around the nature of platforms carry implications for the design of appropriate regulatory arrangements; in particular, for the provision of social protections. 
	To sum up, then, findings from this research underline the problems associated with a lack of fixed definitions in this area. Furthermore, the variety of terminology in common use, and the divergent ways in which similar terms are used, cautions against any attempt to impose fixed definitions on particular terms. 
	Once attention is shifted to the platforms, many features of the "collaborative economy" look less like collaboration or sharing than might have been expected. For instance, viewed in this way, it seems difficult to describe Uber, currently valued at around $70 billion, as anything other than a global corporation. Similarly, Airbnb is currently valued at around $30 billion, and recently raised $1 billion funding in its bid to become "a full-service global travel company". In recognition of the, sometimes harsh, realities of work in this sector, many commentators have dropped use of terms such as "collaborative" and "sharing", in favour of "gig economy", or "crowd work", or even, in a recent study of online platform algorithms, "the taking economy". 
	An important, though presently underdeveloped, alternative to the corporate platform model is provided by the emergence of non-commercial, not-for-profit, cooperative and/or municipal platforms of various types. Although on a far smaller scale than their commercial counterparts, particular interest has been generated by the growth, or, in some countries, re-growth, of co-operative models of economic organisation, applied to the potential of new internet technologies. Elsewhere, municipal authorities have attempted to set up similar, non-profit platforms, seeking to promote employment opportunities, and to coordinate a variety of services, such as transport, and at city level. Cooperative and municipal style platforms seem to have greatest potential in organising activities that are location-specific, in part due to the role that municipal authorities play in regulating local service-provision. Nevertheless, despite a number of interesting experiments, considerable doubts remain over the capacity of such ventures to withstand commercial pressures from corporate platforms in the longer term. 
	Another respondent developed this view by means of an explicit contrast between a sharing, collaborative model and the activities of the global commercial platform, Uber: 
	“As far as I’ve read, Uber emerged as part of the sharing economy, giving the possibility for people who are traveling anyway in a given direction to take other passengers with them, without engaging them to devote additional time, without changing their route. At present, this has become distorted into taxi transport. And instead of somebody traveling from point A to point B and taking other passengers from point A to point B, he sits and waits to be hailed to travel from what could be point C to point D” (founder of Travel-Sharing platform, Bulgaria).
	Several other participants utilised the same contrast with Uber to illustrate their view of the collaborative economy as essentially a sharing-based, non-profit sphere of activity. For these respondents, there were few commonalities between the forms of work covered by these terms, apart from the fact that they both tend to use technology, apps and internet platforms to facilitate labour transactions. As one interviewee reported, 
	“Uber, for instance, is pure business, which is done through platforms, electronic platforms. Of course, it’s very different [from traditional business models], but I wouldn’t say it’s sharing. Because sharing implies, how should I say? It doesn’t imply payment. A favour means to do something to help somebody without expecting anything in return. Otherwise, it’s pure business” (trade union representative, Bulgaria). 
	Whether motivated by altruism or, as is more usual, pecuniary incentives, platforms are generally understood as forming one pole of a triangular relationship. As the EC Communication puts it, activity in the platform-mediated economy “involves three categories of actors: (i) service providers who share assets, resources, time and/or skills ...; (ii) users of these; and (iii) intermediaries that connect — via an online platform — providers with users and that facilitate transactions between them". These triangular relationships have been analysed in various ways. Some accounts focus on the nature of the “users” of online economy services, distinguishing, for instance, between “peer-to-peer” and “business-to-customer” activity. One of the difficulties of such an approach, however, is that platforms often facilitate transactions between individuals and companies in a variety of combinations, as both suppliers and purchasers of services. An important advantage of focussing instead upon the role of platforms as actors is that it enables distinctions to be drawn that help to disentangle such overlaps, and thereby to clarify key features of the complex variety of online economic activity discussed above. Most commonly, platforms have been distinguished on the basis of the types of activities that they mediate. In this way, researchers have developed a number of typologies of platform-mediated economic activity. 
	As will be seen, the sheer variety of platform work poses significant difficulties for policy-makers. Platform work varies very greatly, in terms of the different types of work carried out, the different labour markets involved, the extreme range of platform size and nature, and the levels of participation of platform workers. Therefore, a typological approach can be helpful for clarifying and prioritising the most important issues for consideration. However, this extreme variety creates further difficulties for the construction of a suitable typology, since the number of dimensions potentially involved would rapidly exceed the limits of practicality. Consequently, this section will discuss aspects of variation in platform work, with the aim of developing a typology suited to present purposes. 
	Perhaps the most fundamental and widely-used distinction made by researchers is between activities that involve people in selling or, more often, renting out property or possessions, and activities that involve people in doing paid work; that is, activities which are "capital-intensive" or "labour-intensive". When applied to the online platforms concerned in these activities, this approach distinguishes between "labour platforms" and "capital platforms". This basic distinction reflects important variation in the role played by labour within the overall, broadly defined platform economy discussed above. For researchers and policy-makers interested in social protections for workers in the platform economy, attention will necessarily focus primarily upon the labour platforms, and upon issues raised by the activities they mediate. 
	Researchers have further distinguished between platform-mediated work that is carried out or, at least, delivered online, and work that must be performed in person at the location where it is required. Platforms mediating the former include well-known examples such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, Upwork, and Clickworker. Examples of the latter include Uber, TaskRabbit, and MyHammer. Closely linked to this distinction, is a recognition of crucial differences in the workforces coordinated by these platforms. That is, online work can be carried out from any geographical location, requiring only an internet connection and a suitable device, whereas physical work requires the person doing it to be present in person where the work is required. As a result, people carrying out offline work operate in a local or possibly national labour market, while those working online potentially find themselves in a global labour market – with EU-based workers in direct competition with workers in low-paid markets in developing nations. The regulatory questions posed by this difference are clear: while physical work might well fall under national or EU regulations, what framework should apply to online work, where the person paying for the work, the person carrying it out, and the platform taking a commission, may well be located on different continents? 
	A third common distinction identifies differences between platforms based on the degree of skill required to perform the work they mediate. Thus, platforms such as AMT and Clickworker mediate low-skilled online work, whereas the work mediated by Upwork is more highly skilled. Once combined, these distinctions produce the online/offline, high-skill/low-skill typology that is widely used. There are a number of advantages to this basic typology. In the first place, the online/offline distinction helps to discern the relevant level at which regulation might apply – plainly, offline work is, at least in principle, far more amenable to local or national regulation. Differences in the level of skill required to perform the tasks available is likely, therefore, to influence differences in the levels of pay on different platforms.  However, the relationship of skill to the income of workers on these platforms is not as clear as might perhaps be expected, because pay is also considerably influenced by whether work is conducted in an online (global) or offline (local) labour market, and by the amount of work carried out (see below). As a result of these factors, although it is possible to distinguish between platforms on the basis of the level of skill required to carry out the types of work that they mediate, such distinctions are less useful when considering the provision of social protections, simply because they tell us little about the actual outcomes for workers. 
	Once attention shifts to a more detailed focus upon the platforms themselves, analysis tends to move away from market relations, towards the types of work that are mediated, and the way work is organised. For instance, some researchers have treated taxi services, delivery, and other types of driving work separately from other forms of physical, local work. Others have identified differences in the ways that payment levels are set on different platforms; most notably, distinguishing between platforms where prices are fixed in advance, those where workers bid competitively for work on the basis of price and those where prices are set in a formal competition style. Yet others have introduced distinctions between jobs where workers have a high degree of control over their work, as against workers who exert only a low degree of control. 
	Given the very great variety of labour platforms currently in operation, one option for constructing a typology is to introduce ever more distinctions and dimensions, in an attempt to capture that variety. Perhaps inevitably, some researchers have found the temptation to do so irresistible. The difficulty with this approach soon becomes clear – at what point should one stop adding dimensions? Additional distinctions quickly produce highly complex and unwieldy typologies, which may add little in the way of analytical value. Moreover, from an analytical point of view, given that it is not possible to include all possible dimensions, it can be difficult to justify the inclusion of some rather than others. Huws has illustrated the complexities involved in formulating a typology capable of encompassing the full range of different work arrangements mediated by online platforms: in addition to dimensions for “work mode” (online or offline), and “final client” (company or individual), Huws includes “professional status”, (comprising “high skill”, “manual” and “clerical”); “place of work” (“own home”, “office” and “public/other”); and employment status (employee or self-employed). Huws further points out that this list is not exhaustive. An obvious omission is pay (high-pay, low-pay, etc.), and some have devised typologies including this dimension. As Huws further notes, however, the high-pay–low-pay dimension excludes unpaid work, of which there can be considerable amounts on labour platforms, and also neglects the wide variety of ways in which payments are calculated and made. Moreover, as recent research has found, two key influences on pay levels in platform work are simply the level of participation and the availability of work. As a result, it is not possible to distinguish platforms on the basis of how much platform workers are paid. Thus, even the profusion of dimensions listed here do not fully encompass as basic a feature of work as how much people get paid. 
	In conclusion, therefore, it appears that two recommendations can be made that might contribute towards resolving the conceptual difficulties that have marked research in this area. The first is to recognise the advantages of adopting relatively neutral terminology for analytical purposes. The second is to recognise the difficulties entailed in designing a typology to captures the full variety of the online, platform-mediated economy, and consequently the benefits of constructing typologies according to specific requirements. This latter approach will be adopted here, with the proposal of a typology designed specifically to conceptualise key issues in the provision of social protections for platform workers, an aspect discussed below. 
	The discussion above suggests strongly that a general typology of platform work is not only very difficult to construct – given the extreme variety of economic activities involved – but is also unlikely to be helpful as a guide for policy-making. Consequently, a different approach will be adopted here, seeking to develop a typology for the specific purposes of conceptualising challenges around the provision of social protections for platform economy workers. As will be seen, these challenges are significant; not least due to the sheer variety exhibited by platforms in terms of the types of work that is carried out, the nature and location of the workforces they utilise and the balance of control within the triangular work relation that they mediate. 
	The typology proposed here addresses two key issues in the provision of social protections for platform economy workers. The first of these concerns the type of labour market in which work is carried out. As discussed above (Section 2.2), it is possible to distinguish between platforms which mediate offline work, which must be carried out in person, at the location where it is required, and platforms which mediate online work, which is carried out or delivered via an internet connection. The workforce of the former is likely to be located at local or, possibly, national level, while the latter is potentially global. It should be noted, though, that the presumed global nature of online platform labour markets is subject to an important proviso; namely, that the language used by the platform introduces some limits as to workforce location. Thus, a website that mediates online work, and which uses English, may well have access to a genuinely global pool of labour. Similarly, it is known that platforms based in Spain often have significant labour and client bases in South America. By contrast, it is likely that a platform for online work that uses, say, German or Italian, is likely to utilise a pool of labour located within the borders of Germany or Italy. Furthermore, access to certain global work platforms for non-native language speakers, is likely to be associated with higher levels of educational attainment, even if the work carried out does not itself require high levels of education. Clearly, then, policy-makers face considerable challenges in developing means by which appropriate social protections can be provided to workers across this spectrum of platform types and their diverse workforces. 
	The second key issue with important implications for the provision of social protections for platform workers concerns the degree of control which platforms exercise over the conduct of work and, conversely, the degree to which workers exercise autonomous control over their work. This is a crucial issue because control is an important element in the legal categorisation of employee. The legal status of employee (or worker) is the gateway to many important social protections. Currently, virtually all of those working via online platforms are classified as self-employed and, consequently, are excluded from such protections. The complex legal issues involved in the definition of employee status and contracts of employment are dealt with at length in Chapter 4 (below). In sociological terms, however, it is possible to identify a dimension along which platforms vary in the degree of control that they exert over those workers who carry out the work that the platform mediates. This dimension can be seen as a continuum. At one end, platforms may exercise a considerable degree of control over what tasks are performed, in what order, how they are performed and the equipment to be used. At the other end of the continuum, workers may autonomously decide what tasks they will do, how, and in what order. As will be seen, it is indeed possible to distinguish between platforms on this basis. 
	It is important to note, though, that although the legal notion of control is often utilised in definitions of formal employment, it is not the intention here to make a legal ruling as to the status of platform workers. Indeed, in formal terms, these workers are almost invariably categorised as self-employed or independent contractors (see Chapter 4 for details). Rather, the argument here is that despite the legal categorisation, in sociological terms, in the conditions of their work many platform workers appear more like traditional workers than they do like actual self-employed. This analysis can be used to support a normative argument in favour of efforts to revise legal definitions such that these workers are not excluded from the social protections that are available to workers in more traditional forms of employment. 
	Once combined, these two dimensions enable us to map work platforms in terms of their potential amenability to regulations instituted within the EU (whether at EU level or below), and in terms of the similarity of the work carried out through their mediation to traditional forms of working relationships. Figure 2.1 shows what such a mapping might look like. 
	Figure 1: Typological mapping of labour platforms
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	This chapter has explored some of the complexities involved in researching the platform economy, and the paid work carried out within it. In particular, we have argued that conceptual variety and the use of different definitions have important consequences for how the platform economy is understood, how its main features are characterised and, consequently, what are seen as the main priorities for policy development. In particular, we have presented strong grounds, found both in previous research and in our own expert interviews, for shifting the terms of analysis and debate away from one-sided conceptions that have dominated discussion in some areas. Terms such as “collaborative” or “sharing” capture only a relatively small aspect of the evolving platform-based economy, and give a misleading impression of its overall nature. There is, therefore, a clear case for adopting a more neutral term – such as platform economy – as we have done for this report. 
	The active role played by platforms, and the companies that run them, in developing this new sector of economic activity cannot be ignored or downplayed. As will be shown in what follows, efforts to secure social protections for platform workers, both now and in the future, depend upon grasping the role of platforms, the ways in which they mediate paid work, and the consequences of that mediation for those carrying out that work; namely, the paid platform workers themselves. Policy-makers also need to appreciate the variety of different types of platforms active in this sector, the great variety of different types of work that they mediate, and the different labour markets involved. The typology developed above represents one way of encompassing this variety, though it is not the only way. The next chapter develops our analysis by adding considerable empirical evidence to the conceptual discussion presented thus far. 
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	KEY FINDINGS
	 Estimates for the size of the platform economy vary widely. On a broad definition, up to one third of the adult population has participated in the platform economy in the EU and USA. 
	 Focussing on paid work, it is estimated that between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of the adult population of the EU has earned some income at some time in this way. 
	 It is widely expected that these numbers will increase significantly. 
	 Participation in platform work is uneven – most is intermittent, and only much smaller numbers depend on platform work for all of their income. 
	 Platform work presents opportunities for workers in terms of flexibility and ease of access, but downsides include loss of employment rights, low pay, (often) long hours, insecure employment, heightened power imbalances, lack of training, new or increased health and safety risks, continuing or increased discrimination, and loss of social protections. 
	 Most platform workers have another job or other source of income. Platform workers tend to be low paid, but with a few earning relatively good incomes. Workers in the platform economy tend to be younger and more highly educated than the wider population. 
	 A significant proportion of our survey respondents found platform work enjoyable. 
	 Many platform workers experience problems such as late payment, and jobs taking longer to complete than advertised. 
	 One quarter of our survey sample was financially dependent on platform work, and were significantly worse off than occasional platform workers.
	 Access to social protection schemes was very low, except for healthcare. Up to 70 per cent of respondents could not access protections such as maternity, childcare, and housing benefits. Lack of social protections was especially severe among lower paid, platform-dependent workers. 
	This chapter considers work in the platform economy in a more detailed empirical sense. An emerging research literature in the field provides insights into the nature of the platform economy, such as the extent of platform work and the factors driving its growth, and the experiences and demographic characteristics of platform workers. However, empirical research in this area is still at an early stage and remains underdeveloped. The chapter begins with a comprehensive review of previous literature on platform work, in order to frame our own research. We then build on this by presenting the findings of our own original survey of 1,200 platform workers across four well established platforms: Amazon Mechanical Turk; Clickworker; Crowdflower; and Microworkers. The survey findings shed light on the reasons why people engage in platform work, the time spent working via platforms, earnings, the level of economic dependence on platform work, and various measures of job quality and job satisfaction. A novel feature of the survey is the attention it pays to platform workers’ access to social protection schemes. Finally, the analysis identifies three different clusters of platform workers, differentiated by measures of dependence on platform working: ‘moderate beneficiaries’, ‘random surfers’ and ‘platform dependent workers’. The three clusters are then interrogated to ascertain the different experiences of each cluster with regard to platform working and the extent to which they are able to access a range of social protections. 
	A key area of difficulty for researching platform work is empirical: how can the platform economy be measured, and what are the most appropriate methods? In principle, empirical investigation of the platform economy should be very simple indeed – after all, online platforms collect enormous quantities of data concerning all aspects of the interactions they enable. However, platform companies have proved distinctly reluctant to divulge this information – an issue which researchers across the board view as in urgent need of redress by policy-makers (see Chapter 5: Recommendations). 
	In the absence of reliable data from the platforms themselves, researchers have adopted a diverse range of strategies to investigate the size and characteristics of work related to online economic activity, and to estimate its potential for growth. Despite important progress in empirical research (discussed below), numerous questions remain about the nature of the workforce in the platform economy, and consequently the appropriateness of social protections for these workers. 
	The biggest single problem facing anyone attempting to estimate the size and potential for growth of the platform economy is the lack of reliable information provided by the platforms themselves concerning the activity they mediate. Platforms are under little obligation to divulge information about the numbers of people participating in the paid work that they enable, the numbers and value of transactions, the amount of work carried out, or the amount of money earned by those carrying out that work. The European Parliament’s recent Resolution on a European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy pointed to the increased “traceability” of activities conducted via platforms, due to tax compliance and enforcement requirements. However, systematic, robust data on workforces, employment and registered users of platforms remains elusive. Many platforms display figures for numbers of registered users, but it is often unclear how these numbers translate into actual work carried out.  For example, evidence suggests that a significant number of people who register with a platform actually perform very little work, if any. Without doubt, then, empirical research on the scale and impact of work in the platform economy would be much easier if arrangements were in place that required platforms to divulge more information about their activities than they currently do. 
	In the absence of reliable data from the platforms, researchers have adopted a variety of research strategies to try and estimate the scale of participation in platform work. These attempts to estimate the scale of work in the platform economy have produced significantly different results. In part, these differences reflect the diversity of research methods adopted. A further source of variation derives from the problem of how to define the platform economy (as discussed in chapter 2). 
	Estimates based on official statistics face other difficulties. Problematically, most national statistical agencies do not collect data of this type. One exception comes from Canada, where, in October 2016, the official Labour Force Survey included a set of questions concerning both spending within and earnings from the platform economy. Focussing only on rental platforms (such as Airbnb and FlipKey) and “ride services” (such as Uber and Lyft), the survey estimated that some 9.5 per cent of the Canadian population had used such services, while 0.3 per cent had offered ride services and 0.2 per cent had offered accommodation. Clearly, these figures are small – though not insignificant – which is not surprising given the narrow focus on ride services. Taken alongside other evidence, which suggests that platform driving is less common than other forms of platform work, these figures are broadly in line with other findings (see below). It is to be hoped that national statistical agencies find ways to rectify these gaps in the statistical records. 
	Given the lack of official figures for platform work, researchers have sought to use proxies for these new forms of work organisation derived from administrative data. However, this approach has encountered further difficulties. A recent controversy from the USA illustrates the problem. In 2015, The Wall Street Journal ran articles questioning claims that platform work was increasing, on the basis that employment statistics showed no increase in self-employment, despite the common assumption that most people working in the platform economy would be classified as self-employed. In response, it was pointed out that official statistics also showed a notable decline in regular, 9-5 jobs, suggesting a growth of non-standard employment, which was assumed to include platform work. Furthermore, data from US cities where the platform economy was thought to be growing most rapidly – such as Los Angeles, Austin, and Orlando – did indeed show significant increases in self-employment, even though these did not show up in national figures. Research has also shown that people with multiple jobs are unlikely to declare them all, which would further reduce official estimates of platform work, which often comprises multiple, small pieces of work. Thus, official statistics are currently poorly equipped for capturing situations where "more and more workers exist simultaneously in multiple worker categories". 
	Interviewees in this study repeatedly expressed frustration with the lack of hard data. Whether policy-makers, researchers, platform representatives, trade unions, worker advocates or other stakeholders, time and again, interviewees told us that in their country firm data concerning the scale of participation in work via online platforms was not available. This evidence underlines the need for policy-makers to prioritise official research and data-gathering in this area. It seems increasingly incongruous that the sector of economic activity which is perhaps most strongly associated with the recent explosion of “big data” should itself be almost invisible in economic data. 
	Studies of platform economy work have produced very different estimates of the current scale. Utilising a very broad definition of the "on-demand" economy, the Burson-Marsteller survey estimated that 42 per cent of US adults had used at least one on-demand service, and 22 per cent had offered at least one – equivalent to 86.5 million US adults using and 45.3 million offering services in the on-demand economy. By any standard, these are very large numbers. However, the definition of "on-demand economy" adopted in this study included ride-sharing, accommodation sharing and rental, short-term car rental (car clubs), "platforms that connect people looking for a service", and "food or goods delivery". Adopting a similarly broad definition, the McKinsey Institute also found large numbers, estimating the combined "independent workforce" of the US and EU-15 to be some 162 million people. The definition adopted by the McKinsey Institute included workers on fixed term contracts of 12 months or less, people employed through temporary work agencies, and people who "sell goods or rent out assets such as spare rooms". Clearly, then, the use of very broad definitions leads to very large estimates for participation in varieties of platform-mediated work. 
	Utilising a much narrower definition, Katz and Krueger found that "about 0.5 percent of workers indicate that they are working through an online intermediary". This figure is evidently much lower than those in the studies cited above. However, Katz and Krueger utilised a rather complex research procedure, which depended on respondents first identifying themselves as doing a "main job or a secondary job [which involved] direct selling to customers", before asking whether respondents "identify customers" through an intermediary and, finally, whether they "identify customers through an online intermediary". These findings might identify people who carry out a lot of platform work, but probably under-estimate overall participation, since it is known that participation is often highly intermittent (see below). 
	The final US example adopted yet another definition, and yet another methodology. Researchers at the JPMorgan Chase Institute drew on data from anonymised information from some 28 million US bank accounts. This research found that, in September 2015, 1 per cent of these accounts received at least one payment from one of 30 online economy platforms – a figure which combined labour and capital platforms. Looking at labour platforms only, some 0.4 per cent received a payment that month. Over a three-year period, around 4 per cent of the sample received a payment from an online platform of some type, including 0.9 per cent from a labour platform. 
	Our interviewees gave similarly varied estimates of the size of the platform economy. For instance, interviewees from Canada, Spain and Germany described the platform economy as “really big”, or “huge”, while others were more cautious, describing a “small percentage of people working” (Platform company, Poland); a “very small” contribution to GDP (expert, Poland); a “highly marginal activity on the edge of the labour market” (Professional association, UK); “a marginal phenomenon” (government official, Germany); “it is still quite a small phenomenon” (union representative, Denmark). One interviewee told us: 
	“People get carried away with the idea that Uber is the future of work, but that’s only 25,000 workers in France out of 25 million” (Government representative, France). 
	Again, differences among interviewees concerning the scale of platform work reflect the different definitions in use. Thus, higher estimates for the scale of economic activity in this area often came from participants who employed a broad definition – including activities such as renting out accommodation, online buying and selling, and so on – whereas smaller estimates tended to come from participants whose focus was on levels of participation in paid work in the platform economy. That is, the larger estimates included capital platforms, while the lower estimates focussed on labour platforms. Nevertheless, the variation in estimates among the stakeholders we interviewed suggests that they have essentially been reduced to working from what are essentially “best guess” estimates as the basis for devising policy; plainly, a far from ideal situation for policy-making. Again, this evidence demonstrates the need for reliable data in this area. 
	More recently, researchers have used online survey methods to estimate participation in paid platform work. Online surveys in seven European countries (UK, Sweden, Germany, Austria, Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland), found that around 6-8 per cent of the sample carried out paid platform work at least once each month in UK, Sweden, Germany, and the Netherlands, with a higher proportion of 13–15 per cent doing so in Austria, Italy and Switzerland. This study also estimated that around 2.9 per cent of the working age population of these countries gained more than half of their income from platform work. 
	Using a somewhat larger sample, a more recent survey in the UK found that 4 per cent of respondents had engaged in paid platform work at least once in the previous 12 months. Although some uncertainties remain about the use of online surveys to investigate an online phenomenon, these methods appear to be producing reasonably consistent results, and have largely resolved problems of conflating platform work and other types of online economic activity. A critical next step for research would entail the application of these innovations in survey design to much larger, offline samples – in the type of survey traditionally deployed for compiling official, government-sponsored statistical data. Such an approach might well be capable of producing, at last, robust evidence of the scale of paid work in the platform economy. 
	In summary, estimates for the size of the platform economy vary considerably depending on the definition used and methodology applied. The largest estimates come from studies that adopt a broad definition and group together platform work with other activities, including buying, selling, and renting (via capital-intensive platforms), as well as forms of employment such as temporary agency work or fixed-term contracts – which are both more established and already covered by EU level regulations. For the purposes of this study, to examine issues of social protections among workers in the platform economy, it makes sense to focus on the activities mediated by labour platforms. On the basis of previous research, it seems likely that somewhere between 1 per cent and 5 per cent of the adult population in the EU has participated at some time in paid work in the platform economy. Participation is usually intermittent, with only a smaller proportion working in this way on a full-time or nearly full-time basis. Nevertheless, as will be shown in Chapter 3, the intermittent nature of much platform work should not be taken to mean that such sources of income are trivial for those undertaking them. 
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	Growth
	Consideration of the scale of work in the platform economy leads almost inevitably to questions about its potential for further growth. Here, there is a broad consensus among researchers that growth is likely; indeed, it is widely considered inevitable. Similarly, among our interviewees, there was little doubt that the platform economy would continue to grow significantly, and that the numbers of people working in the platform economy would likewise grow. Only a very small minority told us that they expected little or no growth. Consequently, while there was uncertainty among our interviewees concerning its present scale, the widespread expectation that activity in this area would increase significantly and rapidly was reflected in a similar broad consensus that developing appropriate regulatory arrangements is now a matter of some urgency. 
	The importance of wider labour market considerations is further underlined by a US study which, in a rare exception to the widespread assumption of continued growth, argues that growth of the online platform economy may already have peaked. Using bank account data, Farrell and Greig found that rates of growth of participation in the platform economy had slowed or even flatlined in recent years, and the authors saw this slowing as related to three main causes: declining monthly earnings for platform workers; high turnover in platform economy participation; and improvements in non-platform labour markets. However, as Farrell and Greig confirm, while participation in capital platforms appears to have decreased somewhat, participation in labour platforms has continued to grow, even despite some fall in earnings for individual platform workers. Indeed, continued growth means that, in a number of large US cities, participation in labour platforms appears to be developing into a significant source of employment, with participation rates of 0.5 per cent or more in New York, Phoenix, Dallas, San Diego, Denver, Chicago, and Miami, and 1 per cent or more in Los Angeles, San Jose, Atlanta, and San Francisco. Thus, while Farrell and Grieg have certainly demonstrated that employment in the platform economy will not grow automatically, and that growth may be uneven – even, cyclical – it is far from clear that it has peaked. 
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	There has been less analysis of the drivers of growth in the platform economy, and of employment within it. Very commonly, it is assumed that the decisive factor driving the growth of the platform economy is the development of digital and online technology. It has been recognised, though, that many of the largest platforms do not in fact make use of highly innovative technology; for instance, Uber’s technology is far from unique. Of course, technology is crucial in one respect; namely, that without high levels of internet connectivity the online platform economy is impossible. Consequently, our interviewees from countries where internet access is less developed – for instance, Bulgaria – expressed concerns that this was holding back development of online economic activity. In one of our most striking findings, while interviewees viewed technology as a facilitator of the platform economy, almost none of the experts interviewed saw technology as a key factor driving its growth. When it came to the actual drivers of the expansion of platform work, interviewees identified a range of non-technological factors, including the prevailing regulatory environment in the national economy, and broader economic and social conditions. This unexpected finding dovetails with the equally surprising finding of research attempting to estimate the scale of participation in platform work across seven European countries, which found paradoxical evidence of higher participation rates in countries with relatively less well-developed internet connectivity (Austria, Switzerland, Italy) than in countries with higher levels of internet access (UK, Sweden, Germany, Netherlands). Although the precise reasons for these differences need further investigation, the research authors suggest it indicates the importance of labour market factors over technical drivers; for instance, the prevalence of informal economic activity, and the importance of seasonal work such as agriculture and tourism.       
	Indeed, previous research has identified numerous factors influencing growth of the platform economy and platform work, and many of these were also mentioned by our interviewees. Some researchers have pointed to the huge influx of investment in the platform economy, often in the form of venture capital, as a key driver of growth. Decisions taken by companies also appear to be important, such as "the bypassing of traditional routes and regulatory procedures when procuring labour supply". Interviewees identified a range of business practices and company behaviours as playing a significant role in driving the growth of platform work. 
	Often, the key issue motivating companies to adopt platform-based forms of work organisation was seen as the availability of significant cost savings as a result of utilising labour provided by a workforce that is not directly employed. One interviewee described the growth of this form of insecure work within the logistics industry, where the huge growth of online shopping, expansion of home-delivery parcel services, and relentless cost-cutting by companies has driven wholesale shifts in the sector workforce from direct employment, towards the engagement of labour via a platform on a self-employment or independent contractor basis. In the UK, for instance, companies moving from a direct employment model to a self-employment model typically reduced their labour costs by 13 per cent through avoiding employers’ contributions towards National Insurance (social security payments), and by a further 12 per cent through avoiding the requirement to provide paid holidays under EU Working Time Regulations. Clearly, these figures represent considerable savings for companies, and were a significant driver of the growth of platform work. 
	Overall, many of our interviewees thought that tax arrangements in particular Member States gave financial incentives to companies to move away from direct employment towards a platform-based workforce. While some employer representatives we interviewed saw benefits for businesses in adopting this approach, others argued that the platform economy “should not be about reducing the costs of employment” (intermediary, Italy). Indeed, interviewees from employer organisations often reflected their members’ complaints that such practices place more responsible employers at an unfair disadvantage. Moreover, as interviewees also pointed out, this business model also reduces financial contributions to important social protection schemes. Thus, the question of tax policy, and wider business regulation, was seen by interviewees as an important factor in the growth of platform work, as well as its effects on wider employment practices and social protections. 
	Not surprisingly, a common theme from our interviews was the importance of wider labour market influences in driving the growth (or lack of growth) of platform work. Previous research has found some evidence that preferences among particular groups of workers – especially among higher occupational groups such as managers, professionals and technical workers – may play a role in driving the growth of platform work, possibly indicating a preference for "independent work" over traditional employment – a preference which, in itself, raises questions about the widely-perceived deterioration of jobs in standard employment. Moreover, it is also clear that at least a substantial minority of platform workers are participating in this form of employment due to a lack of alternatives in a context of financial insecurity. 
	Our interviewees shared the view found in much research that participation in platform work was very often supplementary in nature, used to top up income from other sources. This evidence suggests that if sufficient income was available elsewhere, workers would be less likely to participate in platform-mediated work. One of the main drivers of the growth of platform work appears, therefore, to be the relative shortage of adequate income from more traditional forms of employment. For instance, a participant in Denmark linked a low estimate for the scale of work in the platform economy to the availability elsewhere of more secure, better-paid work, with social protections. By contrast, interviewees from Poland and Bulgaria emphasised the prevalence of low-wage work in those countries as a factor encouraging the growth of this type of work. Indeed, many interviewees saw the growth of platform work as linked to the growth of low wage and precarious work more generally. 
	Moreover, what is clear from the research of Farrell and Greig mentioned above is that patterns of work in the platform economy are linked to wider labour market pressures and, consequently, to the influence of labour market policies. The implication, here, is that the potential for the growth of employment in the platform economy will be significantly constrained if conditions of platform-mediated work become less favourable than opportunities elsewhere. 
	Other influences on the growth (or otherwise) of employment in the platform economy were more closely linked to conditions within particular countries and, consequently, closer attention needs to be paid to the particular trajectories of development of platform economy working in individual countries. In Spain, for example, interviewees suggested that the growth of the platform economy has been particularly significant in tourism, where some of the biggest known platforms are to be found, and because of severe economic crisis following the global financial crash. The dynamics of the platform economy have also been significantly influenced by actions at a local and regional level, for example, in a number of city level legal cases involving BlaBlaCar, where judges have ruled that platforms are not themselves providing services. Interviewees also told us that the growth of the platform economy in Spain had been held back by the regulatory complexity surrounding self-employment – where the status of “freelancer” required individuals to pay a fixed fee each month, regardless of the amount of work carried out.  
	Participants from Bulgaria and Poland reported that an important driver of the growth of platform work was the prior existence of a significant “grey” economy, with a prevalence of undeclared work and earnings. Interviews emphasised elements of continuity between older habits of undeclared employment and new opportunities presented by online platforms for generating income outside of the formal taxation system. The potential for earning undeclared income was also mentioned as a driver of platform work by interviewees in Spain and Denmark. Other recent research has similarly highlighted links between the rise of the “gig” economy and the growth of bogus self-employment as a form of undeclared work. This research found evidence that increases in gig-type work was promoting the spread of undeclared work out of manual sectors where such practices have traditionally been more common, and that the spread of taxi-apps such as Uber was associated with a rise in bogus self-employment. 
	Of course, the presence of a grey economy and practices of undeclared or unregistered work are not only labour market matters. These issues concern policymakers and numerous other stakeholders in terms of missing revenues, and wider problems stemming from the lack of social protections which usually go hand in hand with this type of employment. Nevertheless, this evidence underlines the importance of taking into account factors influencing patterns of employment more generally in order to understand the growth of platform work. 
	In Bulgaria informal property rentals, especially of holiday homes, were identified as being already well-established before the advent of platforms such as Airbnb. Interviewees in Bulgaria also emphasised the significant presence of online ride-sharing arrangements, whether on a non-profit basis via Facebook groups (which, in total, comprise many thousands of participants), or by the more familiar global spread of Uber. The presence of large Uber operations in countries such as Poland, France, and the UK has led to significant public debate in those countries over its corporate and/or employment practices, and this was also reflected in more common references to the app by interviewees. In contrast, participants from countries where Uber’s operations have been restricted by regulatory arrangements tended to make fewer references, such as in Spain, Germany, or Denmark (where Uber announced its intention to close its operations during fieldwork for this research). Thus, variation in the accounts provided by our interviewees reflected, to a considerable extent, actual variations in the growth dynamics of platform-based economic activity between different Member States, and the particular conditions pertaining in each country. 
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	In summary, then, it seems likely that the numbers involved in platform work is likely to grow, although more research is needed to understand both its present scale, its uneven extent, and the rate at which growth can be expected. Further research would also be beneficial to gain a better understanding of both the general drivers of growth, and the interactions between them, as well as the influence of specific conditions within particular sectors and Member States. While we can realistically expect, then, that the numbers of platform workers across the EU will increase in the coming years, the next section discusses what is known about those people who are already working in this sector. 
	Previous studies have established a broad consensus concerning the advantages and disadvantages of working in the area. The main advantages for workers are flexibility (especially over hours of work) and ease of access (especially for online work carried out from home). The disadvantages include low pay, unpredictable and insufficient availability of work, insecurity of employment and lack of social protections. As the European Parliament has highlighted in its recent Resolution, balancing these advantages and disadvantages through an appropriate regulatory environment is particularly challenging.  There is a need for greater understanding of the factors that reinforce or alleviate these conditions, as well as their interactions, and considerable work remains to be done to identify appropriate policy responses that can enhance the advantages and alleviate the disadvantages. These policy responses will be addressed in the following section. However, it is important to base that discussion on a clear understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of this form of working. This section will set out the main findings from our interviewees concerning the benefits and costs of working in this area of economic activity. 
	Box 3: Comparing the US and the EU: costs and benefits of platform work 
	Previous research has suggested that workers in the platform economy are generally younger than average, although there is clear evidence that older and retired workers also participate. The gender split among workers in the platform economy is relatively even, although there is a tendency for the balance to shift somewhat towards men among those who do this type of work most often. Research also suggests that those who participate in online work in the platform economy are far more likely than average to hold a degree-level qualification. Once offline work is included, however, educational attainment levels are considerably closer to those of the general population. 
	Our survey results provided new evidence on the characteristics of platform economy workers, which were broadly in line with previous research. The majority of respondents were males (61%) and of white ethnic background (85%). The sample was comprised predominantly of young and middle age workers (over 60% of respondents were below 40 years of age). 
	In terms of educational attainment, over half of the sample was formed of those who attained a university degree (both first and second stages of tertiary education). And 23.8 per cent were currently pursuing a degree. There were a few workers in the sample who completed only upper secondary education, demonstrating a distinct polarisation within the platform economy. The sample was nearly equally split into married participants (and those living in civil partnership) and singles (involving separated couples and widowers) while 60.4 per cent of respondents had no children or other dependents. 
	Geographically, the sample was almost equally divided into three regions: USA, Western Europe (primarily UK, France and Germany) and the South of Europe (Spain, Italy, Greece). There was also a small group of Eastern European Countries (Poland, Bulgaria), comprising 8 per cent of the sample.
	Numerous studies have shown that a key benefit of work in the platform economy is the potential for flexible working arrangements. Many platform economy workers are able to work from home via an internet connection when other opportunities are either unavailable or when individuals are unable to work outside their home. For instance, this form of internet-based home-working may be attractive to people with caring responsibilities, poor health or disability. Indeed, one study of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers ("Turkers") in the USA reported, "[AMT] workers I have met include laid-off teachers, mobility-impaired professionals, military retirees, agoraphobic writers, under-supported college students, stay-at-home parents and even Malaysian programmers-in-training”. Work carried out offline but mediated by online platforms can also be fitted flexibly around other activities, including other work, or study. Evidence further suggests that around two thirds to three quarters of those who work in the platform economy like it, while around one quarter to one third do not. Moreover, this preference is strongly related to how much choice people have – that is, those who like it least are those who say they have no suitable alternatives.
	However, it seems that the benefits of flexibility are not evenly spread. According to the McKinsey Global Institute, almost one third of the "independent workforce" they identified were undertaking such work either reluctantly or because they were "financially strapped". This divide appears to reflect research on self-employment in general, which has grown in some areas. For instance, in the UK, recent growth in self-employment has been driven largely by relatively "privileged" workers – mid-career professionals, who have given up permanent, full-time employment, to exchange a modest decline in income (or none at all) for greater flexibility and better work-life balance. A proportion of these people subsequently seek clients for their services via online platforms. Although this evidence supports claims about the advantages of flexible, "gig" style working patterns, it also appears to suggest that at least some of the growth in platform-mediated working is being driven by the widely-documented deterioration of work in more traditional settings – afflicted by work-intensification, harsh performance management methods, stress, and the increasing intrusion of work into home life. Thus, the extent to which shifts towards platform-mediated forms of work can be seen as positive choices is open to question. 
	Figure 2: Reasons for working in the platform economy
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	The results of our survey, as presented in Figure 2, indicate a prevalence of personal reasons for participating in platform work, especially participants’ desire to work from home, rather than other plausible factors, such as a lack of alternatives in the labour market. However, few workers agreed with the statement that the platform economy provides the most adequate pay levels for the effort/time spent. Respondents indicated that working in the platform economy was a good source of additional income, agreeing at the same time that this type of work was somewhat enjoyable. 
	A key feature of platform work is the very considerable variation in the amount of time that people spend doing it. To some extent, this reflects the flexibility of platform work, as participants fit work around other activities. However, research also shows that many platform workers cannot get as much work as they would like. The lack of available work means that it is common for platform workers – especially those seeking online work – to spend long periods searching for work, in what effectively translates into many hours of unpaid labour; an aspect of platform work that has been characterised as a key inefficiency of online markets for work. As a result, platform workers are commonly under pressure to accept tasks for which they may be unqualified, or which they have to perform at anti-social hours.
	Furthermore, research shows that most workers in the platform economy use it to supplement income from other sources, especially if that income fluctuates. Previous research suggest that for between around one third and one half of platform workers, earnings from the platform economy contributed less than 10 per cent of their total personal income. Nevertheless, a substantial minority of platform workers earn more than half of their personal income in this way.
	Another common feature of platform work is very low rates of pay. Pay rates for platform work are usually below the level of equivalent work in more traditional forms of employment, and often below the hourly rate of any minimum wage arrangements. Evidence also suggests that workers in the platform economy make only very limited saving for pensions, if any – in common with low pension saving rates among the self-employed more generally. One reason for low pay is the lack of work opportunities previously mentioned, as time spent searching for work is unpaid. Another reason that applies especially to online work is that EU-based workers may find themselves in a global labour market, in direct competition with workers from low-wage economies in the developing world. Evidence seems to show that the insecurity of platform work, combined with the low rates of pay, contribute to what is now a well-documented feature of work in the platform economy, high rates of labour turnover. It also seems that quite large numbers of people try out platform work briefly, but do not go on to work regularly in this way. 
	Amongst our interviewees, there was widespread agreement that platform work has created positive opportunities for workers. This opinion was expressed, for example, by representatives of both employers’ and trade union organisations in Bulgaria, and a policy expert in the UK. These basic advantages for workers – flexibility and ease of access – came up in the interviews time and again, across all our case study countries. At the same time, however, there was also broad agreement that, the advantages for platform workers were very limited. Overall, then, there was a broad consensus among interviewees concerning the balance of advantages and disadvantages of platform work for those doing it. 
	For instance, interviewees usually expressed shared concerns about low rates of pay for platform work, especially in online work, where workers in the EU often find themselves in direct competition with workers in low wage economies in the developing world. This view was spread across our panel of interviewees, from the UK to Bulgaria. Despite this broad agreement about the problem of low rates of pay, respondents from countries with relatively higher levels of unemployment, such as Italy and Spain, nevertheless saw advantages in the opportunities provided for platform work for workers to earn extra income.
	A further aspect of platform work mentioned by a number of respondents was the requirement for workers to be available more or less around the clock. Again, this was especially seen as a problem in online work, where clients could be in a different time zone from the workers – or even on another continent – but those workers would nevertheless be required to undertake work according to the demands of the client, regardless of the time of day or night. Despite the appearance of flexibility in choosing their hours of work, the demands of economic reality meant that, in practice, platform workers were subject to significant controls, which they must comply with in order to earn an income from their work.
	Our survey provided further evidence on the advantages and disadvantages of platform work, as detailed in Figure 3. When asked about the contribution of platform work to their lives nearly 70 per cent of respondents indicated a positive impact on their individual income. However, only about 30 per cent of workers said that working in the platform economy improved their standard of living. Any perceived negative effect of the platform economy on standards of living and income was very weak. 
	Looking at income, the platform economy was not the major contributing factor to individual income. Survey respondents reported that platform work contributed to a median share of personal earnings of 15 per cent (10 per cent in relation to the household income). This is not to say, however, that the sample did not contain any people who acquired most of their earnings from platform work. 
	Figure 3: Perceived benefits of platform work for workers
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	For almost 60 per cent of respondents working in the platform economy was part of a daily, or almost daily, work routine. Average weekly working hours were relatively high for the type of the labour market in question (23 hours), with the median hourly pay being six US dollars per hour while the median lowest accepted pay was three US dollars per hour. 
	Working hours in the platform economy seemed to fit well with respondents’ family and social commitments (nearly 88% of workers responded “very well” and “well” to the respective question), but respondents generally wanted to work longer hours through the platform economy (the average desired level stood at 31 hours per week). 
	According to income data, we split workers in the survey into four groups in line with their financial dependence on platform working: low level of dependence (platform working makes up less than 25% of personal earnings); medium (between 26 and 49%); high (50 to 69%) and heavy (more than 70% of individual income comes from the platform economy). The distribution of workers across these groups is reported in Figure 4. Most workers got their income from sources other than the platform economy (62%), a figure that accords with existing assumptions about the population of workers in the platform economy. 
	The proportion of those who were financially dependent on the platform economy is noticeable though, as a quarter (25%) of the sample got more than half (50%) of their personal earnings through completing online micro tasks.
	Figure 4: Financial dependence on platform work
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	It is also worth noting that 68 per cent of respondents had one or multiple other jobs outside of the platform economy. Of those, 60 per cent were in full-time employment and nearly half had a contract of unlimited duration (the share of self-employment was around 14 per cent). 
	We also compared weekly hours, median pay, personal and household income data for platform workers against nationally representative OECD figures for the countries covered by our survey (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK and USA). Weekly hours were compared with the average working week, while median pay was compared with the statutory minimum wage in each country, with the exception of Italy where minimum pay standards are set solely through collective agreements. Personal annual income and household income were compared with the median OECD figures for 2016, the most recent national statistics available. 
	Figure 5 reports these comparisons (in percentages to the platform economy data). Taking hours of work first (and reporting just those hours spent on platform work), figures on hours worked are lower than national averages. This is unsurprising given that 68 per cent of respondents had a job outside of the platform economy.  
	There is a striking gap between median pay levels in the platform economy and statutory minimum rates across almost all countries. In France, median pay in the platform economy was 54.1 per cent lower than the national hourly minimum wage, the highest observed gap followed closely by the UK (46.8 per cent). The situation with minimum pay standards was considerably better in Germany, where workers in the platform economy were paid on average 29.3 per cent less than the statutory minimum wage. In Spain, the difference was only 9.1 per cent, with the US being the example of the platform economy with pay levels closest to the national minimum wage. It should be noted though that in countries like France and Germany collective agreements often set minimum wage levels significantly above the national threshold, while in the USA minimum pay levels vary across the states and are different from the national minimum wage. 
	Figure 5: Cross-country comparisons 
	In terms of personal and household income, respondents generally earned less than the respective national median, with the exception of Spain, where those performing platform work were better off both in terms of individual and gross median household income. UK respondents were in a better position with regard to household income only. 
	Numerous concerns have also been raised over working conditions in the platform economy. Anecdotal evidence and journalistic accounts point to widespread problems with non-payment of wages, poor administrative and organisational arrangements, lack of training, discriminatory practices, and lack of attention to occupational health and safety, professional liability and insurance, and other regulatory issues. Research has also looked at working conditions on platforms such as AMT, CrowdFlower and Upwork, which suggests that a substantial number of workers habitually work for very long periods, often at unsocial hours or at night, according to when work is available. Generally, though, working conditions – and, much else about the working lives – of platform workers remains significantly under-researched. 
	Among our expert interviewees, there was a general acceptance that many platform jobs would be likely to be at the bottom end of the labour market. While some interviewees took the view that “any kind of employment [is] better than no employment”, others were more sceptical. One told us that labour platforms had “demeaned the whole basis of work … For years, we've talked about the race to the bottom — well, now, it's arrived” (Expert interview, UK).  
	In this context, respondents recognised the difficulty of devising appropriate regulation. Representatives of employers, as well as unions, recognised the difficulties of regulating platforms, but nevertheless saw a need for some form of regulation to protect platform workers against bad employment practices, poor working conditions and job insecurity, something that has also been recognised by the European Parliament. Many of our interviewees were particularly concerned about the growth of self-employment, of which platform work was seen to be a significant and growing component. Here, interviewees often saw the advantages of self-employment in terms of flexibility as somewhat overshadowed by disadvantages in terms of living standards, earnings inequalities, in-work poverty and social polarisation. Once more, then, evidence from our panel of interviewees broadly coincided with previous research. 
	Respondents to our survey reported mixed experiences of working in the platform economy. Between one third and one half reported delayed, reduced or non-payment of fees “sometimes” or more often (Figure 6). Fewer reported “aggressive communication”. Indeed, the figures, here, are similar to those experienced in employment more widely. But many more reported the experience of needing more time to complete a task than specified by a client. 
	Turning to the quality of work, evidence from our survey found mixed results. While there were relatively high levels of satisfaction with the work itself, variety of tasks, and, especially, time flexibility, workers report much lower levels of satisfaction with career prospects, pay levels, and job security (Figure 7) – although, these latter figures are similar to levels of dissatisfaction with prospects for career advancement found in wider representative surveys such as the European Working Conditions Survey. 
	Figure 6: Experience of unscrupulous employers
	Figure 7: Job satisfaction 
	Figure 8: Attributes of job quality
	Survey respondents also reported the repetitive, routine nature of tasks, counterbalanced to some extent by opportunities to learn new skills and to use existing knowledge and skills. However, platform workers were far less likely to report the availability of such opportunities (20% to 25% less) compared to respondents across other EU wide surveys.
	Respondents did report some feelings of being deprived of essential employment rights, to some degree, but this did not extend to social rights such as education, benefits and medical care. Nor did respondents feel particularly insecure and stressed (Figure 8).
	Working in the platform economy, according to our respondents, was also not associated with high levels of stress or emotional disturbance, except for a general feeling of worry (see Figures 9 and 10). 
	Figure 9: Work stress
	Figure 10: Emotional wellbeing 
	One of the widely-promoted features of the platform economy, namely work autonomy, appears to have been exaggerated, as shown in Figure 11. In reality, workers have very limited influence over the variety of work and tasks themselves whereas the only serious influence they can exert is over the intensity of work. 
	Figure 11: Job autonomy
	Perhaps the most complex and disputed issue investigated by our research was the question of what social protections are appropriate for workers in the platform economy, and how any such protections might be arranged. 
	In terms of access to social protections, the main issue for those working in the platform economy was that the legal status of platform was usually construed as self-employed, rather than as worker or employee. As a result, those working in this area find themselves placed outside of a range of social protections for which the gateway is formal employee (or worker) status. As one respondent put it: 
	“Up to now only employees were considered by law as vulnerable who would need protection. Most self-employed though are not protected against the usual risks of a working life. Half of self-employed in Germany have no old age security and don't pay any contributions in any kind of pension scheme. Many don't have a health insurance either which is supposed to be compulsory. The lack of social security for self-employed is not a new phenomenon but it has gained more public attention with the digital economy and crowd working” (union representative, Germany). 
	Thus, the growth of platform work is reproducing gaps in the coverage of social protections for the self-employed, which have already been recognised as a growing problem across employment more generally.
	Moreover, our interviewees saw the issue of social protections not only as a problem for the individuals concerned, but as a potentially significant financial burden for wider society if left unresolved. Interviewees from several countries emphasised the long-term problems created if large numbers of younger workers enter upon a career typified by forms of insecure employment, or working under self-employed classification, and as a result fail to make sufficient contributions to old age pensions or other social protection arrangements. Social protections were seen by such respondents not simply as protections for the individual that are provided socially, but, in an important sense, as protection for society.  
	It is sometimes argued that provision for social protections for such workers is unnecessary, on the grounds that – so it is claimed – most platform workers have another job, which will secure them access to social protection schemes without the need for any revision to existing arrangements. This is the so-called “pin money” argument, which was once used to describe the lower earnings of women workers, and that is now used to justify low pay and lack of social protections for platform workers. There are two clear problems with this approach. First, as we showed above, around a quarter of the platform workers we surveyed were in fact financially dependent upon platform work. It can be presumed that many of these did not have another “main job” from which they derived access to social protections. The second problem is that the pin money view of social protections makes the assumption that, for those platform workers who do have another source of income, this comes from a job of the standard employment model – since legally framed employee status is often the gateway to social protection schemes. As will be shown below, however, our survey findings suggest that, for a significant number of platform workers, their other source(s) of income may well be other forms of insecure, non-standard employment. Further, interviewees from a leading work platform expressed the view that in areas such as taxi-type driving work, where regulatory requirements such as public vehicle licencing place a premium on drivers committing to long periods of driving, then engagement in platform driving work makes it less likely that such insecure workers will have an alternative, secure form of employment. Consequently, the expectation of further growth in platform work, alongside the continued growth of other forms of non-standard work, means that ensuring social protections for platform workers is of increasing importance. In this context, the pin money argument should be set aside for platform work, as it was previously for women’s employment.
	Reflecting these new realities, there was considerable agreement among our interviewees that a lack of effective social protection is a significant downside of platform work, and that forms of platform work generate insecurities because of the lack of a direct link between this work, payments into social security systems and protections. These findings support the view expressed by the European Commission to the effect that problems in social protection coverage for platform workers may discourage participation and thereby unduly restrict the potential for growth of this important new sector. 
	Our survey provided more direct evidence of the experience of access to social protection and the perceptions of those working in the platform economy towards protection.  As Figure 12 shows, platform workers did not, on average, feel worried about losing their main source of income in the next 6 months, but respondents expressed some concerns with regard to the chances of finding similarly paid tasks to the ones they do through the platform economy. Around a third (33.3%) of platform workers feared losing their job, a level that was comparatively high when compared to workers in more traditional sectors of the economy; for example, just 16 per cent of workers in the 2015 EWCS reported that they feared losing their job. 
	Figure 12: Job security
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	Building on the bank of questions about employment and financial circumstances, the survey inquired into the host of issues associated with the social protection of workers in the platform economy. One of the key findings was that a significant proportion of respondents had been unemployed in the past 5 years (see Figure 13). 
	Figure 13: Unemployment (duration)
	For three in ten platform workers spells of unemployment had been of quite long duration, with 8 per cent reporting that they had been unemployed for between seven and 12 months and 22 per cent reporting that they had been unemployed for more than one year. This stands in stark contrast when compared with the 5.8 per cent average unemployment rate among the OECD countries as of July 2017.
	Strikingly, only just over a third (35.5%) of platform workers were currently paying into a personal pension, a worryingly low proportion given the average age of respondents. At the same time, on average, workers in the platform economy were not behind on making compulsory payments (e.g. bills, mortgage payments etc.), as shown in Figure 14.
	Figure 14: Being late making compulsory payments (average)
	Respondents were asked whether they had access to a host of social protection schemes along a spectrum, from healthcare insurance through to protection against unemployment and housing benefits. Figure 15 reports the share of respondents who had access to the broader types of social protection schemes: workplace based, private and state funded. Apart from healthcare (and to an extent sickness benefits), which are more widely available to respondents, other types of social protection schemes were not accessible by those working in the platform economy. The least protection related to schemes that cover pregnancy/childcare, caring responsibilities and housing benefits. These schemes were reported as not available for nearly 70 per cent of platform work respondents. 
	Figure 15: Access to social protection schemes
	Once more, these findings accord with previous research. It is clear that platform workers share with other forms of non-standard workers a considerable risk that they will fall outside the scope of important social protections. Recently, the European Commission has begun consultations over the best way to close such gaps, though, as of yet, clear policy recommendations seem some way off.  
	This section looks at subgroups (clusters) of workers within our survey sample, and distinguishes between those who rely on platform work from those whose income derived mainly from other sources. The analysis is based on a number of indicators: 
	 Current employment status - whether respondents had jobs (one or more) outside the platform economy.
	 Unemployment – whether respondents had experienced either short (less than six months) or long (over six months) spells of unemployment in the past five years.
	 Reliance on platform work - contribution (as a %) to personal income.
	 Financial security - whether participants covered essential domestic payments easily or with difficulty.
	Using Latent Class Analysis (LCA), a technique that recovers statistically independent clusters from the population in question, three clusters of workers were identified: 
	 moderate beneficiaries (37.3% of our sample)
	 random surfers (38.2% cent)
	 platform-dependent workers (24.5%)
	A detailed description of these clusters is provided below. 
	Moderate beneficiaries
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	This cluster (see Figure 16), which accounted for 37 per cent of our sample, is composed of workers who had jobs outside the platform economy. While there is a high probability that these workers had been unemployed for less than six months over the past five years, they ordinarily encountered no difficulties in making essential domestic payments. The level of earnings generated through platform working for moderate beneficiaries was low, as there was only a 3.5 per cent chance that workers in this cluster earned more than 70 per cent of their income from the platform economy. The cluster of moderate beneficiaries exemplified a group of workers who used the platform economy infrequently, perhaps as a reliable source of an additional income, but whom were not reliant on it. Whereas in the past they may have experienced difficult times, with a 53.1 per cent chance of short-term unemployment (not shown in Figure 16), these workers gained some benefits from the platform economy.  
	Figure 16: Moderate beneficiaries cluster
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	Random surfers 
	722BRandom surfers
	The main differences between this cluster (Figure 17) and the moderate beneficiaries were found in their higher probability of previous long-term unemployment (80.6 per cent – not shown in Figure 17), and their lower financial dependence on platform work. Nearly nine out of every ten (89.5%) of random surfers earned less than a quarter of their income from this source, with only 1.9 per cent deriving 70 per cent or more of their income from platform work. Nearly all (95%) of these workers had another job, compared to 76.2 per cent of moderate beneficiaries, and they were therefore less dependent upon platform working for their income. Like the moderate beneficiaries, random surfers seldom experienced problems making domestic payments. This cluster thus encompassed workers who were relatively independent from the platform economy and seldom reliant on micro tasks for additional income. Random surfers made up 38 per cent of our sample.
	Figure 17: Random surfers cluster
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	Platform-dependent workers
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	Platform-dependent workers (Figure 18) accounted for a quarter of our sample and they derived a larger share of their income (above 70 per cent) from platform work. They were heavily reliant on platform work as their main source of income. Platform-dependent workers usually had no other form of employment, although they were also unlikely to have experienced periods of unemployment. Platform-dependent workers also had significantly more difficulty in making essential domestic payments than those in the two other clusters. 
	Figure 18: Platform-dependent workers cluster
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	Having identified these clusters of workers, differences in average annual income, job quality and access to the social protection schemes were estimated. The data demonstrated a strong association between personal income and workers’ reliance on the platform economy, with platform-dependent workers on average worse off than moderate beneficiaries and random surfers. This tendency held for both personal income (Figure 19) and household income (Figure 20). 
	While differences between the clusters in relation to income were evidently significant, we carried out further analysis to identify factors that might explain such a striking gap. Linear regression analysis was performed to account for between country variation in average income levels and differences in demographics between respondents (gender, age and education were included in the regression equation as control variables alongside country fixed effects). Figure 21 draws on raw regression estimates, reporting differences between average scores for platform-dependent workers from those of moderate beneficiaries and random surfers. Platform-dependent workers were, on average, 43 per cent worse off than moderate beneficiaries and 62 per cent worse off that random surfers in terms of net personal income, a difference that was statistically significant. Differences in household income were narrower, at 12.7 per cent and 29.3 per cent respectively, with only the latter being statistically significant. Between-cluster variation in job satisfaction, work autonomy and job stress was moderate. Platform-dependent workers were 4.4 per cent less satisfied with jobs conducted via platforms than random surfers, but reported greater autonomy in terms of the tasks conducted than did moderate beneficiaries (both effects were statistically significant). On average, platform-dependent workers were significantly less stressed than random surfers (a 6% gap). 
	Figure 19:  Personal earnings by cluster
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	Figure 20: Household earnings by cluster
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	Figure 21: Regression estimates relative to platform-dependent workers (income, job satisfaction, work autonomy and stress)
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	Clusters were also compared in terms of average access to social protection schemes. Using multiple regression with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), we compared the number of social protection schemes to which the different clusters had access. Out of eight schemes, we found that, on average, platform-dependent workers had access to 0.8 fewer schemes than moderate beneficiaries, and 1.3 fewer than random surfers. 
	Although these findings show clear differences in the levels of social protections available to occasional platform workers, as compared with more dependent platform workers, at first sight, these findings might nevertheless be considered surprising. The figures in Figure 22, together with the OLS calculations, show that workers who were relatively heavily dependent on platform work were only marginally disadvantaged in terms of access to social protections, compared with occasional platform workers. This is surprising because, as shown in Figures 16 and 17, the less dependent, occasional platform workers were much more likely to have another job, which might usually be expected to give much greater access to social protection. Previous research shows, for instance, that full-time, permanent employees almost universally have access to unemployment and sickness benefit.
	Figure 22: No access to social protection schemes by cluster
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	It is therefore notable that, as Figure 22 shows, the cluster in our survey that was most likely to have another form of employment and source of income, were also significantly at risk of not having access to either unemployment benefit (61.2%) or sickness benefit (46.1%). This suggests that although a considerable proportion of our survey respondents had other employment in addition to platform work, those other jobs were not of the type that gave access to social protections. It seems likely, therefore, that, for many of our respondents, the “other job” was another insecure, precarious, non-standard form of employment. This finding supports previous research that has found that platform workers often do not have employee status from another job. Similarly, research on self-employment in the EU indicates that among self-employed persons with another job, this other job is often not of the standard employment model. Taken together, these findings underline concerns that the growth of platform work overlaps significantly with the spread of other forms of insecure work. As a result, it is difficult if not impossible to sharply distinguish platform workers as a separate and discreet fraction of the labour market. Rather, our findings match those of other research in suggesting that the platform workforce is emerging as part of a wider group of mainly young workers, who are piecing together a living from a number of sources – and, it now appears, with relatively little coverage of the social protections enjoyed by other workers. This is an issue that we consider and tackle in our recommendations. 
	Conclusion 
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	In this chapter, we developed our analysis by turning to empirical matters. We began by discussing previous research, and subsequently added a considerable amount of new empirical evidence from our own investigations. Our discussion of previous research showed that, while more research is required, there are nevertheless good grounds already for believing that participation in platform work constitutes a significant, if relatively small, sector of paid work in the EU. Previous research has suggested that platform work is often unevenly distributed, and our evidence supports that view. The reasons for this unevenness in our case study countries lie in particular circumstances pertaining in different Member States. Nevertheless, we also showed that challenges to the provision of social protections for platform workers exist across all the Member States we studied. 
	Once more, our evidence supports conclusions from previous research. Our findings support the view that many platform workers engage in platform work as a secondary source of income, additional to income from another job. Furthermore, we identified a significant minority of platform workers for whom platform work represents their main or only source of income. This group were also poorer than other platform workers, and less likely to have access to social protections. Moreover, our survey also produced somewhat surprising evidence that even those who engage in platform work much less often, nevertheless also lack access to a number of important social protections. These findings suggest that platform workers who also have another source of income may well be insecurely employed in that other job as well. As a result, it cannot be assumed that occasional platform workers are securely employed, and only engage in platform work for a little extra “pin money”. Rather, the picture that emerges from our research, is one in which platform work shades into a wider landscape of insecure work, low pay, and lack of social protections. The next chapter further develops our analysis by addressing important legal issues in the provision of social protections for different categories of workers. 
	4. LEGAL issues in the social Protection of platform workers
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	KEY FINDINGS
	 The key legal issue affecting the degree of social protections for platform workers is that they are likely to be categorised as self-employed contractors rather than employees or workers. 
	 Legal issues arise at both national and EU levels. Forms and scope of protections vary considerably across Member States.
	 The very significant variation in platform work and working arrangements means that general statements are extremely difficult to make. 
	 The CJEU has ruled that there is no one definition of what constitutes a “worker”. Instead, the CJEU applies a spectrum of tests, which makes the legal basis of access to social protections for platform workers a matter of legal complexity. 
	 Solutions for this complexity may be identified at a number of levels, and do not depend solely on legal employment status.  
	 A connected issue is the presence of legal barriers to the collective negotiation of terms and conditions in some national contexts. 
	A central question raised by the emergence of platform work is whether the individual performing such work falls within the scope of social protections. As noted above, despite variation across Member States, it remains the case that many social protections within the EU are only accessible to those who meet a legal definition of “employee” (or, sometimes, “worker”). In other words, the legal definition of employee or dependent worker forms a gateway to social protection. Insofar as platform work departs from a standard model of employment, its emergence raises important questions about the extent to which social protections are accessible to those engaged in it. The key issue for platform workers is that they are likely to be categorised as “self-employed” contractors rather than employees or dependent workers. Sometimes, this is a deliberate strategy of companies, intended to minimise their obligations to a workforce (known as misclassification). At other times, it represents the continuation of well-established traditions of autonomous work or simply arises by default because the established tests for employment relationships do not fit with the economic reality of new forms of work organisation. Whatever the circumstances, however, such a classification is likely to place a person undertaking paid work via a platform outside of the scope of key social protections. 
	While the rise of platform work is a relatively recent phenomenon, many of the issues around access to rights and protections consequent upon employee or worker status are not new at all. The longstanding problem of “atypical” workers’ ability (or otherwise) to access employment protection has generated considerable debate over the scope of employment law and the gatekeeper function of the employment relationship. Although important issues remain unresolved, these debates address matters that are directly relevant to our present concerns. This chapter will therefore present a critical exploration of the principal issues in the legal construction of the employment relationship, its variations and alternatives. 
	Legal issues arise at both national and supranational levels. Platform work may take place within a host of different configurations of work relationships, with each contractual situation needing specific, factual evaluation. Furthermore, the personal scope of different forms of legal protection differs across countries and even within national employment law frameworks. For example, the UK National Living Wage applies to the broader category of “workers”, while the right not to be unfairly dismissed applies to the narrower category of “employees”. By contrast, in Denmark, where a more uniform definition of employee is used across employment law and other areas (tax and social security), the parties to a collective agreement can define employment contracts for the purposes of the working conditions contained within them. At EU level, the CJEU has consistently asserted that there is not one overarching EU definition of “worker”. This heterogeneity, while allowing for a range of norms to be accommodated within and between levels, creates challenges for specifying a protective regime (if any exists) for platform workers. Consequently, it is extremely difficult to make generalisable statements. Of particular concern is the need to account for the increasing complexity in contractual arrangements underpinning work relationships rather than seeking to squeeze them into a framework based on a bilateral employment contract model. 
	Contractual form is not the only lens through which work relations may be viewed. The regulation of work relations comprises a number of layers that reflect its “normative ordering”. This chapter uses this notion of layers (applied by Freedland and Kountouris to personal work relations) to describe the key regulatory spaces relevant to the context of platform work. This serves to map the “normative ordering” of platform work and to identify issues raised within that ordering. This is a very broad map since for each Member State the set of regulatory layers will differ, and many of the issues identified are cross-cutting. As will be seen, the issue of the classification of the contract form cuts across most of the layers of regulation. Nevertheless, drilling through these layers in a little more depth gives a clearer indication of the ways in which the organisation of platform work can shape access to legal protections for those who provide services. An overview of regulatory layers is set out below (Sections 4.3–4.7). First, however, we will present some general considerations about the broader provision of social protections, followed by a discussion of the current importance of the legally constituted employment relationship. Later, in Chapter 5, we will build on the legal analysis in this chapter, together with the empirical data presented in Chapters 2 and 3, and the case study Annexes, to present concrete recommendations pertaining to the social protection of platform workers in the EU. 
	Article 3 of the TEU commits the EU to “a highly competitive social market economy, aiming at full employment and social progress” and Article 9 of the TFEU mainstreams issues relating to social protection throughout EU policy by committing the EU to take into account the “guarantee of adequate social protection” for EU citizens across its policy areas and activities. Therefore the issue of the social protection of platform workers is relevant throughout the EU’s response to the rise of the platform economy. The EU has the competence to support and complement the activities of the Member States in the field of social security and social protection (as set out in Article 153 of the TFEU). In this domain of activity, there has been considerable debate over how to ensure that social protections might continue to be provided to workers as new forms of employment have emerged over recent years. The European Commission has recently started a consultation with EU level social partners in this area. The consultation document notes that social protection has traditionally been designed around workers in standard employment and that this has left non-standard workers with patchy coverage. The consultation document defines social protection thus: 
	“Social protection encompasses all social benefits in cash and kind, with typical ones being benefits in case of: unemployment, sickness, accidents at work and occupational diseases, invalidity, old-age, pre-retirement, death (i.e. survivors' pensions and death grants), maternity/paternity, parental and family obligations, and need for health care or long-term care.” 
	The International Labour Office (ILO) has distinguished between four types of social protections: social protection linked to a contract with a specific employer; social protection linked to salaried employment; social protection linked to participation in gainful employment (including non-salaried employment); and social protection linked to residency status. Often, the gateway to such protections is through a standard model of employment, with a formal contract, and established legal rights and entitlements. Consequently, where the standard employment model is absent, workers may well find themselves unable to access the same social protections that are available to other workers. It is critical, therefore, that issues regarding workers’ access to social protections are identified, and that appropriate policy responses are formulated and implemented. Commonly, platform workers find themselves outside the formal classification of “worker” or “employee” that is used to determine access to social protection. As a result, platform workers are excluded from important social protections, such that they “bear the risk when there is insufficient work, when clients refuse to pay, when payments are low, or even for paying taxes to the government”. 
	These problems are not new, however, and there is already a good deal of research on problems of access to social protections for workers in non-standard employment. Research suggests that workers in non-standard employment, of various types, are at significant risk of exclusion from social protections. Yet, solutions remain elusive. The emergence of platform work opens yet another area of activity where many of the same problems are manifest. Notably, the fact that in the written terms of their contracts platform workers are commonly labelled as “self-employed” creates an assumption that they are self-employed for employment and social security purposes, and thus at risk of exclusion from important social protections. As explored below, while in most Member States formal authorities and courts operate according to the “primacy of facts” and will look beyond the labels used within a contract, the labelling of platform workers as self-employed, combined with issues associated with the enforcement of classification, create a major barrier to access to forms of social protection. It commonly places the onus on workers themselves to challenge the classification of their employment as a first step to accessing forms of social protection. The categorisation as self-employed can leave these workers outside the scope of social protection. For example, although there is significant variety in the details of provision and access across Member States, on an EU-wide average, self-employed workers run a 55 per cent risk of not being entitled to unemployment benefit, and a 38 per cent risk of not being entitled to sickness benefit. Of self-employed women, 46 per cent are at risk of not being entitled to maternity benefits. By contrast, the risk of permanent, full-time workers not being entitled to these benefits is 0.1 per cent or less. The contrast in the provision of social protections for those categorised as employees (or workers) and those classed as self-employed are stark. Such figures pose important questions for the promotion in recent years, at both EU level and within Member States, of policies designed to encourage “entrepreneurship” and self-employment, which appear to have contributed to increasingly obvious gaps in the coverage of social protections. 
	When looking at possible means by which the entitlement gap might be redressed, it is important to understand the difference between statutory access to social protections and effective entitlement. That is, even where self-employed (or other non-standard) workers have a statutory right to a social protection – such as an old-age pension – they may not have access in practice, due to not meeting particular practical requirements, such as continuity of employment, length of time in post, earnings below a required threshold, intermittent contributions, and so on. Consequently, resolving problems of non-entitlement entails not only addressing issues of statutory entitlement, but also ensuring that effective access is not compromised for non-statutory reasons, as a result of patterns of work and payment rather than as a result of legal framing. 
	Thus, a recent ILO report on non-standard employment recommended that social protection should be afforded to workers in the platform economy, including: measures to lower thresholds for the minimum period of employment required to qualify for employment-related protection, to ensure “greater parity between workers in different forms of employment”; improving access to benefits by “allowing more flexibility with regard to interrupted contribution periods”; and “to ensure portability of entitlements” in order to maintain levels of protection in a mobile workforce.
	Addressing the particular challenge of assuring access to social protections for workers in the platform economy classified as self-employed, the ILO has documented various solutions adopted around the world – for instance, “taking account of annual rather than monthly earnings (e.g. Brazil); flat contributions (Philippines, Thailand); proxy income measures (Brazil, Republic of Korea); or the use of broad contribution categories (e.g. Cabo Verde, Costa Rica, Tunisia)” – examples which suggest that a number of policy responses are available to governments for tackling this issue. 
	The EU consultation process, though as yet incomplete, has discussed a number of policy alternatives – although it is too early to say which may eventually be adopted. Recognising that new forms of work have emerged much more rapidly than systems of social protections have adapted to them, the European Commission has set out three objectives; namely, that social protections should be: 
	 Coverage: ensuring that everyone in employment or self-employment has formal and effective access to social protection. 
	 Transferability: preserving social protection rights when workers change jobs, sectors of activity, forms of employment, move to or from self-employment. 
	 Transparency: ensuring access to user-friendly information on rights and obligations to social protection, irrespective of employment situation. 
	Furthermore, the Commission is proposing that the framework of the European Pillar of Social Rights, so that social protections are provided to all workers regardless of the form of contract under which they work. Currently, the Commission is seeking further views on how such a system might be implemented; for instance, what balance of mandatory and voluntary schemes would be appropriate, and what combination of action at EU and Member State levels would be most effective.
	Moreover, a case can be made that such a reorganisation would benefit employers too, with the obligations to adhere to social protections compelling them to “organize the work to ensure that workers are kept busy, that the work is of sufficient quality, and that their profits are based on value created rather than wages so low that they do not cover the ‘social costs of the worker’”. Building a greater degree of fairness into platform work at this early stage can be seen as offering long term advantages, since “only a reorganization of work can ensure that this growing and important new sector of the economy will provide quality, decent jobs” and sufficient access to social protections for those working within it.   
	A key first step – for platform workers and others – is to determine whether or not a contract exists and, if one does, whether it creates the kind of relationship that places the individual within the scope of protection. The concepts of employment contract or relationship, employee, and (particularly at EU level) worker, are central to a range of regulatory frameworks covering not just employment protection but other areas such as tax and social security. While these concepts hold great significance for the position of platform workers within protective employment and social regimes, it can be difficult to pin down an individual’s entitlement to employment and social rights with certainty. Different Member States adopt different definitions of these core concepts, and even within Member States there can be variations in the terminology and definitions used between different areas of law (such as employment, tax and social security). In some EU countries, a fairly uniform definition of “employee” is used across employment law and other areas of law such as tax and social security. Across the comparative countries covered in this report, this is the case in Denmark and France. In other countries, however, a different concept of employment is used for the purposes of tax law and/or social security law, as is the case in Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Spain, Poland and the UK. Nevertheless, as the European Network of Legal Experts in the Field of Labour Law notes, “Different notions in different areas of law, however, do not necessarily result in major differences with regard to the content”. 
	In the following sections, we focus on employment law. This is the area in which there has been recent litigation involving actors in the platform economy, and many of the issues raised in these cases, and in surrounding commentary, are relevant also to the provision of social protections. We identify the different layers of regulation and explore emerging issues for platform workers. The issue of the classification of contracts for the purposes of accessing employment or labour law protections cuts across each of these layers. This analysis serves to demonstrate some of the complexity of the issue of classification when looked at from an EU or comparative perspective. The key message is that the issue of classification is central for the employment and social protection of workers in the platform economy, and one that is common across the Member States. A large degree of variation can be found in the definitions used and in the purpose that those definitions serve, meaning that regulatory responses at the EU and international levels should be sensitive to diversity within and between Member States. The source of this diversity is the normative underpinning of the protective measures.  
	The “problem” of classifying a contract within the platform economy as employment or as self-employment is not a purely technical one. It connects to much broader questions about the institutions and political settlements that shape, first, the expectations of parties to platform work contracts and, second, broader societal expectations about how work contributes to the distribution and mitigation of social risk. The reason that the legal tests used to identify and classify work relationships appear ill-suited to the task of analysing work in the platform economy does not simply arise from qualitative or technical differences in the organisation of work, but also from stark differences in the normative underpinnings of so called standard and non-standard work. By “normative underpinnings”, we mean the assumptions about who workers are, what they need and whether and how they should be protected from social risks.
	Building an adequate legal response to this problem for those working within the platform economy must entail engaging with political actors and economic and social institutions as well as embracing the technological opportunities to which platforms respond. The relevant actors reach beyond those directly involved in the ownership, design, management and use of platforms. From an employment or labour law perspective Fudge asserts, 
	“Labour law is … deeply political; it is about the redistribution of power and wealth, and the outcome of conflicts that are successfully mediated through institutions.”
	In many ways, the rise of platform work simply continues the unresolved debate about the role of the employment relationship or contract of employment as a foundational institution of employment and social protection. In simple terms, an employment contract is a work relationship that has been constructed as protective. Across Europe the institution of the contract of employment or an employment relationship is central and foundational to labour law. Broadly, the employment relationship serves to connect subordinated workers to protection from abuse of power and to link labour law to other areas of protective and redistributive regimes that mitigate social risks (social protection). Those who provide work through contracts that do not take the form of an employment relationship may fall entirely or partially outside of the regime of employment and social protection associated with employment relationships. As the Commission noted in the 2006 Green Paper on modernising labour law:
	“The emergence of diverse forms of non-standard work has made the boundaries between labour law and commercial law less clear. The traditional binary distinction between ‘employees’ and the independent ‘self-employed’ is no longer an adequate depiction of the economic and social reality of work. Disputes concerning the legal nature of the employment relationship can arise where that relationship has either been disguised or where a genuine difficulty arises in seeking to fit new and dynamic work arrangements within the traditional framework of the employment relationship.” 
	The rise of platform work and the various configurations of work relationships that underpin it represent one of the latest sources of novelty in the organisation of work. However, the issues of misclassification and uncertainty concerning the legal effects of evolving forms of work arrangements are longstanding ones. The European Commission’s Communication on a European agenda for the Collaborative Economy and recent consultation concerning the scope of the “Written Statement Directive” acknowledge the longstanding issue of classification. The following sections explore the layers of regulation that shape the protection, via employment law, of those who provide services through platforms. It places the issue of classification within the broader context of employment law and demonstrates how pervasive the issue of contract form can be.  
	One key ‘layer’ to consider for platform workers is the variety of non-statutory sources of regulation that shape relations between workers and employers. We begin by looking at contracts in platform work, before moving on to consider the specific nature of contracts and agreements between the (often complex) web of actors in platform economy relationships. We then examine how these contracts are negotiated and enforced in practice in the platform economy, before finishing this section by returning to the issue of contract form for platform workers. 
	The principal legal device through which relationships entailing paid work are created is a contract. Contracts provide a mechanism for parties to make agreements of their own that the law will enforce. However, some aspects of the platform economy complicate the application of traditional principles of contract formation and raise questions about whether binding agreements are always formed. The blurring of the distinction between commercial and social purposes of ventures (the peer-to-peer element) within the platform economy and of the nature of the exchange between parties, places contractual agreements in which paid work is carried out on a spectrum encompassing forms of counter performance other than money payments such, as data and barter, along with competitions with prizes and pure gifts. While these forms of arrangement are not novel in themselves, “the scale, variety and technology is different”, raising questions about how existing principles of contract formation apply, and whether agreements are always underpinned by an intention to create legal relations which, in most jurisdictions, is a necessary pre-requisite for a binding contract to arise. Are the promises that are made by work providers and service users always legally enforceable (“a binding contract”)? This will not always be self-evident.  
	As noted in Chapter 2 and the country case studies in Annexe 1, platforms operate in a huge variety of ways and it follows that the contractual arrangements underpinning these configurations will also vary widely. It has been stressed that platform work “should not be understood as a single unified phenomenon”. A key point to make is that there is no standard or uniform set of contractual arrangements that underpin the provision of work through platforms. Policy actors should not imagine that the contractual arrangements that underpin the provision of labour through one platform will be the same as another. 
	One common feature of service provision within the platform economy is that arrangements involve multiple actors. These can be loosely grouped as service providers, service users and intermediaries. Different contractual models emerge with “platforms” variously involved as intermediaries (agents that create bilateral contracts between service providers and users but are not themselves parties to the contract) or parties to contracts (with tripartite contractual arrangements similar to models of agency work). Multiple entities of varying organisational forms often exist “under the hood”, complicating the identification of parties to a contract. The organisation of platform work is thus underpinned by multiple agreements (contractual and non-contractual) between combinations of the relevant actors. These constellations of arrangements are better understood as a whole rather than in separation. The legal implications of these agreements are not always immediately apparent and are thus subject to interpretation, while written agreements may not always accurately represent the way that the arrangements work in practice. Furthermore, the duration of contractual arrangements may be unclear; does a contract last for the duration of a particular task or can an umbrella contract be implied across a body of work conducted through a platform? 
	The complex web of arrangements underpinning the provision of work through platforms can thus be opaque. This can complicate the enforcement of contractual rights since it can be difficult to establish the existence of a binding contractual agreement between a particular set of actors, let alone to classify it as taking any particular form (for example, an employment contract or a consumer contract). 
	The nature of the terms under which work is provided through platforms has been the subject of media campaigns and of litigation, particularly for the larger, more prominent platforms in the US. Some of these high-profile campaigns have led to changes in the terms and conditions of suppliers either in response to negative media attention or negotiated settlement. Such high-profile campaigns skew attention from the more mundane matters of the content and enforcement of contractual terms, particularly of smaller, less well known platforms. Contracts are often drafted individually (rather than collectively) and according to the assumption that employment rights and other social protections do not arise. Moreover, the process of offering and accepting terms and of accepting changes to terms with platforms is conducted digitally and at a distance, offering little space for negotiation. Service providers can find themselves in a weak bargaining position, as described by Das Acevedo:
	“companies are free to impose increasingly substantial requirements on suppliers and to market these requirements as part of their brands while leaving suppliers to internalize the risks associated with transactions”. 
	Various matters arise from the asymmetry in bargaining power between the parties to the contract, such as: the clarity of drafting; the use of non-negotiated standard form agreements; the insertion of one-sided or unfair contract terms; the use of widely drawn terms to build-in flexibility; and, the renegotiation or simple imposition of changes to terms and conditions. Many of the questions that result, such as how the suppliers of services negotiate and enforce their rights as parties to contracts, are familiar to situations that involve contracts between unequal parties (such as employment law and consumer law). Moreover, an individual service provider’s appetite to enforce the terms of their agreement may be reduced by a range of factors including the short-term and potentially low value of individual assignments (this is particularly so in the context of micro-tasking).  
	The UK case provides an example of a term – a provision forming part of a contract, which gives rise to a legal obligation - that disproportionately benefitted one party to the disadvantage of the other. Delivery platform Deliveroo included within their rider agreements a clause that tried to prevent drivers from challenging, at an Employment Tribunal, the way their employment status was classified. Leigh Day solicitors suggest that until early 2017 such a clause was in effect. Following negative publicity there has been a change to this term, and this deterrent to bringing an employment tribunal claim has been removed. Leigh Day report that over 200 riders have subsequently contacted the firm in respect of a legal claim concerning their employment status. By contrast, there are examples of platforms that adopt contractual arrangements expressly designed to provide enhanced terms and conditions for service providers. In Annexe 1, the country case study of France looks at the emergence of co-operatives such as CAEs.
	The following sections consider some of the emerging practices between platforms and service providers. Most of these were identified by Das Acevedo based on research in the US, but resonate with the empirical findings of this study. 
	Rating systems: A key feature of the platform economy is the digitization of trust mechanisms particularly through rating systems. It is common for platforms to include a rating system within their agreements with service providers. This often entails the rating of the work of service providers by “the crowd”, be that the actual or potential users of an individual’s services. The design and application of ratings systems can directly impact the interests of service providers (in particular their access to future work or risk of “deactivation”). Issues raised include the existence of appeal and redress mechanisms in the instance of inaccuracy (unfair or inaccurate ratings such as “revenge ratings” or discriminatory ratings) or harsh “package effects” arising from a platform’s approach to algorithms, averaging and filters. 
	Payment arrangements: Payment arrangements vary widely between platforms. Some platforms set rates of pay, while others leave service providers to set their own rates. Some platforms, such as Uber, use dynamic pricing which allows for price increases at times of peak demand. Payment by completed task is common within the platform economy, placing an emphasis on models of piecework rather than hourly pay. Where payment takes this form, levels of remuneration are dependent not only on the rate but also on the availability of work. As Chapter 3 noted, survey research reveals discontent amongst platform economy workers in this area. Litigation has emerged with regard to unpaid wages, expenses and tips reimbursement in the USA. Contractual issues may arise when providers earn less than was advertised or when levels of pay are unilaterally changed. 
	Other forms of voluntary benefits: Given the common characterisation of service providers as self-employed it would seem unlikely that platforms themselves would offer benefits to service providers. In the context of the US, Donovan et al. point out that these are less likely to be provided to platform service providers, particularly given the similarity to part-time employment. Nevertheless, in response to health and safety concerns and to related media attention, a number of platforms (Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, Feastly and TaskRabbit) have begun to offer secondary liability insurance to providers (particularly in the US). 
	Account termination or “deactivation”: In the absence of wider employment protection, arrangements for the termination of agreements between service providers and platforms will be determined by the terms of their agreement which may place few obligations on a platform to provide notice or appeal mechanisms. Litigation has begun to prompt some changing practices. For example, the Uber driver settlement to litigation in the area of employment status (see below) in California and Massachusetts led to an agreement to remove immediate and un-appealable deactivation. 
	A different point related to termination is that concerning the rights of service providers when platforms cease trading. An example of this issue arose in France when food delivery platform Take Eat Easy folded and couriers sought to enforce their status as employees in order to claim compensation for lost earnings.  
	A first step to establishing employment protection is to determine whether or not a contract exists and, if one does, whether it creates the kind of relationship that places the individual within the personal scope of employment protection. In the domain of contract form (classification) the norms agreed between the worker and employer are confronted by the norms derived from national or EU legal systems. In most jurisdictions, the courts will adhere to the principle of the “primacy of facts”; they will not be bound by the label applied by the parties to a contract and will independently assess the “true nature of the agreement”. The issue of classification (and misclassification) can be viewed in two ways. Firstly, the legal criteria or tests used to identify employment relationships are notoriously “malleable, fact-sensitive, and difficult to apply”, and may be ill-suited to application within the new economic reality of transacting in the platform economy. Secondly, it should be acknowledged that “there has long been arbitrage of the law meaning illegitimate practices that lead to misclassification of what truly are employment relationships”. For Cherry and Aloisi, any judicial or legislative interventions ought to take account of both views. 
	A key feature of the platform economy is that it blurs the lines “between fully employed and casual labour, between independent and dependent employment, between work and leisure”. As Chapters 2 and 3 explained, the platform economy provides the potential to facilitate new forms of working and to “repackage” existing forms of work arrangements in ways that avoid the responsibilities of employment. The immediate legal issue is whether and how to categorise service provision contracts within the platform economy as employment contracts. That is, to distinguish relationships that are akin to employment and ought to attract further forms of protection from those that are akin to self-employment and (according to the legal framework in most EU countries and the USA) ought not. As we have reiterated throughout this chapter, this problem is not new. It is a longstanding one affecting “atypical” workers more generally. 
	The rise of platform work coincides with longer-term trends in business strategy and organisation that point to the casualization, outsourcing and fragmentation of work. The design of work relationships through platforms does not occur in a vacuum and is not simply incidental to the technological developments that underpin the rise of peer-to-peer modes of transacting. Policy makers should be alert to the idea that the contractual arrangements underpinning platform work may be purposefully designed as part of a business strategy that avoids the categorisation of service provision as employment to various degrees of authenticity, sophistication and success.  
	The question of whether a written agreement reflects the true nature of the arrangement between the parties opens up, to judicial scrutiny, the articulation not only of contract terms but of wider policy and practice. As litigation begins to emerge, an interplay between the application of judicial tests and the presentation and organisation of policy and practice, by platforms, becomes apparent. Recent press reports point to “linguistic guidelines” being suggested for internal managerial staff at Deliveroo ahead of impending litigation by riders (service providers). The guidelines set out ways to avoid describing riders in terms that are suggestive of an employment relationship. The distinction between semantic and substantive organisational and technological innovation is therefore brought to the fore. Moreover, the use of language within a tactical strategy of “fogging” the classification of the contract was raised by the barrister representing the riders. The categorisation of service provision contracts as employment relationships (or other similar protective relationships) is thus the central issue relating to access to employment protection within the platform economy and impacts on access to social protection as well. 
	Finally, the question of which country’s law governs the contractual relationship between a service provider and a platform is an important one, particularly given the global operation of key platform companies. The Rome I Regulation provides the framework for determining the law applicable to international employment contracts within the EU. These provide for the parties to a contract to choose the law that is applicable to their agreement. This freedom to choose the applicable law is the primary principle of the Regulations. However, where a contract is an employment contract extra protections apply. These serve to prevent the choice of law from depriving an employee of the protection of mandatory rules of the law that would have applied if the choice had not been made. In the absence of a choice of law the applicable law is that of the place where the work is habitually carried out or if the employee does not habitually carry out the work in a single country, the law of the place where the employee was engaged will apply. If, however, the contract is more closely connected with another country, the law of that other country will apply.
	Platform workers whose contractual relationship is characterised as self-employed face the hurdle of first showing that their contract falls within the definition of employment for the purposes of the Regulation before they can rely on the more protective regime.  
	A further source of regulation in employment relations derives from collective bargaining. However, collective bargaining poses particular difficulties in the realm of platform work. 
	The definition of what constitutes an employment relationship such that the parties fall within the scope of employment law tends to be defined by law. Collective bargaining tends not to have a role here. In fact, across the EU it is common for the parties to a collective agreement to be legally prevented from determining the definition of an employment relationship or contract of employment. This is the case across most of the comparator countries within this study. In Germany “employee” is a mandatory concept that cannot be removed by a collective agreement or by contract, while in Spain, Poland, France and Bulgaria the parties to a collective agreement are legally prevented from determining the definition of an employment relationship (see Annexe 1). Denmark is one of the few EU Member States whereby collective agreements play a key role in defining employment relationships. It is possible for a worker to be classed as an employee under a collective agreement while falling outside of the statutory definition. 
	Providers of services through platforms face legal hurdles when seeking to collectivise and to negotiate terms collectively, the key ones being the classification of contract form for the purposes of falling within the scope of collective bargaining and the extent to which competition law is engaged when seemingly self-employed persons collectivise. Yet Freedland, writing about “regulating for decent work”, makes the point that beyond the classification of work relationships, the prevalence of alternative forms of regulation such as collective bargaining is an important determining factor. 
	The form of contract between a platform and service provider or service user and service provider will generally determine the availability of collective bargaining. In Bulgaria, collective bargaining mechanisms are exclusive to employees. In Denmark this is also the case in principle. In practice, however, an inclusive definition of employee and an unwritten labour law principle that allows for industrial action in support of a collective agreement for all types of work conducted as employment, mean that many atypical workers and self-employed persons are members of trade unions. Many collective agreements have been concluded on behalf of atypical workers including freelancers (see Annexe 1). In Poland collective agreements always relate to employees and can only cover other categories of work in addition to that. In Spain collective agreements apply to salaried workers only, although self-employed workers can join specific trade unions and associations and conclude “professional interest agreements”. In Italy new forms of contract are not covered by collective bargaining. Trade Unions such as Nuovo Identità di Lavoro, ACTA and Smart Italia have emerged as alternative forms of representation in traditionally self-employed labour sectors such as performance arts and creative industry workers but without actual bargaining power. In some countries collective bargaining is open to a wider groupings of providers encompassing some self-employed persons that fall within the scope of newer forms of work category such as: arbeitnehmerähnliche Person, “employee-like persons” (Germany), workers (UK) and economically dependent self-employed workers (TRADE) (Spain). 
	Litigation concerning access to collective bargaining with platforms is beginning to emerge. A key case in this regard has recently been heard by the Central Arbitration Committee (CAC) in the UK. The question was whether riders of the food delivery platform Deliveroo could be considered workers for the purposes of union recognition for collective bargaining. John Hendy QC, who represented the riders and advised the union seeking to represent them (Independent Workers Union of Great Britain, IWGB), is quoted in the press as saying, “Those working in the gig economy will never see a significant improvement to their terms and conditions without being represented by a union in collective bargaining”. The case represented also another means to tackle misclassification. This route to the recognition of worker status may have been a tactical response to side-step a contractual term preventing riders from taking the company to employment tribunal. However, the CAC ruled that riders were not workers within the meaning of the relevant statute. This is because Deliveroo did not require the riders to make deliveries personally, and they could send a substitute in their place. Because the riders were not found to be workers, their claim for union recognition failed. 
	Outside of formal collective bargaining, platform providers have begun to negotiate the terms of their agreements by various other means such as through the settlement of formal legal claims, through media and PR direct action campaigns, unofficial strike action, and political activity. The latter raise questions about the risk of liability of platform suppliers participating in these practices, although PR interests may inhibit the use of legal action by platforms.  
	A final note should be made about the application of competition law where independent contractors are combining to promote their interests through collective bargaining. This chapter does not deal with competition law in depth, although some of the individual case study country reports in Annexe 1 (e.g. Germany) do touch on this. Looking at the EU level, Hatzopoulous and Roma assert that it would be difficult to apply competition law to individual service providers since they do not partake in a concerted practice, and in particular that service provider agreements with platforms are not directly connected with those of other providers. However, in the context of collective agreements, where provider agreements are directly connected, competition law may well apply. In a recent case the CJEU considered whether the provisions of Article 101 TFEU would apply to a collective agreement that set rates of pay for employees and service providers. The case arose in the Netherlands where it is possible for independent service providers to join trade unions or employers’ or professional associations and for those organisations to conclude collective agreements on behalf of employees and also independent service providers. A musicians’ union concluded a collective agreement with an employers’ association relating to musicians substituting for members of an orchestra. The agreement laid down minimum fees for both “employed substitutes” and “self-employed substitutes”. The CJEU held that, while collective agreements between employers and employees are outside of the scope of Art 101, collective agreements on behalf of self-employed contractors fall within the scope of Art 101 since in those circumstances the trade union acts not as a social partner but as an “association of undertakings”. However it went on to assert that this does not apply where self-employed contractors are in fact “false self-employed” (i.e. have been misclassified) and where that is the case the agreement would again fall outside of the scope of Art 101. It went on to find that the broad EU definition of worker would apply regardless of the status of the service provider within national law and left it to the national court to apply the legal tests in order to determine the status of the substitutes. Where platform workers who work as self-employed contractors are able, within national legal systems, to engage in collective bargaining they will have to show that they are in fact false self-employed (i.e. that they are in fact workers within the EU definition) in order to avoid the application of EU competition law to the substance of their agreements. 
	We now turn to consider the norms derived from national legal systems. 
	Access to important forms of employment and other forms of social protection for service providers in the platform economy hinges on whether their agreements with platforms, or with service users, amount to “employment relationships” or “contracts of employment”, as defined at the national or subnational level. This section focusses on how Member States define employment relationships and enforce their classification. 
	The definition of employment, self-employment or other emerging protective contract forms differs within the national legal systems of the Member States of the European Union. Moreover, the implications of such categorisations also differ by Member State. Drawing on the analysis of “Characteristics of the Employment Relationship”, published by the European Network of Legal Experts in the Field of Labour Law (ELLN), we focus here on approaches taken to classify contracts of employment or employment relationships within the eight Member States in this study and to highlight the heterogeneity in this domain. 
	A key issue for service providers in the platform economy is that of enforcement. If a service provider suspects that their relationship with a platform or service user has been labelled as self-employment but in practice resembles employment, how readily can they obtain an authoritative determination of the true nature of their agreement? Where new forms of contracting emerge and existing legal frameworks are applied, legal uncertainty is almost inevitable, although there are ways in which the impact of uncertainty can be minimised. Relevant issues include the cost and speed of resolution, the question of who initiates proceedings (whether enforcement is proactive or reactive) and the existence of hurdles (such as the allocation of the burden of proof) within proceedings. 
	Across the Member States the determination of a work relationship as a contract of employment or employment relationship is carried out by the courts on the basis of the facts and through the application of objective criteria using various indicators. As noted, most Member States acknowledge the “primacy of facts”, meaning that the courts will look beyond the labels applied by the parties and will base their conclusions on the way that the relationship works in practice (in Germany this operates in favour of the employee only). In some Member States, relevant authorities can investigate contract form or initiate proceedings. Labour inspectorates play a key role in Bulgaria, Spain and Poland, while in Denmark the tax authorities are key. In the area of social security law, in Germany the parties to a relationship can submit an application to an administrative body to determine the existence of employment. In some circumstances the competent collection officer can initiate proceedings. Italy has a system of mandatory data sharing and a joint programme of inspections by tax authorities, social security authorities and the police seeks to tackle misclassification. 
	In some Member States, there is also a statutory presumption that a contract of employment or employment relationship exists. For example, in Spain there is a rebuttable presumption of employment status where a person provides a service in exchange for remuneration at the risk of, and under the management and within the organisational sphere of, another person who is the beneficiary of that service. In Italy a contract of employment is presumed to arise where there is a contract for services but the parties have failed to identify a project. Even in the absence of statutory presumptions, certain factors may prompt the courts to presume that a contract of employment exists. In Denmark, the classification of a contract as an employment contract for tax purposes will lead to a presumption that it is a contract of employment for labour law purposes. 
	Few EU Member States explicitly deem certain persons to be employed under a contract of employment or self-employment but there are some examples. In Poland and Denmark temporary agency workers in a triangular employment relationship are deemed to be employees (although in Denmark they are excluded from some legislation). 
	The key issue in this area is the uncertainty associated with the application of existing legal tools to new forms of arrangement. The concept of contract of employment or employment relationship is defined in various ways within different Member States. Some Member States (such as Spain and Poland) have a statutory definition, while in others the definition is derived indirectly from different pieces of legislation (Germany), indirectly from the definition of “employee” (Italy), or principally from case law (Bulgaria, Denmark, France and UK). Even where statutory definitions do exist the courts play an important role in interpreting them. Some Member States have a statutory definition of “employee” (Spain, Poland, Italy, UK) and of “employer” (Bulgaria, Poland, UK), but these are generally indirect with reference to employee or contract of 
	Table 1: “Ingredients” of Employment Relationship in comparator countries
	UK
	ES
	PL
	IT
	DE
	FR
	DK
	BG
	Power to issue personal and functional instructions
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Control and employer power of supervision
	
	
	
	
	
	Organisational subordination
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Work carried out within specific hours /agreed times.
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Duration / continuity
	Provision of tools and equipment
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Receipt of periodic payments
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Other party bears the financial risk
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Integration in work organisation
	
	
	Insignificant
	
	
	
	
	Work performed solely or mainly for benefit of another
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Personal service / substitution. Some flexibility allowed for
	
	
	Personal service / substitution. Rigid approach
	
	
	
	
	Employer obligation of "effective occupation"
	
	Mutuality of obligation
	
	Tax arrangements
	 but different approach for one-person enterprises
	Economic dependence alone insufficient to establish Employment Relationship
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Source: Authors’ own elaboration based on ELLN reports, 2009 and 2013.
	employment or employment relationship. In some countries, the same definitions apply across the field of labour law (Bulgaria, France, Italy, Poland), while in others different definitions apply to different areas of labour law (for example, in Germany differences in the definition of employee can be found between individual employment law and collective labour law).
	In all EU countries, the main criterion for establishing the employment relationship is the subordination or dependence of one person on another. In Italy the term “subordination” is used, while Denmark and Germany refer to “personal dependence” and in Bulgaria and France the term “legal dependence” is used. In the UK, a key aspect of the multifactorial test is “control”. Within some legal systems (such as Italy) subordination is the central ingredient for an employment contract to arise, while in others (such as Germany) no single criterion is indispensable.  A key aspect of dependence or subordination in the countries studied for this report is that the employee is under the supervisory power of the employer; the ELLN characterises this as “occupational subordination”. As Table 1 shows, while similar criteria are taken into account there is a large degree of variation in the way that Member States define an employment relationship. Moreover, what isn’t captured in Table 1 are the various degrees of weight that are given to the criteria. Legal systems variously take into account aspects of organisational subordination (encompassing personal and functional work instructions, integration into the organisation, control of work, provision of tools and equipment amongst others). Some jurisdictions also take into account economic indicators (such as remuneration and the allocation of financial risk). Aside from indicators related to subordination, requirements of personal service, mutuality of obligations (a concept of particular relevance in the UK) and requirements relating to the duration and continuity of employment may also be relevant criteria, amongst others. Exclusivity is another relevant issue. The above discussion has shown that national definitions of employment relationships tend to be fairly open ended and flexible. Nevertheless, they may serve to exclude those working through platforms. Of particular concern is the status of a worker who falls within a “grey area” between someone who is an employee in a subordinate relationship with an employer and a self-employed entrepreneur who is clearly in business on their own. The question arises what should be done to address this issue?
	One way to bring those who provide services through platforms into protective regimes is to expand the definition of employment relationship. For example, Denmark has a fairly inclusive definition of employment and approach to bringing atypical workers within the scope of protection through collective agreements. In Bulgaria, recent statutory changes have seen some forms of atypical work, such as homework, telework and agency work, being expressly included within the definition of work concluded through an employment relationship. Aside from changes to the statutory definition, the courts have sometimes adopted a more flexible, purposive approach to applying national definitions of employment relationships. The French courts have long adopted a more expansive approach.
	Another approach to addressing the issue is to create a new form of categorisation for workers who fall within the “grey area” between employment and self-employment. As explored further below, examples from Germany and Spain demonstrate the introduction of a new “independent worker” status as a midpoint between independent contractor and salaried worker. A key initiative that straddles these two approaches is the introduction of auto-entrepreneur status in France. This initiative did not extend the definition of an employment relationship but it did extend some of the provisions of the Labour Code to some individuals in charge of an individual enterprise. The criteria for inclusion are principally economic: “exclusive or quasi-exclusive activity for a dominant company which imposes the prices paid to the one-person enterprise”. The development of auto-entrepreneur status in France responds to policy concerns that businesses would use any new “midpoint” status not to reclassify independent contractors, but to downgrade the status of those who are currently employed.
	As noted above, some Member States have sought to identify a further category of workers who fall outside of the definition of employee but nevertheless do not appear to be working as autonomous self-employed entrepreneurs and thus seem in need of some forms of protection. A similar approach has been taken in Canada and calls have been made to create a hybrid category of worker in the USA in response to recent litigation concerning the contractual status of platform workers.
	In Germany “employee-like persons” or quasi workers are not “personally dependent” or “subordinated” like employees – but are “economically dependent”. Some forms of employment protection are extended (on a piecemeal basis) to these workers (for example paid holiday and antidiscrimination protection), their terms are subject to judicial scrutiny and they are entitled to collective bargaining (see Annexe 1 for more details). 
	Italian law recognises cooperative relationships under which a worker performs “employer-coordinated freelance work” or “project work”. A level of protection is provided to such workers since the salary must be proportional to the quantity and quality of the work performed and must reflect the salaries usually paid for similar services under an employment relationship in accordance with national collective agreements. 
	In 2007, a new category of “economically dependent self-employed workers” was introduced by statute in Spain. These workers can access similar rights to employees - for example, annual leave, family-related absence from work, severance payments (subject to contractual provisions) - they can be covered by collective bargaining and can participate in industrial action. Workers in this category will undertake their work primarily for a single client on a regular basis. They will be economically dependent upon that client, receiving 75 per cent or more of their income from them. The worker in this category will also not engage employees and must have their own place of work.
	In the UK, a broad category of “worker” encompasses both “employees” and those employed under any other contract, whereby the individual provides personal service for another but not in the capacity of a professional or independent business. The provisions include the National Living Wage, working time protection (including paid annual leave) and protection under whistle-blowing legislation. Similarly, the provisions of the UK Equality Act 2010 cover a wide range of workers encompassing contracts of employment, contracts of apprenticeship and contracts to do work personally. Moreover, a similar definition of worker is used for the purposes of trade union recognition and the provisions on collective bargaining. 
	Self-employment status, does, in some Member States, provide rights and protection for those engaged on such contracts. In terms of social protection, as Eurofound note, systems in the EU either seek to maintain workers’ income in case of social risks (meaning a close link between protection and employment), or to ensure a basic income for all citizens against some risks. Just as social protection levels for those on regular contracts vary across countries, so too does social protection for the self-employed. Eurofound suggest categorising Member States as: “inclusive”, where the self-employed have the same protection as employed workers (Denmark, Finland, Sweden); those that have separate protection schemes for the self-employed (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Portugal);  those where there are universal elements to protection, but with no specific system for the self-employed (Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia); and those where there are more limited social protection rights for the self-employed (UK, Bulgaria, Ireland).
	Spasova et al. consider a range of 11 specific social protection rights for the self-employed, including those associated with unemployment, old age, maternity and paternity, unemployment and sickness. The analysis of Spasova et al. synthesises reports from 35 countries conducted as part of the European Social Policy Network, and categorises Member States as “full”, “partial” or “none”, in terms of how much access self-employed workers have to each form of social protection compared to directly employed workers. This has been adapted in Table 2, using the terms “high”, “medium” and “low” protection for the self-employed for each form of social protection. 
	At a headline level, social protection for self-employed workers may look relatively strong in Table 2, with a number of Member States extending social protection to self-employed workers along all 11 of the dimensions covered as a statutory right. However, as Spasova et al. point out, “effective” protection for self-employed workers may be much lower in practice. Eligibility criteria are set with thresholds (for income levels, hours of work) that are often difficult for the self-employed to attain. As Spasova et al. note, “(the self-employed) may therefore experience partial exclusion or receive lower benefits than standard workers because of these difficulties.” For the self-employed, conditions for eligibility are often tailored to direct employment, and base levels of income used to assess eligibility are often difficult to meet. 
	Table 2: Statutory provision of social protection to self-employed workers in EU Member States 
	Source: Adapted by the author from Spasova et al. H=high coverage, M=Medium coverage L=low coverage for self-employed workers. “High” means that self-employed workers have access to this form of protection through compulsory insurance, universal benefits or means-tested benefits; “Medium” indicates that partial access is available to self-employed workers due to eligibility criteria and/or period of receipt, compared to directly employed workers, and “if insurance-based and non-contributory benefits co-exist, individuals can access only the latter”. In our summary table above, medium protection is also given for those countries where self-employed workers are not automatically insured under a scheme, but can opt in.  “Low” means that self-employed persons have no access to the scheme. 
	Looking at the eight Member States considered in this study, there are examples of countries in each of the four categories of social protection identified by Eurofound. Denmark is seen as having an inclusive system of social protection for the self-employed. The self-employed have much the same protection as regular employees, since most social benefits are universally available. Some elements are voluntary, however, with the self-employed required to opt-in (and pay contributions) to access benefits.  Eurofound note that in Denmark the self-employed have to opt in to an occupational pension, above the state pension, and they also have to opt in to get insurance against accidents at work and unemployment.  Schemes for accidents at work and sickness benefits are run by private companies in Denmark rather than the state. Looking specifically at unemployment benefits, there is a special social security fund for the self-employed in Denmark that they have to opt in to, and which tends to be used by the self-employed without employees for extra insurance cover. 
	Germany, France, Italy and Spain are categorised by Eurofound as states where there are separate protection schemes for the self-employed, and some elements of these are covered in the Annexes of this report. The situation with regards to access to individual forms of social protection for the self-employed remains quite different though, even within these four countries. In Germany, some forms of social protection are in place for all workers (Eurofound note that this applies to healthcare and long-term care costs, and family benefits). Spasova et al. note that for other benefits, only some categories of self-employed are compulsorily insured (they identify “dependent self-employed without employees”), while others may only opt in. Furthermore, the self-employed can opt out of healthcare protection and get private insurance. Unemployment insurance is available to the self-employed in Germany on an opt-in basis, and benefits can be received after 12 months of voluntary contributions. 
	In France, self-employment and categories of entrepreneurship are well-established. As a result, there are well-defined forms of many social protections for different categories of self-employed workers. Some forms of social protection are available to all workers as part of the social security system: this includes healthcare, pensions and family benefits. 
	In Italy, the self-employed have limited access to protection. Some categories of self-employed workers (dependent self-employed, and self-employed workers in the professions, according to Eurofound 2017) have compulsory coverage and access to unemployment benefits. These groups also receive healthcare and maternity care/leave, as well as benefits for accidents at work, provided they meet eligibility criteria. In other areas (for example, sick leave), coverage of the self-employed is very limited. In Spain, as Eurofound note, the self-employed are protected in a number of key areas, notably healthcare and maternity care, family benefits, invalidity and pensions. However, others (accidents at work, sickness benefits, maternity leave, unemployment insurance) are voluntary in nature and take up is relatively low. 
	Poland is categorised as a Member State where there is no specific protection for the self-employed, but some elements of universal provision. This universality in protection can be seen in the area of healthcare and family benefits. A general social protection scheme covers self-employed workers, as well as others, for pensions and unemployment. Other aspects of protection have to be opted into by the self-employed. 
	The UK and Bulgaria are seen as Member States where there is very limited social protection afforded to the self-employed. In Bulgaria, compulsory protection for the self-employed can only be seen in the areas of old age. Other schemes are voluntary, and require social security contributions. Similarly, in the UK, social protection for the self-employed is much more limited than in many of the other Member States, with Spasova et al. noting that the self-employed only have access to means-tested unemployment benefits. 
	The emergence of platform economy work has precipitated litigation concerning the classification of the contracts of platform workers. In the USA, the key cases of O’Connor v Uber Technologies, Inc. and Cotter v Lyft saw drivers in California working through the ride-sharing app Uber (four drivers on behalf of a class of over 40,000) and its biggest rival Lyft challenging the categorisation of their relationship with the platforms as self-employed contractors. In O’Connor the drivers claimed that they were employees and sought to enforce the right to minimum wages and overtime pay. They later agreed to settle for a payment of $100 million and an agreement that workers could access arbitration before dismissal. Cotter was similarly settled with a reported agreement of $12.25 million payment to drivers and agreements to provide access to arbitration to resolve dismissal and pay issues. The cases had the potential to bring a degree of clarity to the status of Uber and Lyft drivers (and by analogy platform workers under similar arrangements), but in light of the opacity of the tests for employee status, the additional uncertainty arising from the decision that under California law the question was to be resolved by a jury and the significance of proposals to provide for arbitration in dismissal, Cherry and Aloisi suggest that settlement was perhaps inevitable. 
	Litigation in France has tackled the question of whether a platform provider could have been employed through a contract of employment. In January 2017, a driver working for the French start-up and Uber competitor LeCab won the right to be classified as an employee because the company imposed an exclusivity clause on him (other issues such as directing his hours and their capacity to impose sanctions on him were not seen as deciding factors). 
	In the UK case of Aslam, Farrar and others v Uber, around 20 Uber drivers (and members of the GMB union) claimed that the written terms of their agreement with UBV (a Dutch corporation with headquarters in Amsterdam) misrepresented the true agreement. They claimed that they fell into the hybrid category of “worker” and were thus within the scope of working time protection and eligible for the National Living Wage. The workers claimed that they were workers of ULL (a UK company, of which UBV is the parent company, which holds a private hire vehicle operations licence for London) and thus under the jurisdiction of the law of England and Wales. By contrast Uber claimed that the drivers were independent contractors and that Uber simply acted as an agent to bring drivers into contractual agreements with passengers (as such there is no contract for services between Uber and drivers). They also argued that even if drivers did have a contract with Uber then that contract was with UBV and thus within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands. In that scenario, the drivers would fall within the scope of EU working time provisions but not the National Living Wage legislation that is a national provision applying in the UK.  
	The Employment Tribunal held for the drivers. They concluded that when a driver a) has the app switched on, b) is within the territory in which they are authorised to work and c) is able and willing to accept assignments, they are “working for Uber under an Uber contract”. The Tribunal held that the driver–passenger relationship was “a pure fiction which bears no relation to the real dealings and relationships between the parties”. The Tribunal was willing to infer a contract between Uber and the drivers and found that the said contract fell “full square” within the statutory definition of worker. It also held that the contractual relationship was with ULL rather than UBV, since it was the point of contact between Uber and the drivers and carried out such functions as recruitment, control, discipline and dismissal. 
	The implication of the above conclusions was that the drivers’ contracts fell within the scope of the Working Time Regulations 1998 and the drivers were considered to be working at Uber’s disposal, while the conditions set out in the paragraph above were met. With regard to the National Living Wage, the Tribunal concluded that Uber drivers perform “unmeasured work” and thus the relevant hours for calculating the hourly rate encompass “hours worked”. The Tribunal did not go on to apply this provision aside from in relation to the very narrow question of whether time spent driving from home to the territory in which they are authorised to drive “counts” as hours worked. The Tribunal concluded that it did not. The inference here is that drivers are working for National Living Wage purposes between rides. Such a finding would have implications for the pay arrangements of Uber drivers (currently drivers receive passenger payment per ride, less a proportion subtracted by Uber as a fee) and challenge the wider “on demand” model. We should stress that the Tribunal did not reach this conclusion in this case and the matter would need to be clarified through further litigation. In another Employment Tribunal decision, a bicycle courier who worked for CitySprint successfully argued that she was a worker and therefore within the scope of National Living Wage and Working Time legislation. 
	Employment Tribunal decisions are first instance decisions and are thus not binding on other Employment Tribunals. However, litigation is beginning to advance up the court hierarchy. Uber unsuccessfully appealed the Employment Tribunal decision that drivers are workers within the Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT). The EAT upheld the Employment Tribunal’s approach to applying the definition of worker and the Employment Tribunal’s findings concerning the application of National Living Wage and working time provisions. Another relevant case has reached the Court of Appeal: Pimlico Plumbers Ltd v Smith. Here, it was held that a plumber who was working under a contract that described him as a “self-employed operative” for Pimlico Plumbers was a worker for the purposes of his employment rights. Of particular significance to the conclusion that Mr Smith was a worker were a minimum number of hours to be worked each week, and the requirement to wear a uniform and to drive a Pimlico Plumbers vehicle. This case has implications for platform workers employed under similar terms. 
	Another UK case, recently decided in another domain by the Central Arbitration Committee (UK), is the IWGB Union & Roofoods Limited T/A Deliveroo. As discussed above, the case represented an alternative route to gaining recognition of worker status. The riders’ arguments, as noted above, that they were workers for the purposes of collective bargaining were unsuccessful (because of the existence and operation of a substitution clause). It should be noted that the majority of the litigation in the UK has concerned worker rather than employee classification. However, press reports suggest future litigation will also address employee status. The litigation discussed above is at its early stages but suggests that the terms and conditions of significant numbers of platform workers may in fact not represent the true agreement between platforms and workers. This is a key issue and placing the onus on workers themselves to challenge the categorisation of their status is not an efficient way to address it. Moreover, given the uncertainty and expense (particularly, until recently, in the UK) of enforcement mechanisms this may lead to injustice. 
	The judiciary often play a key role in applying and interpreting the definition of the employment relationship. As explained, the courts are already dealing with litigation in this area and are therefore required to apply existing legal definitions to the new context of platform work. To highlight the difficulties that the judiciary face, Prassl and Risak give the following example:
	“an exasperated District Judge noted in the course of ongoing U.S. litigation, the task of determining worker status is akin to being “handed a square peg and asked to choose between two round holes. The test the ... courts have developed over the 20th Century for classifying workers isn't very helpful in addressing this 21st Century problem. Some factors point in one direction, some point in the other, and some are ambiguous.” 
	Legal commentators have begun to propose ways in which the judicial interpretation of work contracts could adapt to the challenges posed by platform work. Davidov, for example, asserts the importance of a purposive approach to interpretation. This provides the potential to overcome a “technical-legalistic application of tests that could be outdated, instead looking for the ultimate goals behind labour laws – and consequently behind the distinction between “employees” and independent contractors – to decide who should be protected”.
	In a different vein, Prassl (focussing on the UK and Germany) discusses turning the received analytical approach “on its head” by seeking to identify an employer, rather than to classify the position of the “worker” within the contractual arrangements. This “functional concept of the employer” has been applied by Prassl and Risak to platforms. They argue that courts have tended to try and identify the individual contractual relationships within which the work is performed (for example crowdworker-crowdsourcer, crowdworker-crowdsourcing platform) and then tries to appraise each in turn in order to identify whether an employment relationship has arisen. This, they argue overlooks the triangular or multilateral nature of the overarching relationships and thus the broader context and economic effects of these “fragments” is ignored. Their proposed route to overcoming this problem is to shift the focus onto a unitary analysis of the employer, and to take a multi-functional view of the concept of an employer that is responsible for: the inception and termination of the employment relationship; receiving labour and its fruits; providing work and pay; managing the enterprise – internal market; and managing the enterprise – external market. 
	This approach allows for the identification of a single entity or a combination of entities. Where the exercise of one or more employer functions occurs, it should trigger the equivalent regulatory responsibility. Prassl and Risak apply this framework to two platform case studies: Uber (an example of a single-entity employer) and TaskRabbit (an example of shared exercise of functions) and conclude that this approach offers the potential for multiple entities to be seen as employers, which would allow for a range of actors to take on or to share the obligations associated with employment depending on their role. Such an approach has the flexibility to be applied in different regulatory domains. 
	The key point in this section is that judges are using the legal tools they have to address legal issues in the platform economy. There is a need for innovation to help judges to adapt to the new realities of work in the platform economy without overstepping their role. This is an issue that we take up in the recommendations to the report.
	Employment law is, in the main, derived from the national or subnational levels. However, the EU has developed a body of legislation that sets common minimum labour standards applicable to those operating within the single market. Its purpose is to prevent a “race to the bottom” of employment conditions in response to increased price competition associated with the realisation of a single market for goods and services. Competence for social policy (including employment protection and social security) is shared between the EU and the Member States. In the areas of working conditions, social security and social protection of workers the EU “shall support and complement the activities of the Member States”. Nevertheless, a collection of directives regulate workers’ rights and obligations in a range of areas encompassing working time, information on employment conditions, equal treatment for part-time, fixed-term and agency workers, anti-discrimination, collective redundancies and the transfer of undertakings. Furthermore, where workers move to work in another Member State, EU law underpins their rights to residence and to equal treatment within the host State. The definition of worker for the purpose of EU law therefore determines who benefits from the protections available and who does not.  However, the CJEU has made it clear there is no one definition of worker in EU law; rather, the definition varies in relation to the relevant area or provision. Moreover, some provisions of EU law defer to the law, collective agreement or practice in the Member State in order to define their personal scope. Freedland and Kountouris identify, as a “striking feature” of this body of law, the “inconclusiveness and incoherence in respect of the personal scope of its application”. In order to determine whether someone working within the platform economy falls within the protection of EU labour law it would therefore be necessary to consider the personal scope of each relevant provision in turn. Nevertheless, there is considerable “learning across the provisions”. The CJEU has drawn in particular on the (extensive) case law that defines “workers” under the Free Movement of Workers provisions when interpreting the definition of worker for other purposes (such as that used within the Working Time Directive and Equal Pay law). Moreover, the Court has also made clear that definitions of worker within EU law should be given a broad meaning. 
	Legislative measures emanating from the EU define the term “worker” for the purposes of establishing their scope. Cavalier and Upex distinguish between autonomous EU definitions and a “Russian Doll concept” where it is left to the domestic law of the Member States to determine the definition of worker or work relationship. Some iterations of the Russian Doll concept call for the use of a broad definition of “workers” as defined within the Member States. Cavalier and Upex give the example of the 1996 Parental Leave Directive which applies to “all workers, men and women, who have an employment contract or employment relationship as defined by the law, collective agreements or practices in force in each Member States”. Others, such as the 1991 Directive on the information to be supplied to employees (the “written statement directive”), use the narrower term “employee”. This directive states that it is to apply to “every paid employee having a contract or employment relationship defined by the law in force in a Member State and/or governed by the law in force in a Member State”. The European Commission recently began to consult with the Social Partners concerning plans to broaden the scope of this directive to include “new forms of employment” including platform work “[s]o that no one is left behind”.  
	Cavalier and Upex note, however, that there are some circumstances where an EU definition of worker is required. This tends to be the case where the provisions in question move away from coordination and towards harmonisation within a given area. Even where relevant directives do not give a precise EU definition of worker it has sometimes been concluded that an EU level definition is required (a key example is the Health and Safety Directive of 1989). A key area in which an autonomous EU definition of worker has been developed is that of the Free Movement of Workers. In this area, an intentionally broad definition is used. As a result, the jurisprudence in this area can be seen as an example of a more inclusive way to define the scope of legal protection.   
	In the following section, we briefly look at the key elements of the definition of worker for the purposes of free movement provisions and highlight any difficulties that this may pose for workers providing services in the platform economy. As noted above, the definition of worker that is used within the free movement provisions has informed the approach taken to interpreting the scope of some other provisions of EU labour law. Moreover, there have been calls to improve the uniformity and clarity of EU labour law by using this definition throughout. 
	The CJEU has developed a broad definition of worker for the purposes of free movement. Moreover, it has also emphasised that the legal construction of the relationship at national level is immaterial for the purposes of the EU provisions, and the formal classification of a person as self-employed at national law is not conclusive. In particular, the definition requires: 
	 remuneration; 
	 the identification of a relationship based on subordination; 
	 the work must be a “genuine and effective economic activity”; and not on “such a small scale as to be purely marginal and ancillary”. 
	As noted by O’Brien et al., remuneration has been given a broad definition covering consideration for work provided. For example, in one case it was found that “remuneration” could encompass meeting material needs quid pro quo for services provided (including board and lodging and pocket money). 
	A key factor in determining worker status is some element of subordination on the part of the worker. Nevertheless, a level of autonomy is allowed for in this definition; for example, it has been held that company directors, who carry out their activities under the direction or control of another part of the company and who can be removed from their duties, satisfy the criteria for being treated as workers. In another case, the President of a Port Authority could be regarded as a worker. 
	The Commission notes that issues for platforms are likely to include the question of whether a platform determines the choice of activity, remuneration and working conditions. Key questions for platform workers in this area include:
	 How much choice does a worker have concerning the work that they do?
	 To what extent can the worker determine the conditions of employment?
	 Who pays for the work (do platforms merely process payment deposited by end-users)?
	“Genuine and effective” but not “marginal and ancillary” economic activity is more difficult to determine than that of remuneration. O’Brien et al. suggest that the CJEU’s case law does not give very clear guidance on how to distinguish between “genuine and effective” and “marginal and ancillary” work for the purpose of the free movement provisions. They suggest that this borderline is “becoming increasingly important in a changing labour market, with more at stake as the welfare rift between economically active and inactive becomes crucial”. They also note that the existence of this threshold places the onus on the worker to show that their work was not marginal and ancillary, in effect reversing the burden of proof and creating a (rebuttable) assumption that workers are in marginal and ancillary work. A high evidential burden is placed onto the worker to show that the threshold has been passed. 
	The piecemeal approach to defining the personal scope of EU employment law “has led to a taxonomical quagmire”. One of the recommendations of McKay and colleagues in their study on precarious work produced for the European Commission suggests:  
	“Recasting EU labour law directives so as to render them applicable to all ‘workers’ as defined by the Court of Justice in its established case law on the ‘free movement of workers’”.
	The Commission and the European Parliament have highlighted the complexity of implementing a single definition of worker throughout EU law, but they nevertheless acknowledge the value of greater clarity. The European Parliament called for an initiative to achieve a level of convergence between the definitions that are used. It also urged the Member States to implement the 2006 ILO recommendation on the employment relationship (see 4.7.4 below). 
	A series of EU directives provide a level of protection for workers employed in certain forms of atypical employment (part-time work, fixed-term work and temporary agency work). The purpose of these provisions is not simply to give rights to atypical workers but to stimulate wider labour market reforms with an emphasis on increasing flexibility. The Part-time and Fixed-term work directives implement framework agreements concluded through social dialogue at the EU level, while the Temporary Agency Work (TAW) Directive was adopted through the ordinary legislative procedure after the social partners were unable to reach an agreement through negotiation. The directives seek to balance flexibility and security. On the one hand Member States are encouraged to remove constraints to the take up of non-standard work, while on the other a limited right to equal treatment and information rights are introduced for workers. The principle of equal treatment for part-time, fixed-term or temporary agency workers uses as its point of comparison those in standard employment. As such the directives are informed by the norm of standard employment and are not tailored to addressing the vulnerabilities experienced by atypical workers. Moreover, the principle of equal treatment is fairly narrowly construed (particularly within the TAW directive) and employers can justify differential treatment on objective grounds.
	The European Pillar of Social Rights contains guiding principles intended to underpin the development of the social aspect of the EU over the next 10 years. One of the principles – “secure and adaptable employment” – continues an approach to atypical employment that combines equal treatment with encouraging the emergence of new forms of employment, while also seeking to prevent abuses of atypical employment. Under the umbrella of the European Pillar of Social Rights the European Commission has recently entered into discussions with the social partners with a view to revising the 1991 Directive on the information to be supplied to employees (the “written statement directive”). As noted above the central purpose would be to broaden the scope of the directive to cover those working under new forms of employment including platform workers. However, the Commission also discusses a second potential purpose, to provide all workers with a number of new minimum rights in order to tackle precariousness.  Rather than being targeted at “atypical workers” these rights would apply to all workers but would be of relevance to atypical workers. Such rights might include: the right to predictability of work; a right to request another form of employment and to receive a reply in writing; and a right to a maximum probation period. This potential proposal thus marks a shift in approach away from identifying atypical forms of work and applying an equal treatment principle and towards creating provisions that are tailored to vulnerabilities associated with precarious work. 
	The example of the TAW Directive is worth looking at in particular here. On 15 June 2017, the European Parliament adopted a Resolution on the Collaborative Economy. As part of the recommendations, the Resolution called on the European Commission “to examine how far the Directive on Temporary Agency Work (2008/104/EC) is applicable to specific online platforms; considering that many intermediating online platforms are structurally similar to temporary work agencies (triangular contractual relationship between: temporary agency worker/platform worker; temporary work agency/online platform; user undertaking/client)”. So, is there potential for the TAW Directive to be applied to platforms? 
	There do appear to be some important similarities between platforms and temporary work agencies. In many cases, both involve a third-party intermediating between an end-user and worker, creating a triangular relationship. Temporary work agencies and platforms have both been characterised as a “disruptive” (positive or negative) force on sectors and on traditional, standard employment relationships, with, in some cases, expansion strategies that seek to exploit or take advantage of differential employment protection rights in particular localities, be they regions, countries or Member States. The boundaries between temporary work agencies and platforms are also being blurred further with the emergence of partnerships between the two types of business (for example, Kelly Services linking up with the online platform Upwork), as a means for agencies to get access to new markets and potential workers. New forms of staffing agency are also emerging which are totally platform based (such as Coople). 
	Current legal debates and cases in the UK are worth considering in this respect. As highlighted recently by Newman, Uber has centred its appeal about UK worker status on the fact that it sees itself as an “agent”. While this is taken to mean an agent in the legal sense of a principal-agent relationship, rather than a temporary work agency specifically, this is certainly a case to follow with interest, as it will give a clearer indication of the legal view of whether platforms are agents. The Employment Appeal Tribunal in this case agreed with the approach of the Employment Tribunal which rejected the label of “agent and principal” within the written terms of the contract and held that the true nature of the relationship was that drivers were workers for Uber. The EAT was however clear that which side of the divide between worker and self-employment an individual falls “will inevitably be case-and fact-sensitive”. 
	One further point is worth noting about the potential and limitations of seeking to include platforms under the remit of the TAW Directive. The TAW Directive, like other Directives, offers some potential for equalising treatment for “non-standard” and “atypical” workers, and in that sense, it may have some role to play for protecting platform economy workers. However, what is clear, six years after the TAW Directive was introduced, is that not all forms of agency worker are protected or receive equal treatment. Derogations in the Directive have resulted in agencies creating new forms of business models and approaches to temporary staffing, which, in countries such as the UK, where such forms of business models have been specifically written in to the transposed Directive, have been used by agencies as “workarounds”, contrary to the spirit of the regulations. It would seem likely that similar “workarounds” and new forms of contractual relations between end-users, platforms and workers might be created should some platforms be encompassed within the TAW Directive. Overall, it seems difficult to generalise about what legal form the platform work relationships takes: it really depends on the interaction between a) the national legal framework and b) the way that the relationships are characterised by the parties. 
	The International Labour Organisation has long been working in the area of “non-standard employment”. In early 2015, a Tripartite Meeting of Experts on Non-Standard Forms of Employment called on ILO Member States, employers’ and workers’ organisations to devise policy solutions to address “decent work deficits” associated with non-standard forms of employment. Section 4.1 discussed some of the measures recommended by the ILO in a recent report on non-standard employment. The legislative responses proposed within that report aim to align, as far as possible, standard and non-standard employment by addressing regulatory gaps in the following areas: equal treatment, minimum hours and other safeguards for part-time, on-call and casual workers, addressing employment misclassification, restricting the use of non-standard employment and assigning obligations and liabilities in contractual arrangements involving multiple parties. That report sets out an agenda for current and future work to address the challenges raised by non-standard work. Nevertheless, existing ILO provisions are of relevance to the regulation of platform work, in particular the Employment Relationship Recommendation 198 contains a number of relevant recommendations concerning the employment relationship and measures to address misclassification. The European Parliament has urged Member States to implement this recommendation. Of particular relevance to the issue of the classification and misclassification of contracts to perform platform work is recommendation 4, which states that national policy should at least include measures to:
	a) provide guidance for the parties concerned, in particular employers and workers, on effectively establishing the existence of an employment relationship and on the distinction between employed and self-employed workers;
	b) combat disguised employment relationships in the context of, for example, other relationships that may include the use of other forms of contractual arrangements that hide the true legal status, noting that a disguised employment relationship occurs when the employer treats an individual as other than an employee in a manner that hides his or her true legal status as an employee, and that situations can arise where contractual arrangements have the effect of depriving workers of the protection they are due;
	c) ensure standards applicable to all forms of contractual arrangements, including those involving multiple parties, so that employed workers have the protection they are due;
	d) ensure that standards applicable to all forms of contractual arrangements establish who is responsible for the protection contained therein;
	e) provide effective access of those concerned, in particular employers and workers, to appropriate, speedy, inexpensive, fair and efficient procedures and mechanisms for settling disputes regarding the existence and terms of an employment relationship;
	f) ensure compliance with, and effective application of, laws and regulations concerning the employment relationship; and 
	g) provide for appropriate and adequate training in relevant international labour standards, comparative and case law for the judiciary, arbitrators, mediators, labour inspectors, and other persons responsible for dealing with the resolution of disputes and enforcement of national employment laws and standards.
	The provisions contained with this existing measure address many of the issues concerning the issue of misclassification of contractual arrangements identified earlier in this chapter. Nevertheless, ILO recommendations are non-binding. They serve as guidelines for the Member States and ratification is not needed. 
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	This chapter has discussed the role of the employment relationship as a central concept in the allocation of social protection. Looking at the realm of employment law, the chapter has also sought to map the “normative ordering of platform work” and in so doing to identify key issues that emerge for the employment protection of those who provide services through platforms at the different regulatory layers. The picture that emerges is one of complexity and opacity as new ways of organising work confront existing regulatory regimes operating within different Member States and at the supranational level. Nevertheless, key common themes are apparent. The issue of the classification of contracts for the purpose of determining the personal scope of employment legislation is a thread that runs throughout this chapter. This is a long-standing concern amongst labour lawyers and has been partially addressed in different ways both at the national level and at EU level. What has not been tackled however are the deeper normative questions of how people who work flexibly ought to be protected from key social and economic risks. We note that regulatory matters cannot be considered in isolation and that building an adequate legal response to the problems we identify must entail engaging with political actors and economic and social institutions as well as embracing the technological opportunities to which platforms respond.
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	This research has clearly demonstrated two key findings. First, that those engaged in platform work are significantly less likely to have access to important social protections than are other workers. A quarter of respondents to our survey gained more than half of their personal income from platform work. Those who were more dependent on platform work had greater difficulty paying monthly bills. The more reliant a worker becomes on platform work, the less likely they were to have basic social protections. Only a small proportion of platform workers were currently paying into a pension. Furthermore, where social protection was available, it was typically because workers also had employment outside the platform economy. 
	Second, experts and practitioners have already come up with a range of potential policy measures to address this deficit. Moreover, it should be noted that, despite the shortage of hard evidence in this area, careful consideration of what evidence is available has enabled the development of policy initiatives and proposals. Indeed, in several areas, there is even an emerging consensus about initial steps that might usefully be taken. That is, the current lack of information has hampered attempts to develop policy in this area, but this does not prevent us from saying anything at all. 
	Consequently, this chapter will draw together what seem to be the most useful and practical ways to address the lack of social protections for platform workers, building on the analysis in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The policy recommendations outlined below are based on the research presented, including themes that emerged from our programme of interviews, as well as proposals outlined previously by practitioners and authorities in the field. Three recent policy contributions, in particular, have helpfully drawn together a considerable range of experience and research on platform work, and their proposals have informed the formulation of our own recommendations. The first of these was the Taylor Review of Modern Employment Practices, commissioned by the UK government in October 2016, which investigated a range of issues associated with the growth of non-standard employment, including platform work, and which reported in July 2017. Taylor made a large number of recommendations, some of which have been included here. The second set of policy proposals has been developed by a group of platform work researchers, and is more narrowly focussed on platform work, setting out a series of standards that can be considered as best practice for platforms that mediate paid work in the online economy. These proposals have informed our policy recommendations for setting minimum standards for platform in their relations with platform workers. Third, we have drawn on recently published research conducted at the University of Hertfordshire, investigating the nature and extent of platform work across seven European countries. As will be seen, our proposals also align with a number of those put forward by the European Parliament in their resolution of June 2017.
	Good policy requires good evidence. Many commentators have noted the shortage of detailed and reliable data for the size and growth of the platform economy, and the extent of employment within it, and the findings of this study certainly support those accounts. The European Parliament has recently highlighted the increased ‘traceability’ of activities undertaken via online platforms, driven by tax compliance and enforcement requirements. However, considerable gaps in information remain, despite many online platforms actively gathering and analysing data on their workforces. Therefore, we recommend the following: 
	 Steps should be taken at both EU and Member State levels to ensure that national statistical agencies develop appropriate measures of the platform economy, and of employment within it. In particular, such measures should include the inclusion of appropriate additional questions into existing official survey instruments.
	 Furthermore, measures should be put in place to ensure that labour platforms supply the relevant authorities with appropriate and sufficient information concerning the paid work that they mediate. This will increase ‘traceability’ further, so that legislation can be enforced and sanctions imposed where necessary. Better data can also inform policy development, particularly around social protections, in line with the aims of the European Parliament’s recent Resolution on the Collaborative Economy.
	The key issue in relation to employment law and social protections is the growth in the numbers of people excluded from protections due to the classification of platform workers as self-employed (or, in some Member States, in other less protected categories). Moreover, as discussed above, this issue applies not only to platform workers but also more broadly across employment, with the spread of various new forms of insecure work. Therefore, the starting point for legal reform is to address the normative aspect (to consider the basis for ensuring protection in the context of evolving economic structures and business strategies). This is a longstanding issue and debates about the role of standard employment relationships as the foundational institution of labour law are ongoing. It is beyond the scope of this report to resolve that debate. Nevertheless, a longer-term solution to the legal issues faced by platform workers must entail these broader considerations. Our research highlights the need to facilitate a shift from an exclusionary approach to employment classification and social protections, towards an inclusive approach that recognises emergent sources of vulnerability (such as economic dependence) alongside subordination. 
	Therefore, the EU should build on the work of the European Network of Legal Experts (which has reviewed the characteristics of employment relationships across Member States) towards a review of how existing legal frameworks are being applied and are responding to the emergence of platform work, so as to recognise the extent of new social practices that have become established in recent years. Member States should therefore re-examine the basis on which platform workers are seen as needing protection. 
	The evolving economy requires new ways to allocate social protections to new groups of workers, as well as new ways to regulate this. In practical terms, it makes sense for Member States to do this in different ways, as are best suited to their own legal traditions and institutions. For instance, Denmark, Bulgaria, UK, and France have all made moves to adapt the provision of social protections to new forms of employment, but have done so in different ways (see Chapter 4 and Appendices). 
	An alternative approach has been to argue for the wider application of existing classifications and regulations – such those applying to Temporary Work Agencies or private employment agencies – to include greater numbers of platforms that mediate paid work. However, the experience of targeted regulations for particular groups of workers, such as agency or part-time workers, shows that where legal definitions are very specific, businesses are able to avoid their scope by adopting sophisticated strategies and legal arbitrage. Consequently, we do not recommend that approach in the case of platform workers. Instead, the courts need to be provided with a set of normative tools, on the basis of which case-by-case determinations can be made that adjust the provision of protections to evolving employment practices, without the need for repeated revision of legal instruments. 
	Aside from the classification of contract form, a key issue for those working in the platform economy is the negotiation and enforcement of the terms of their contract. Issues such as clarity, unfair terms and enforcement mechanisms emerge from our research. Developments in the response of consumer law to digital contracting may be a relevant source of good practice particularly in the area of information. A research group on the Law of Digital Services has already published a Discussion Draft of a Directive on Online Intermediary Platforms which contains proposals in the area of ratings systems. Platform workers also face considerable obstacles if they try to challenge through the courts any cases of employment misclassification. In such cases, the burden of proof often falls upon the worker; a most onerous burden, when, as is usually the case, the worker lacks easy access to legal expertise or the financial wherewithal to challenge a powerful company. Even trade unions find it difficult to finance a series of often similar cases against numerous companies. In such cases, the existing burden of proof seems only to add further injustice to an already unequal contest. 
	Legal responses to platform work should also acknowledge and draw upon the collective aspects of work and employment. Building an adequate legal response to this problem must entail engaging with political actors and economic and social institutions as well as embracing the technological opportunities to which platforms respond. Legal barriers to collective bargaining amongst service providers through platform work should be evaluated and reconsidered. Furthermore, emergent forms of collaboration and representation that draw on the same technological and social possibilities as existing platforms should be supported. 
	To assist with this, we have constructed a typology (Figure 23), which builds on our empirical data from interviews and our survey (in Chapter 2 and 3) and the legal analysis in Chapter 4. This typology gives an overview of the relationship between the extent to which workers are dependent on platform work – expressed as the proportion of income derived from platform work – set against access to social protections (high, medium or low). 
	Figure 23: A typology of platform work and social protections (with selected examples) 
	This typology can be read in two ways. First, as a map onto which workers currently undertaking platform work can be placed – a descriptive, analytical tool. For example, from our survey, we identified three clusters of platform economy workers, who varied in the degree to which they were dependent on platform work for their income (high for platform-dependent workers, low for random surfers etc.), and their access to social protection (low for platform-dependent workers, medium for random surfers etc.). This mapping also allows the specificities of platform working situations in individual Member States to be captured. For example, platform workers with “auto-entrepreneur” status in France have some degree of social protection, afforded by this specific status, but this level of social protection is below that secured by emerging portage salariale, and co-operative workers. 
	Secondly, the typology can be seen as advice for establishing how social protection for platform economy workers (in specific contexts, Member States, or working for specific platforms) can be increased. How can specific groups of workers who currently fall on the right hand-side of the chart be moved to the left, and what are the challenges that such movements would entail?
	Our specific recommendations are made with such movements in mind, including:
	 Simplifying enforcement procedures for individuals both in the area of classification of contract form and in the enforcement of contract terms.
	 Reversing the burden of proof in determining employee status, so that, in cases where platform workers challenge misclassification, it is incumbent upon employing entities to prove that persons carrying out paid work are not employees. 
	 Ensuring that enforcement of legal employment status is conducted by an independent authority (as is already the case in some Member States), rather than by piecemeal rulings from the courts. 
	 Providing full and easily accessible information to all workers, including those engaged in platform-mediated work, concerning their legal rights and entitlements.
	 Adaptation of competition rules to permit collective bargaining by (solo) self-employed workers. The European Parliament Resolution on a European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy has highlighted the importance of ensuring that platform workers are entitled to the right of collective bargaining and action.  
	 Integration of the self-employed into existing collective bargaining arrangements – which may require legal reforms (e.g. modifying rules around works councils in Germany).
	 Trade unions need access to platform workers to inform them about their policies and to potentially organise them.
	 Ensuring consistency across labour, tax and social security law, regardless of classification system. 
	 Clarifying the distinction between intermediate status and genuine self-employment. 
	 Extending the right to written statement of particulars to “dependent contractors” as well as employees.
	 More severe penalties for companies that flout previous rulings against them. 
	This research has added considerable new evidence showing the lack of social protection for platform workers. Furthermore, our evidence strongly suggests that there is considerable overlap between workers in the platform economy and those engaged in other forms of non-standard and insecure work, which often carries similar risks of non-coverage of social protections. Consequently, we are sceptical of any approach that would seek to treat platform workers as a “special case”, by introducing social protection arrangement that applied only to this category of worker. Instead, we would recommend a more inclusive approach, in line with the legal recommendations outlined above, designed to encompass the wider, growing population of non-standard workers. If the growth of platform work has taught us anything, it has shown that we can expect further innovation in employment forms, and therefore an approach that seeks to address wider issues in the coverage of social protections for non-standard workers carries the benefit of being “future-proofed”, at least so far as can be reasonably foreseen. 
	Fortunately, our research has identified considerable scope for reform of social security systems to accommodate platform workers along with other groups of workers who now find themselves increasingly at risk of not being covered by social protections. Consequently, we recommend that the EU and Member States take appropriate steps to reduce differences in treatment across different forms of work, and to expand existing social protection schemes to include non-standard workers – which would encompass most platform workers. These steps should include measures to ensure: 
	 Membership of state old age security systems to be compulsory for all workers, irrespective of formal status in employment law. 
	 Continuity of social insurance and workers’ rights when moving from one job to another. 
	 Reduce or abolish minimum income thresholds for access to social protection schemes, such as health insurance; to be replaced so that members pay a percentage of income.
	 Reduce or abolish requirements for continuity of employment for eligibility to social protections.
	 Promote moves away from contribution-based systems, towards systems based upon general taxation.
	 Similarly promote moves towards universal benefits as part of social protection systems, which remove the need for complex rules and enforcement concerning eligibility. 
	 Where universality is not in place, steps should be taken to minimise abuse and the misclassification of workers, including effective enforcement (with penalties where appropriate).
	 Address under-declaration of income and tax avoidance.
	 Take appropriate steps to include self-employed workers in existing social protection schemes as a matter of course.
	 Improve effective access (not just statutory access). 
	In the longer term, consideration should be given to how existing social protection schemes might be adapted to apply to a growing variety of non-standard forms of work, as well as a growing number of workers engaged in such work. This recommendation is in line with the aspirations and aims of the European Parliament’s Resolution on the Collaborative Economy, as well as with the European Commission’s current consultation on the provision of social protections for all workers, regardless of legal employment status, under the framework of the European Pillar of Social Rights.  Such future developments may include the social and employment consequences of the further growth of the internet economy and the spread of automation, raising the potential for jobs to provide fewer working hours, and less predictable income than traditional, standard employment relationships. Since a number of Member States have already introduced schemes to address a number of these issues, we recommend that the EU should encourage the sharing of experience and, where it can be identified, the adoption of best practice. In this report, we have identified some existing national arrangements that may provide models, such as France – which already has a relatively well-developed system of social insurance for the self-employed (see Annexe 1). 
	This research has confirmed the importance of taxation policy for driving the growth of non-standard work arrangements in general, and of platform work in particular. Tax policy therefore affects social protections in two key ways. First, uneven taxation levels across different types of employment currently leads to growing numbers of people being excluded from social protections. Second, and as a consequence, these uneven tax rates contribute towards reducing the tax-base that might be used to finance social protections. Hence, measures to redress these tax imbalances offer benefits both in terms of reducing non-coverage, and in terms of increasing the affordability of social protection schemes. 
	We therefore recommend that steps be taken as follows: 
	 Equalisation of tax across different forms of employment. 
	 End tax incentives for self-employment. 
	 Replacement of tax on employment by tax on labour. 
	 Responsibilities to be placed on platforms to pay into existing systems. 
	 Close loopholes in regulation.
	 Encourage moves away from cash-payment for work. 
	 Stronger enforcement and penalties needed for companies that evade or avoid taxes.
	 Measures to tackle non-declaration of income/tax avoidance by bringing platforms into the system.
	 Develop proposals to require companies to be much more transparent about their workforce structure. 
	Social protections are closely linked to wages in a number of ways. In addition to eligibility being often determined by the legal status of the wage-earner, many social protection schemes are funded by deductions from wages. Moreover, social protections designed to alleviate the effects of low pay are triggered when earnings are low – and this research has underlined the problem of low pay among platform workers. As a result, raising wages in low-paid platform work would both increase contributions to social protection schemes, while at the same time reducing the immediate need for payments from them. We therefore make a number of recommendations around the payment of wages that would have a direct effect on social protection systems. 
	We recommend that arrangements for the payment of wages should be reformed such that: 
	 Where statutory minimum wage provisions are in place, these should be adapted so that they include platform workers. 
	 In particular, where arrangements are in place for the payment of national minimum wage rates to piece workers, such as exist in the UK, these should form the starting point for the inclusion of platform workers.  
	 Consideration should be given to the introduction of higher minimum wage rates for those hours that are not guaranteed as part of the contract. This higher minimum wage could be set at an enhanced level in order to incentivise employers to schedule guaranteed hours as far as is reasonable (at a regular minimum wage). In turn this would reduce the uncertainty that platform workers currently experience over the availability of work and income. 
	 Reform of holiday pay entitlements, to include people with very flexible working arrangements. 
	 In the longer term, the EU and Member States should consider whether or not the introduction of Universal Basic Income schemes would help alleviate some of the issues pertaining to low income for platform workers. Our country case studies have highlighted a range of different views amongst stakeholders over the potential for, and effects of Universal Basic Income. Further research is needed to understand these views and the potential for a Universal Basic income to impact upon the experience of work and social protection for those in the platform economy. 
	This research found considerable evidence of concerns over the treatment of those engaged in platform work by the platforms themselves. Many of these concerns were familiar from previous research, including problems around the fair and timely payment of wages, sudden and unexpected terminations of work, extremely long hours, lack of transparency and lack of accessible channels to challenge perceived unfair treatment of workers by platforms. Therefore, we recommend that the EU and Member States adopt strategies designed to set minimum standards for the fair treatment of workers by platforms. Broadly, such procedures should ensure the fair and timely payment of wages and settlement of disputes. 
	We recommend: 
	 Introduction of independent mediation panels for settlement of platform-worker grievances. 
	 Provision of information to platform workers concerning employment rights. 
	 Extension of collective bargaining rights to labour platform workers. 
	 Task pay terms should be clear. 
	 Where payment per task is permitted, platforms should review task instructions before work is allocated.
	 Strict rules to govern non-payment for tasks performed. 
	 Where non-payment for tasks is permitted (on platforms, for example, where workers are paid on delivery of a good or service), then analytics and performance indicators of how often payment has not been made to a worker should NOT be used to measure worker quality. The possibility of unfair and arbitrary use of ratings and reviews has been noted by the European Parliament and we agree that ‘rating and review mechanisms should be developed in a transparent way and that workers should be informed and consulted at the appropriate levels, and in accordance with Member State law and practices, on the general criteria used to develop such mechanisms’. 
	 Where non-payment is permitted, customer non-payment rates should be made visible to workers choosing tasks. 
	 In the event of technical problems with a task or platform, workers should not pay the cost for lost time or work.  
	 Workers should be able to contest non-payment, work evaluations, and qualification test outcomes.  
	 Workers should know who their customers are and the purpose of their work. 
	 Tasks that may be psychologically stressful or damaging (e.g. review of social media content for hate speech, violence, or pornography) should be clearly marked. 
	 Workers should have a legally binding way to make their needs and desires heard to platform operators, such as union membership, collective bargaining, and, in countries with such structures, works councils and co-determination rights. 
	 Worker account deactivations should be reviewed by a human platform employee, and subject to fair, transparent and independent review procedures. 
	 Workers should be able to view and export a complete human- and machine-readable work and reputation history at any time (portability of reputation). 
	 In general, platforms should be encouraged to adopt responsible corporate governance, good management and strong employment relations. 
	There has been considerable prior discussion among experts, researchers, and policy-makers concerning the potential for the collective representation of platform workers, and such discussions were clearly in evidence from this research. Furthermore, our research found a widespread view that some form of collective representation of platform workers would offer numerous potential advantages in terms of redressing the very considerable power imbalances between platforms and workers that are common within this sector. Nevertheless, this research also added considerable evidence to support previous accounts of the extreme variety of work carried out in the platform economy – variety in terms of the type of work carried out, the amount of work, the level of payment, and not least the specific arrangements between worker, platform, and client. Furthermore, significant differences were apparent in the ways in which countries in the study had already attempted to modify existing collective arrangements to include aspects of platform work, in line with their own traditions for conducting employment relations. As a result, it is clear that policy development in this area should be sensitive to national variations, as well as to the variety of platform work, and our recommendations in this area reflect this diversity. 
	Therefore, we recommend the following: 
	 Where institutional arrangements already exist for collective bargaining, these should be modified to include workers in the platform economy. 
	 Competition rules should be modified to permit collective bargaining by solo self-employed workers. 
	 Collective representation should not be limited to trade unions alone. Where appropriate, for instance, professional bodies should be permitted to deal collectively with issues raised by platform workers. 
	 Alternative collective representation might also be achieved under the auspices of co-operativist organisations, such as SMart.be and Smart Italia.
	 However, trade unions should not be unfairly marginalised or excluded from representing platform workers and, therefore, arrangements should be put in place to ensure that platform workers are represented by the organisation of their choice, should they wish to be collectively represented. 
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